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Institution of Engineers Mauritius (IEM) 

The Institution of Engineers Mauritius (IEM), was created on 26th February 1948, under the appellation
Engineers Association of Mauritius, to represent the engineering profession and provide a forum for all
engineers to come together for the advancement of the engineering profession irrespective of the
engineering disciplines in which they specialised or practised, and had set itself the following objectives: to
foster engineering science and its application in all engineering disciplines, ensure the highest standard of
service in engineering, and improve the status and safeguard the interests of the engineering profession. Its
name was changed to “The Professional Engineers Association of Mauritius” during a Special General
Meeting held on 28th January 1965. Thirteen years later, on 1st Dec 1978, the association was restructured
and adopted a new name “The Institution of Engineers Mauritius”. The changes were approved by the
Registrar of Associations on 19 January 1979.

The founder members desired to regulate the profession and the practice of engineering. The government of
the day agreed on the regulation but by a different body. The engineers were nevertheless satisfied when a
Council of Registered Professional Engineers Bill was pushed through the Legislative Assembly and was
eventually approved. The Council of Registered Professional Engineers Ordinance was gazetted on 23
December 1965.

The IEM has remained an association of professional engineers, whereas the Council of Registered
Professional Engineers (CRPE) is the body authorised to approve qualifications, leading to registration as
Professional Engineers, and to register the holders of such qualification subject to their also meeting tie
experience requirements. If at all the Institution has to intervene at the level of the Council, it does so
through its two representatives on the council of the C.R.P.E.

In addition to serving on the council of the C.R.P.E. the Institution is active at the level of the Board of the
Central Electricity Board and puts in its contribution at the Mauritius Standard Bureau, the University
of Mauritius. The IEM has made requests to Government for the Institution to be represented on major
Government committees and parastatal Boards concerned with the provision of services requiring heavy
investment of engineering nature.

The IEM joined the World Federation of Engineering Organisations, (WFEO), as a Regional Member in
1981, and became a Full member of the Commonwealth Engineers Council (CEC) on 15 November
1985.

IEM’s constitution was amended in October 2018 to create the Engineering Accreditation Board (EAB),
in the context of the Washington Accord project. IEM’s goal is to become full member by 2025.
www.iemauritius.com

http://www.iemauritius.com/


I have great pleasure to present to you this edition of

IEM Journal (Engineering the Future of Mauritius

& the World) on the occasion of the World

Engineering Day on 4th March 2021. We are very

honoured to have, not only a message from Past

President of WFEO Dr Marlene Kanga but also an

insightful article from her. The Chair of the Young

Engineers/Future Leaders Committee at the WFEO,

Eng. Firas Bou Diab has also valued our Journal with

his article.  Several SDGs have been covered by all

papers and I sincerely thank all authors for their

efforts and valuable contributions to this Journal.

Thanks also to the editing team for the long and

tedious hours spent and a big thank you to our

sponsor.

In the early 2021, two engineering-related events hit

the limelight.

On 18th February 2021, Perseverance, a NASA

Spacecraft, landed on Planet Mars after a journey of 7

months from Earth.  Very soon Perseverance will

find a flat location to drop off Ingenuity, the mini

helicopter attached to itsbelly. Perseverance will

study "how planets form and how they evolve’,  and

Mars is a great place to answer those questions.

President of Institution of Engineers Mauritius

Message from Mr Shyam Roy

Institution of Engineers Mauritius

World Engineering Day for Sustainable Development

Shyam Roy BSc CEng FIET FIEM
President, The Institution of Engineers Mauritius
Retired CEO with extensive experience in ICT
shyam@roys.live

MIR-SAT1 had been offered a free launch to the

International Space Station (ISS) and will be launched

by end Q2 or early Q3 2021. Mission operation will

be carried out via the Ground Station Facility (Radio

Amateur License 3B8MRC) located in Ebene. 

 www.spacemauritius.com

For the first time, Mauritius will embark into new

initiatives geared towards exploiting space/satellite

technology for its socio-economic benefits.

I wish you Good Reading and a great World

Engineering Day 2021

This is an outstanding success story of an Engineering

& Scientific adventure that required years of

planning, testing, simulation from a team of

absolutely devoted and competent people. This makes

us ponder why simpler problems cannot be solved

here on Earth.

MIR-SAT1 (Mauritius Imagery &

Radiocommunication Satellite 1), the First

Mauritian radio amateur satellite has been received

in February 2021 by The Japan Aerospace

Exploration Agency (JAXA) which performs various

activities related to aerospace.



The impact of climate change (SDG #13) presents unique

challenges that also needs engineers. The Small Island

Developing States (SIDS) are particularly exposed to the

impacts of rising global temperatures. Sea level rise, altered

rainfall patterns and extreme weather events such as cyclones

have a devastating impact on essential infrastructure such as

roads, schools and hospitals as well as the economy, affecting

important industries such as tourism (SDG #10).

Resilient infrastructure and innovation (SDG #9 and #11)

including housing is essential for nations that are buffeted

regularly by strong cyclonic winds. It is important that nations

can recover quickly form extreme weather events to reduce the

adverse impacts on the economy.

Importantly, education of students at school, technical

institutes and university on issues relating to sustainable

development is needed to empower young people to

understand the challenges of sustainable development and to

develop solutions appropriate to their environment and culture.

I hope that this document will encourage young people in

Mauritius to consider how they can make a difference to their

own beautiful and precious country, to improve the lives of its

citizens and for a better sustainable world.

It gives me great pleasure to support this publication that

showcases the strategies and work of engineers to address

sustainable development in the context of the Small Island

Developing States (SIDS). Mauritius is a small and beautiful

island state that is facing many of the issues of SIDS around

the world.

The UN Sustainable Development Goals are particularly

relevant to the SIDS. Many have low income levels and are

depend on agriculture, natural resources and tourism for

employment and income (SDG #1). While many are

transitioning towards improved health outcomes, life

expectancy continues to be lower than in other nations (SDG

#3). Many nations have limited access to clean sources of

water and sanitation and low cost reliable sources of energy

(UN SDG #6 and #7).

Engineers have an important role in developing reliable access

to clean water and efficient sanitation systems that do not

discharge polluted waste and thus also preserve the pristine

environment that surround the islands.

Engineers can also develop and implement low cost wind and

solar energy and energy storage systems to address the issues

of access to sources of clean, low cost and reliable energy.

AM FTSE HON. FIE Aust. Hon. FIChemE  

Message from Dr. Marlene Kanga
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Dr. Marlene Kanga is the Immediate Past President of the World
Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO), the peak body for
engineering institutions internationally representing some 100
engineering institutions and approximately 30 million engineers. 

During her term as WFEO President, Marlene led the initiative for the
member states at UNESCO to declare 4thMarch, the founding Day of
WFEO, as World Engineering Day.  The inaugural World Engineering
Day was held on 4thMarch 2020 and developed the vision and
strategy of the importance of engineering for sustainable
development and to advance the UN Sustainable Development
Goals. Marlene has been listed among the 100 engineers making a
contribution to Australia in the last 100 years as part of Engineers
Australia Centenary celebrations in 2019 and one of the Top 10
women engineers in Australia.

A chemical engineer, she was the 2013 National President of
Engineers Australia and is a Fellow of the Australian Academy of
Engineering and Technology and a Member of the Order of Australia,
a national honor, in recognition of her leadership in engineering.
profession.

WFEO
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Jean Marc Momplé
Retired Emtel Senior Executive & Telecom Consultant:
Vice Chairman of the METISS undersea cable.
Radio Amateur licensed in November 1977 &Member of
the Mauritius Amateur Radio Society (MARS) and
Amateur Satellite Corporation (AMSAT). Member of the
first Mauritius satellite (MIR-SAT1) project team•      
Currently serving as AMSAT Ambassador.
jean.marc.momple@gmail.com

Radio Amateurs Satellites and Assistance to Humanity 

Jean Marc Momplé

Introduction

Radio Amateur is the only hobby recognised by the

United Nations and their representative have a word

to say at the International Telecommunication Union

(ITU) on telecommunication matters. It’s a hobby

with many aspects such as technical, social,

educational and one practising this hobby may have

preference for some topics. In this article we focus

on satellite operation, emergency communication,

education and radio amateur achievements with

satellites operations in Mauritius.

Mauritius Amateur Radio Society (MARS),

https://mars3b8.wordpress.com.

1. What is a Radio Amateur?

A Radio Amateur (commonly called a HAM) is a

person who uses radio frequencies for the purposes

of experimentation, self-training, non-commercial

exchange of messages, private recreation and

emergency communication without any pecuniary

interest. One must successfully complete a

competency examination to obtain a Radio Amateur

Licence issued by the regulatory authority of his

country who will assign him a “callsign”, 3B8XX/Y

for Mauritius. The licence in Mauritius is delivered

by the Information & Communication Technologies

Authority (Mauritius ICT regulator) after successful

examination carried out by the 

Over the years Radio Amateurs have significantly

and benevolently contributed to education, science,

engineering and greatly helped in times of

emergency. There are about 3 million licenced

Radio Amateur operators worldwide, some are

actively involved with satellites and space activities

in Indian Ocean the region.

2. What equipment does a Radio Amateur use?

The most basic Radio Amateur station is a

transmitter and a receiver capable of operating on

radio amateur frequency bands as defined by the

ITU and subject to his licence conditions. However,

the station may be much more sophisticated

depending on the financial capability of the

individual and/or its activities, and one may have

equipment for communication from Medium Wave

to microwaves frequency bands, including many

antennas, transmitters and receivers, satellite ground

stations, computers, etc. In a nutshell a radio

amateur station may be very basic with only a

receiver or may sometimes have much more

communications capability of receiving and

transmitting on many radio frequencies.

JEAN MARC MOMPLÉ - MAURITIUS



Radio Amateur stations are totally independent from

public telecommunication networks and may be

powered with a simple car battery most of the time,

thus when all public infrastructures and public

telecom networks fail, such as in case of natural

disaster, emergency communications are often

provided by Radio Amateurs.

Institution of Engineers Mauritius
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3. Tell us more about involvement of Radio

Amateurs in disaster situation, how they may

help in such situation?

Radio Amateurs can use many frequencies ranging

from Medium wave (1.8 MHz) to Extremely High

Frequency (250,000 MHz), thus a Radio Amateur

can quickly establish regional or international

communication.

For local or regional links Very High Frequency

(VHF) and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) are

preferred, the range is extended through repeater

networks on these frequencies enabling use of fixed,

car mobile or portable (walkie-talkies) stations. As

an example, the repeater network in Mauritius

covers around 95% of the island and is connected to

Reunion Island (located some 220Km West of

Mauritius) repeater network enabling emergency

communication between the islands, same may be

relayed to radio amateur satellites ground stations in

both islands for international communication.

Radio amateur emergency role, contribution and

capabilities are recognised and encourage by the

ITU as described in REPORT ITU-R M.2085-1

(Role of the amateur and amateur-satellite services

in support of disaster mitigation and relief).

Some past examples of Radio Amateurs

involvement in helping establishing communication

during crisis:

in the eighties local Radio Amateurs were often

relaying messages from and to the Mauritius

main Meteo station in Vacoas to the 

outer islands of Agalega, St Brandon (Cargados

Carajos Shoals) and Rodrigues during cyclones.

during the September 11 attacks on the World

Trade Centre in Manhattan in 2001

during the 2003 North America blackout;

in 2004, Radio Amateurs provided weather

forecasters information on Hurricane Frances

live from the Bahamas;

on December 26, 2004, an earthquake and

resulting tsunami across the Indian Ocean wiped

out all communications with the Andaman

Islands, Radio Amateurs provided a means to

coordinate relief efforts;

in 2005, Radio Amateurs coordinated disaster

relief activities for hurricane Katrina when other

systems failed.

Radio Amateurs in the People's Republic of

China provided emergency communications

after the 2008 Sichuan earthquake;

in 2017, the Red Cross requested 50 Radio

Amateurs be dispatched to Puerto Rico to

provide communications services in the wake of

Hurricane Maria.

Above list is not exhaustive and is just a few

examples as there are many more but surely

demonstrate that Radio Amateurs have been doing

humanitarian work and also saved life.

In Mauritius, some Radio Amateurs are registered as

volunteers with the National Disaster Risk

Reduction and Management Centre and they may be

called upon to assist in case of crisis, some are

already equipped and prepared for such eventuality.

To note that the Radio Amateur Licence delivered in

Mauritius, by the Information & Communication

Technologies Authority, clearly states in Section7.1

“that a duly licensed Radio Amateur may allow the

use of the of the Radio Amateur Station by: - “and in

sub-section 7.1 d. “Any member of the public

service, (e.g., Police, Fire



“Since the dawn of space travel, amateur (ham)

radio has been a constant companion as the

international space agencies explore our Earth and

the solar system. Through these partnerships, hams

pioneered the first home-built satellite (OSCAR-1,

1961), invented CubeSats, and deployed the first ISS

satellites (SuitSat, ARISSat). We tested GNSS

reception above the GNSS constellations,

fundamentally changing space navigation sensing.

And we have inspired and educated countless

students, hams and the general public to pursue

science, technology, engineering and math (STEM)

careers. These accomplishments were performed

collaboratively by an international consortium of

AMSAT (Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation)

organizations with our human spaceflight initiatives

accomplished through our ARISS team.” Source:

AMSAT –DL.
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Services, Coast Guard) in the event of emergency

telecommunication support facilities being provided

by the Licensee”, thus recognising the importance of

Radio Amateurs in case of disaster.

4. What activities are Radio Amateurs carrying

on satellites or space related technologies?

Radio Amateurs have been very involved with space

since the launch of Sputnik the first artificial Earth

orbiting satellite launched by the Soviet Union in

1957, many have received its beacon signal which

were the first ever space to Earth radio

communication.

The quote below summarises very well the radio

amateur community involvement in satellites and

space:

OSCAR 1 (OSCAR means: Orbiting Spacecraft

Carrying Amateur Radio) is the first satellite home-

built by Radio Amateurs, it was launched in 1961,

only 4 years after Sputnik 1 and was the first non-

governmental spacecraft in space.

Source: AMSAT-NA

Since then, Radio Amateurs regularly send

transponders to space to facilitate communication

between themselves and over the past 59 years have

acquired competencies in satellites construction,

space and ground station technologies. Over 104

satellites and/or transponders sent to space obtained

an OSCAR name confirming these as truly radio

amateur satellites, including payloads on Low Earth

Orbit satellites or LEO (altitude between 200 and

2,000 km), Highly Elliptical Orbit satellites or HEO

(altitude between 40,000 to 48.000 km) and

Geostationary Orbit satellites or GEO (altitude at

around 35,785 km to match Earth's rotation and thus

always over the same location on the Earth surface).

Source: A Review of Communications Satellite by Focusing on

‘Bangabandhu Satellite-1’ by S. M. Rezaul Karim, Shadman

Sakib, Md. Turiqul Islam and F. A. Sabbir Ahamed
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“The Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation (as

AMSAT is officially known) was formed in 1969 as a

not-for-profit, 501(c)(3) educational organization

chartered in the District of Columbia.  Its aim is to

foster Amateur Radio’s participation in space

research and communication.  

For over 50 years AMSAT groups (or consortiums)

worldwide have played a key role in significantly

advancing the state of the art in space science, space

education, and space technology.

Many Radio Amateurs Worldwide are helping

Universities or scientific organizations to build their

satellites and/or ground stations and also collect data

sent by spacecrafts such as telemetry which is sent

as data packets providing information about the

health of different on-board subsystems and about

the satellites performances, such as temperature,

system voltage, battery power, satellite orientation,

etc. The largest open database is from SatNOGS

which is promoting an open-source global network

of satellite ground stations.

A recent example is telemetry received from first the

Guatemala CubeSat named Quetzal 1, a

10x10x10cm nanosatellite which was deployed by

Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)

from the ISS on 28th April 2020.

The picture below shows a global snapshot the

position of Quetzal 1 when telemetry was collected

last year. To note that the Indian Ocean data was

collected by the author of this paper.

Since that time, other like-

minded groups throughout

the world have formed to

pursue the same goals. 

 Many of these groups share

the “AMSAT” name.  While

the affiliations between the

various groups are not

formal, they do cooperate

very closely with one

another” Source: AMSAT-

NA
Source: Universidad del Valle de Guatemala (UVG) on Twitter

It should also be noted that the picture above clearly

shows that when a LEO satellite is over some part of

the world there is sometimes no volunteers to collect

data for, operators of the satellite, such as

universities, are therefore totally blind over these

regions about what is happening onboard the

spacecraft when over these regions. During the past

5 years, over 115 satellites signals have been

decoded in Mauritius by Radio Amateurs

representing over 1.5 million data frames which

were uploaded to databases worldwide, helping

Universities and satellites owners with data from our

region.
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Steerable tracking antenna system used for capturing

Quetzal 1 telemetry:

Source: 3B8DU

The most popular radio LEO Amateur satellites are

FM (Frequency Modulation) ones which are two-

way radio repeaters in space. There is presently

about 7 active and about 6 more to be deployed this

year (2021). These enable communication with

portable radios and allow about 15 minutes of voice

conversation during high overhead angle passes

(about four usable passes per day). Mauritius Radio

Amateurs are operating on these satellites enabling

contact with Reunion Is., South Africa, India and

sometimes Madagascar, picture below show

Francois Lincoln (3B8GZ) operating portable station

from Pointe D’Esny on a satellite called AO-92 and

talking to South Africa. The equipment used was

two portable radios, one for the UHF uplink and the

second one for the VHF downlink, the antenna is a

home brew one made with a fiberglass boom and

aluminium tubes.

This very simple setup may be also be used in case

of emergency situation to establish international

communication from anywhere in Mauritius.

Many other LEO satellites have linear transponder

which are used for narrow band data, voice

communication such as Single Sideband (SSB) and

Slow Scan Television (SSTV), there are many such

transponders active in space today. One has an

interesting story to be told, AO-7:

Source: 3B8GZ

AMSAT-OSCAR 7 (AO-7) was launched

November 15, 1974 by a Delta 2310 launcher from

Vandenberg Air Force Base, Lompoc, California,

USA.

AO-7 became non-operational in mid-1981 due to

battery failure. In 2002, the short-circuited battery

became open circuit and now the spacecraft is able

to run off solar panels when in sunshine, is not

usable when in Earth eclipse as not able to supply

enough power to the transmitter in such case. This is

the oldest Radio Amateur satellite still active for

some 46 years in space now.

There have been several Highly Elliptical Orbit

(HEO) satellites sent to space by Radio Amateurs

and amongst the most popular is OSCAR-13 (AO-

13) which was launched from Kourou (French 
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Guiana,) on June 15th, 1988 on the first test flight

(V-22) of the Ariane 4 rocket. Eight and a half years

later AO-13 decayed and burned up, on 5th

December 1996.

With its apogee distance of 40,000 km Oscar-13

gave global radio coverage to thousands of radio

amateur operators worldwide, its performance was

outstanding.

Unfortunately, Radio Amateurs have not been able

to send HEO satellites to space recently mainly due

to the high cost, but there are projects being

implemented such as the AMSAT-NA GOLF

CubeSat Program or AMSAT-DL P3E project which

is almost fully built and just waiting for financial

support or partnership to go to orbit and provide

worldwide coverage.

The first two radio amateur GEO transponders were

put in service on 14th February 2019 on board

Es’Hail 2, a commercial GEO satellite which was

launched on 15 November 2018 with a SpaceX

Falcon 9 vehicle from Cape Canaveral. One

transponder is for narrow band voice or low-rate

data communication and the second one is for wide

band communication such as Digital Amateur

Television (DATV) and high-speed data. Covering

approximately 5.2 billion population which

translates to more than 1.5 million Radio Amateurs

in nearly 225 countries and enabling reliable

communications on a 24/7 basis. The radio amateur

payload has officially received the radio amateur

designation of Qatar OSCAR 100 (QO-100).

The following picture shows the coverage of QO-

100.

Source: AMSAT-DL

This satellite is relatively easy to work with

relatively modest means, some Mauritian

experience:

In Mauritian three Radio Amateurs are regularly

active on satellites and QO-100 narrow band and

wide band transponders presently, namely:

1. Patrick Randamy (3B8GF), Vice-Secretary of

MARS, who is quite active on the narrow band

transponder using two 80cm repurposed TV

satellite dishes, a satellite TV repurposed Low

Noise Block for reception at 10GHz and a 2

Watts transverter converting 432MHz to 2.4Ghz

for transmitting at his station in Vacoas, located

in the central part of Mauritius. Note the two

dishes on the roof (on the right) which are for

QO-100 operations, one for transmitting and one

for receiving. Patrick has also an

omnidirectional ground station for LEO

satellites, antenna on his left on the roof.
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Source: 3B8GF

2. Patrice Momplé (3B8FA), is active on both

the narrowband and wideband transponders, he

is using a 2.4M dish for both transmit and

receive as broadband require much more power

density on the uplink and downlink. Patrice has

also a tracking ground station for LEO satellites

on VHF and UHF.

3. Jean Marc Momplé (3B8DU) (the author) has

4 ground stations, two with antenna steering

capability for tracking objects in space, the

latest is a locally designed and home brew 3M

dish (about 500 parts and 3,000 rivets) which

will also be used for deep space such as Moon,

Mars and beyond future missions and also for

radio astronomy.

Source: 3B8FA

A portable version of a QO-100 ground station

which has been tested successfully which may be

deployed in a few minutes anywhere in Mauritius to

establish an international emergency links, if need

be. It can be powered both by the mains AC 230V

supply and/or from a car battery.

Source: 3B8DU

Source: 3B8DU



Inspire an interest in science, technology,

engineering and math (STEM) subjects and in

STEM careers amongst young people.

Provide an educational opportunity for students,

teachers and the general public to learn about

space exploration, space technologies and

satellite communications.

Provide an educational opportunity for students,

teachers and the general public to learn about

wireless technology and radio science through

Amateur Radio

Provide an opportunity for Amateur Radio

experimentation and evaluation of new

technologies.

Provide a contingency communications system

for NASA and the ISS crew.

Provide crew with another means to directly

interact with a larger community outside the

ISS, including friends and family.

ARISS goals (Source: ARISS):

Institution of Engineers Mauritius
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Amateur Radio was first used by astronauts, on the

Space Shuttle to communicate from space to Earth

in 1983. The Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment

(SAREX) was the forerunner of the ARISS program.

The Amateur Radio on the International Space

Station (ARISS), is an international Radio Amateur

organisation working closely with AMSAT to

coordinate radio amateur activities from the ISS.

The ISS carries several Radio Amateur equipment

such as FM repeater, equipment for ATV

transmission and a digipeater (data repeater).

Various experiment using radio amateurs’

frequencies are carried out from the ISS. Including

direct communication with the astronauts (many are

Radio Amateurs).

ARISS supports the testing and installation of

amateur radio stations aboard the ISS, astronauts

have the equipment available to make radio amateur

contacts all around the world during their personal

time.

Scheduled ARISS amateur radio contacts with the

ISS for educational institutions are conducted either

by direct contact, or by telebridge contact. The

method used depends on the radio station equipment

and experienced radio amateur volunteers available

to support the contact as well as technical issues

related to the orbit of the ISS over the contact

location.

Source: ARISS

Source: ARISS

Since its inaugural contact in 2000, the ARISS

project has been used to connect more than a quarter

of a million students all over the world with

astronauts living and working aboard the space

station, exposing the students to science, radio

technology, and space.

It is also interesting to note for our region that

during French astronaut Thomas Pasquet mission

ALPHA in April-September 2021, the students at



primary school l’École Élémentaire Publique St Leu

Centre in Reunion Island will be able to speak

directly with him, thanks to Association

Réunionnaise des Radioamateurs (ARRA) who will

provide all the required support and organising the

event. As the ISS will be most of the time also be

over Mauritius the contact will be monitored by

local Radio Amateurs. We can imagine the joy of

these children talking directly to someone in space

and this will be surely be a unique lifetime

experience for them.

5. What are the Radio Amateur’s plans beyond

earth orbit and what are the challenges?

Radio Amateurs transponders have already gone

beyond Earth orbit with Longjiang-1 (Lunar

OSCAR 94, LO-94) and Longjiang-2, built by

students at Harbin Institute of Technology, carrying

Radio Amateur transponders were
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There are many other

activities around

satellites such as

scientific experiments

using different radio

modulation, measuring

radio propagation from

spacecrafts, and

locating unknown

satellites orbits, etc…

As an example,

AMSAT-DL is

Mauritius radio amateurs are quite involved and

interested in space and voluntarily share their

knowledge and experience with others to promote

education.

LO-94, lunar elliptical orbit with perigee of about

360km and apogee of around 13,500km around the

the moon:

LO-94 mission ended on 31 July 2019 by a

controlled impact on the lunar surface on the far side

to avoid space debris around the moon

https://www.planetary.org/articles/longjiang-2-

impacts-moon . Some Radio Amateurs around the

world have been able to receive the very weak signal

from the moon orbit, using relatively modest ground

stations, including 2 Radio Amateur in Mauritius,

namely 3B8FA and 3B8DU.

World map below shows the countries who received

the very weak signals from LO-94, and we are very

proud to be on this map (see the green dot over

Mauritius) and receiving signals from space some

400,000 Km away from Earth on UHF is a fantastic

personal achievement.

operating a 20-Meter Antenna at the Bochum

Observatory (Sternwarte, Bochum Germany) and

achieved some notable space results from there such

as Voyager-1 reception and support for other

projects.

launched with a Long March 4C rocket from

Xichang, China on the 20th May 2018. LO-94

successfully entered elliptical lunar orbit on May 25,

2018, some 400,000 Km from the earth and has been

used for many Radio Amateur experimentations.

Communication with Longjiang-1 was lost on 21st

May 2018 and the satellite has been lost.
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Source: Design and flight results of the VHF/UHF communication system of Longjiang lunar microsatellites on nature communication.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Artemis program is to return man (and woman) to the

moon by 2024, to build a space station orbiting the moon (Lunar Gateway), to be use also as a step stone to Mars.

The European Space Agency (ESA) has already signed a contract to start building the European module. A plan and

proposal to install Radio Amateur equipment on board is being worked out by ARISS, hopefully Radio Amateurs

will be involved same as for ISS.

The European Space Agency (ESA) plans to launch larger probes, called European Large Logistic Lander (EL3), on

the lunar surface every 3 years starting in 2027. AMSAT-DL has already submitted a proposal to this effect under

the name LunART (Luna Amateur Radio Transponder) which has already be published on ESA WEB site.

Source: AMSAT-DL



6. For how long Radio Amateurs in Mauritius

have been involved with satellites? 

Radio Amateurs in Mauritius are active on satellites

since around 1978 when two brothers, Alain Michel

(3B8AH) and Gérard Michel (3B8DX) decided to

go for it. Alain wrote a program in Fortran to predict

AO-8 passes which was run on Central Electricity

Board (CEB) mainframe computer using punch

cards as input and it took a full weekend to predict

about a month of passes over Mauritius, nowadays

this is done in a click. This was done with the kind

permission of Jules Labat (3B8CS), RIP or SK

(silent “morse” key in the radio Ham language), ex.

Director General of CEB who was also a radio

amateur. Gérard build the VHF transmitter with 2

valves and a commercially available quartz crystal

grinded using VIM scour to get it to the right radio

amateur frequency. They made their first Amateur

satellite communication with a South Africa station.
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Hopefully this project will also be successful thus

hopefully not only humankind will return to the

moon but also radio amateur transponders will land

on our natural satellite enabling many experiments

and learnings.

Radio Amateurs are also working towards the planet

Mars (e.g., GO-MARS project by AMSAT-DL) and

beyond.

As usual the biggest challenges for these space

adventures are to raise the financial resources as

space missions are very costly and also sending

regularly transponders in space requires huge

amount of work done by volunteers worldwide.

In 1979 Gérard gave the transmitter to Jean Marc

(3B8DU) and Patrice (3B8FA) who made many

international contacts using same transmitter on AO-

7 and AO-8 satellites between 1979 and 1983.

7. What is the MIR-SAT1 project about?

In 2018, Mauritius Research and Innovation Council

(MRIC) competed for and won the 1st Prize of the

KiboCUBE Programme from United Nation Office

for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA) & Japan

Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) thus got a

free ticket to Launch & Deploy its 1U CubeSat

from the International Space Station (ISS).

The First Mauritian Nano Satellite, MIR-SAT1

(Mauritius Imagery & Radio communication

satellite 1), is a fully Mauritian project consisting of

the design, assembly, testing, deployment and

operating of a 1U CubeSat on orbit. The satellite

was conceptualised by Mauritian Engineers. The

construction and stringent testing are complete, and

it expected to be sent to JAXA in January 2021 for a

launch from the ISS 2nd Quarter 2021.

Below picture after construction completed at Clyde

Space in Scotland, to note its radio amateur callsign

is 3B8MIR, the prefix 3B8 designate Mauritius and

the suffix MIR stands for Mauritius Imagery &

Radio communication.

Source: MIRC
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Local and international administrative & regulatory

requirements have been completed including the

ITU and IARU frequency coordination process

which is required to mitigate any possible risk of

radio interference.

MIR-SAT1 uplink will be on VHF for commands

and downlink on UHF for telemetry and images on

9600 baud GMSK links. It will also have a “bend

tube” digipeater (digital repeater) for testing

emergency communication between the Outer

Islands of the republic of Mauritius but also for

radio amateur communication worldwide.

Same as in the case of Quetzal 1 mentioned

previously, Radio Amateurs around the globe will

surely collect data all over the planet helping the

MRIC to have full visibility over its satellite when it

is not within range of the MRIC ground station

which is located at Ebene due to frequency

coordination which is much less complicated and

faster than using commercial frequencies and

support of the Radio Amateur community to the

project amongst others.

acquire satellite technology, knowledge and

skills.

build capacity in satellite/space technology.

communicate with the satellite once in space.

use on-board payload to capture image of

Mauritius and its Exclusive Economic Zone

(EEZ).

use secondary payload to communicate with

other islands.

raise awareness in local schools and universities

on space initiatives through the first Mauritian

satellite.

The mission aims and objectives:

Aims:

Objectives:

For the first time in its history, Mauritius will set

foot in space almost 53 years after its independence.

More information is available on:

https://spacemauritius.com/

Radio Amateurs are deeply involved in the MIR-

SAT1 project through the Mauritius Amateur Radio

Society.

8. Simplified Ground Station for schools, how it

works?

One of the main objectives of the MIR-SAT1 project

fully in-line with AMSAT and ARISS goals is to

motivate our younger generation and inspire them to

pursue interests in careers in science, technology in

general, space, engineering and math.

After about a year of experimenting with various

antennas to develop the best simplified ground

station for schools by Jean Marc Momplé (the

author), a kit using Moxon antenna, invented by Les

Moxon (G6XN), a British radio Amateur, was

designed with following characteristics:

capable of receiving both VHF and UHF

transmission from LEO satellites.

excellent omnidirectional radiation pattern for

satellite.

light weight.

cheap to build.

relatively easy to build by students.

can be dismantled in 3 parts without tool to be

transportable in a car after the assembly.

All hardware material available in local

hardware shops.

The antenna system has 2 VHF and 2 UHF Moxon

antennas in cross polarized configuration and 
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over 20 LEOs satellites telemetry were successfully decoded with the final prototype. A bock diagram of the

ground station is shown below:

Meteo image received from NOAA-18 satellite of

Gelena cyclone in February 2019 approaching

Rodrigues with the final prototype:

Source: 3B8DU

Source: 3B8DU

In 2019, two pilot projects were initiated by the

MRIC with kits donated by Jean Marc Momplé (the

Author) to receive signals from space namely Pr.

Hassan Raffa State Secondary School (Boys) and

Forest Side State Secondary School (Girls).

The first was with 6 students and 1 physics teacher

of Prof. Hassan Raffa State Secondary School

(Boys) at Terre Rouge. These students were taught

how to build and set up their ground station to

receive images and telemetry from low earth

orbiting satellites. To note that the students have

also installed a dish of 80cm and successfully

received signals from the QO-100 GEO satellite

narrow band transponder but also received many

pictures of NOAA satellites and telemetry of

FalconSat-3 during their first days of operation.

The students and MRIC team building the first

school pilot ground station: on the right Faraaz

3B8BAY (Principal Investigator of the MIR-SAT1

project), then Kiran 3B8BBE (member of the MIR-

SAT1 project), on the middle and far left are student

and on the low left the Old Man Jean Marc (myself)

3B8DU

Source: MRIC
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The team proudly showing their achievement after 3

days of hard work.

Source: MRIC

The second pilot project was also successful at

Forest Side State Secondary School (Girls), below a

picture of their antenna installed in 2019:

Source: 3B8DU

Below a picture of Danilo cyclone approaching

Rodrigues received at the school in Forest Side

(located near Curepipe in the central part of

Mauritius) from NOAA-18 satellite provided by

Vikram Mungul (3B8BBD), the physics teacher, just

simply a perfect picture received from space:

Source: 3B8BBD

Following the success of these pilot projects, the

MRIC, in view to initiating the Republic of

Mauritius into space technology and ensuring

sustainability of the MIR-SAT1 satellite project

launched a series of outreach and capacity building

workshops for the young generation of the country.

The training workshops final aim is to cover all

secondary schools in Mauritius and Rodrigues, all

schools will be provided with a kit to build their own

low earth LEO receiving ground station by the

MRIC. The first workshop was carried out in

November 2020 and over 100 students from 5

Universities and 14 schools have built their own

Ground stations and trained to operate same and

some have already received signals from space.
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The team from the University of Mauritius (UoM) proudly showing the result of their 4-days’ work building their

ground station, to note on the right side Sheeksha Joyseeree (3B8BCC), presently doing a master’s degree on

satellite communications, and is one of the 2 active radio amateur ladies in Mauritius and on the left side another

Radio Amateur, Kiran Tatoree (3B8BBE) which was the leader in organizing this event (he is an employee of

MIRC).

Any conclusion?
In a nutshell Radio Amateurs, their associations and also individuals are willing to share their long experience in

space technologies with one and all to promote science, education and encourage young people in scientific

carriers such as being engineers or technicians in the new space arena. Also, Radio Amateurs can be of great

assistance to humanity in participating in natural disasters relief during such unfortunate events.

This article is just mentioning a small part of radio amateurs’ activities and accomplishments, including some of

the Mauritian experience which is at par to the rest of the world, to mention all would take a full book and even

more, but I hope above is showing the spirit and passion we have for this fantastic hobby that we are promoting

and willingness to serve the community at large.

As a final word: A Mauritian in space one day?  surely a HAM whom I will contact via radio, Why not?

10. Words of thanks:

Information used in this article are from many sources and most already in the public domain, thanks to the

individual who gave the permission to use their personal information and to organizations such AMSAT, ARISS,

ESA, MARS, MRIC, NASA who regularly publish information regarding above subjects which were very helpful

to share same with you.



1.0 Introduction

Engineers are crucial to advancing the goals of

sustainable development in Mauritius and other small

island developing states and around the world.

Engineers have transformed our world through the

Industrial Revolution, and the development of

manufacturing and information and communications

technologies. As we are on the threshold of the

Fourth Industrial Revolution, engineers are needed

more than ever before to address pressing problems

for sustainable development. The Institution of

Engineers Mauritius has a key, recognised role over

more than 70 years in leading the sustainable

development of the nation through engineering. As

one of the group of small island developing states,

Mauritius is among the small nations considered to be

particularly vulnerable to the impact of global

warming and climate change. Mauritius has

progressed quickly since achieving independence in

1968 and was declared a high income country by the

World Bank in July 2020 (World Bank 2019).

Mauritius has also successfully managed the COVID-

19 outbreak after the initial lockdown in April 2020

with no cases reported as at July 2020. However, the

reduction in international travel has had a large

impact on the tourism industry. Mauritius ranks

second in the SDG Index Ranking for Africa and has

made progress in advancing many of the Sustainable

Development Goals 

(SDG 2020). As a high-income country Mauritius is

facing the challenges of skills shortages in crucial

sectors that require the development of

infrastructure and the transition to a knowledge-

based economy which will also require investment

in education and training in new technology

including information and communications.

Advancing the goals of the United Nations

Sustainable Development Goal 4, Education, is the

key to addressing these issues, in the primary,

secondary and tertiary levels.

The Importance of Education for a Sustainable Future 

Dr. Marlene Kanga
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2.0 Primary and Secondary Education in

Mauritius

According to the latest UNESCO Global Education

Monitoring (GEM) Report (UNESCO 2020),

Mauritius has done well in advancing many of the

targets for sustainable development related to

education as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Mauritius education indicators

DR MARLENE KANGA - WFEO 



Overall, Mauritius has achieved many of the basic

requirements and is on a different education

trajectory compared to many other small island

developing states or parts of Sub-Saharan Africa

where the focus remains on access to basic

education. The GEM report also indicated that

education in Mauritius includes focus on issues

relating to the environment, climate change and the

need for a balanced approach that includes

awareness of the environment, social and economic

needs of society. This is important for the successful

progress of the United Nations Sustainable

Development Goals that take an integrated approach

to future development, combining progress in

economic prosperity, social inclusion and

environmental sustainability. There is also a

recognition that educational priorities for small

states like Mauritius have shifted beyond access for

education towards issues relating to the quality of

education, equity of access and inclusion and the

retention of students. 
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(1) NERT – Net enrolment rate

(2) GPIA: The gender parity index (GPI) is the ratio of female

to male values of a given indicator. If the female value is less

than or equal to the male value, adjusted gender parity index

(GPIA) = GPI. If the female value is greater than the male

value, GPIA = 2 - 1/GPI. This ensures the GPIA is symmetrical

around 1 and limited to a range between 0 and 2. A GPIA equal

to 1 indicates parity between females and males. (Sources: UIS

database; GEM Report team calculations based on national and

international household surveys.) 

(3) GER: Gross enrolment ratio in tertiary education: Total

enrolment in tertiary education, regardless of age, expressed as

a percentage of the population in the five-year age group above

the official graduation age from upper secondary. It can exceed

100% because of early or late entry and prolonged study

Government expenditure on education as a

percent of GDP is 4.8 percent, comparable to

high income countries around the world and

other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa

Net enrolment rates (NERT) in post-secondary

education are 80 percent in Mauritius compared

with 42 percent in Sub Saharan Africa on

average and 92 percent in high income countries

globally

Adult literacy rates are 91 percent compared to

66 percent on average in Sub Saharan Africa.

However, there is a gender gap with women’s

adult literacy at 61 percent in Mauritius and in

Sub Saharan Africa and 65 percent in high

income countries globally.

Mauritius has achieved close to gender parity in

primary and secondary schooling with an

adjusted Gender Parity Index (GPIA) ratio of

0.96 compared with 0.80 in Sub Saharan Africa

on average and 1.00 in high income countries

globally

Gross enrolment rates (GER) in tertiary

education are 41 percent in Mauritius compared

with 9 percent in Sub Saharan Africa and 75

percent in high income countries globally.

Table 1 shows that:

The World Federation of Engineering Organisation

is proud to be collaborating with the Institution of

Engineers Mauritius, the Mauritius Institute of

Education, UNESCO and the Office of Climate

Change Education for teacher training and

developing the school curriculum to address climate

change impacts in Mauritius. This is part of an

ongoing approach to capacity building in education

at every level, especially in the Small Island

Developing States, to address the goals of

sustainable development (WFEO 2020b). See Box.

It is pleasing to note that the Government of

Mauritius is continuing to invest in tertiary

education. In the 2018-2019 budget, there was

emphasis on a more inclusive and equitable quality

education through increased investment in

educational infrastructure to improve secondary, 



The UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs

has also recognised the importance of Science,

Technology and Innovation with “STI Roadmaps” to

demonstrate how countries can advancewith

effective policies and governance. (UN IATT 2019)
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The UN Expert Committee on Global Geospatial

Information Management, has identified the

“geospatial information digital divide “as being an

important barrier that needs to be addressed to

advance digital economies and sustainable

development. (UN GGIM 2018)

the rest of the world, access to clean water and

sanitation and reliable energy as well as the

development of sustainable and resilient cities,

efficient transport and resource management, are key

challenges to be addressed. There is also a need to

develop the necessary skills in information and

communication technologies to address the needs to

the industries of the future.

Data from the GEM 2020 report shows that there is

good correlation between information and

communication technology and income levels,

indicating that investment in developing these skills

is important for economic growth and development

in the technology sector. (UNESCO 2020b) These

skills will also be required to develop new industries

and sectors may be needed in future. Other research

shows that countries that there is a significant

positive relationship between the number of

engineers in a country and GDP both internationally

and in Africa and also as shown in Figure 1 using,

data from the World bank and from Africa. (CEBR

2015, SADC 2019).

3.0 Education in science and engineering for

essential infrastructure and tomorrow’s

industries

The United Nations has recognised the importance

of science and engineering as a key enabler for

advancing sustainable development.   The UN

Global Sustainable Development Report, released by

the UN Secretary General in September 2019,

concludes that science and engineering is one of four

important levers to advance sustainable

development. (UN 2019).

 Technical and Vocational Education Training and

tertiary education. A Special Education Needs (SEN)

Authority was established to support the learning

environment of students with special needs.

(Government of Mauritius, 2019). However, the data

in Table 1 shows that more needs to be done to

increase enrolment in tertiary education. This is

particularly important in the fields of science,

technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)

which provide essential skills to achieve the

sustainable development goals.

The quality of education in engineering and

technical sectors is critical for advancing the goals of

sustainable  development. In Mauritius, as in

World Federation

of

Engineering Organisations
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Figure 1: Comparison of GDP and

registered numbers of engineers

Source: World Bank data 2019, SADC

2018



However, quality as well as quantity affects the

outcomes of engineering projects and their

contribution to the economy. Engineers not only need

to be technically competent, they also need to

incorporate the imperatives and values of the 21st

century – the responsible use of resources, an

awareness of the possible negative impact of their

work on society and the environment and the need to

mitigate this to the extent possible, and the

importance of inclusive development that supports

both urban and rural populations, leaving no one

behind. It is essential for a country to have its own

pool of engineers that draws on its best intellects,

male and female, able to design, build and maintain

engineering works that meet national objectives and

comply with recognized international standards to

deliver maximum benefit to the economy.
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Mauritius has a well-established tertiary education

system including for engineering. The two main

institutions that are involved in STEM education

especially science and engineering are the University

of Mauritius and the University of Technology,

Mauritius. The Council of Registered Professional

Engineers (CRPE) assesses the educational

qualifications and experience of engineers prior to

registration.

Professional engineering qualifications generally

align with the requirements of the International

Engineering Alliance Washington Accord. 

Mauritius has a well-established tertiary education

system including for engineering. The two main

institutions that are involved in STEM education

especially science and engineering are the University

of Mauritius and the University of Technology,

Mauritius. The Council of Registered Professional

Engineers (CRPE) assesses the educational

qualifications and experience of engineers prior to

registration. Professional engineering qualifications

generally align with the requirements of the

International Engineering Alliance Washington

Accord. There were 851 registered engineers in

Mauritius and approximately 5000 engineering

practitioners in December 2018. (CRPE, SADC

2018). Mauritius has also embarked on a program of

enhancing the standards of engineering education to

attain international recognition as signatory of the

International Engineering Alliance Washington

Accord with the support of signatories in the UK and

South Africa in 2017 (IEM 2017, IEM 2017b).

There were 851

registered engineers

in Mauritius and

approximately 5000

engineering

practitioners in

December 2018.

(CRPE, SADC

2018).

Figure 2: Engineering graduates by institution and category

Source: SADC 2018.

Mauritius has also embarked on a program of

enhancing the standards of engineering education to

attain international recognition as signatory of the

International Engineering Alliance Washington

Accord with the support of signatories in the UK and

South Africa in 2017 (IEM 2017, IEM 2017b).



Another key issue is the participation of women in

engineering which is currently relatively low. The

UNESCO Institute of Statistics reports that in 2018,

the overall participation rate in tertiary and technical

education was 1.50 percent. It was just 0.68 percent

for females and 2.31 percent for males. (UIS 2018).

Figure 3: Number of researchers per millions of population in Mauritius (2018) as percentage of GDP (473.9/million for Mauritius).

Source UIS 2019
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Figure 4: Engineers in the workforce by age, and gender, based

on Mauritius CRPE data. Source: SADC 2018

Data from the Council for Registered Professional

Engineers (CRPE) in Mauritius also indicates low

levels of participation in engineering by women, see

Figure 4.

Although the number of engineers and technologists

has risen steadily as shown in Figure 2, there

continues to be a need for more tertiary qualified

scientists and engineers to support new industries and

advance new technologies.

In 2018, Mauritius spent 0.35 percent of GDP on

Research and Development and had 473.9 scientific

researchers per million, as shown in Figure 3

(UIS2019). More locally trained scientists and

engineers are needed if Mauritius is to diversify its

economy and capture the benefits of employment in

new industries that use new technologies.

Increasing the participation of women in the

economy generally and in engineering in particular

is one of the challenges for advancing sustainable

development (SDG 2020, page 134) and for

achieving the environmental, social and economic

objectives in Mauritius. It is pleasing that these

issues have been recognized and that the

government of Mauritius is investing in encouraging

more girls into careers in engineering. (Naugah and

Watts 2013, Government of Mauritius 2018)



education and will continue until 2030, reporting

annually on progress. (WFEO 2018b)
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WFEO has also recognised the importance of

education especially in engineering for sustainable

engineering solutions to advance the UN

Sustainable Development Goals through

engineering. WFEO can bring together its members,

educational institutions, government and industry to

address the need for engineering capacity and the

quality of engineers around the world and develop

strategic frameworks and best practices for the

implementation of engineering solutions for

sustainable development.

Figure 5: University of Mauritius, has courses in engineering.

Source, Government of Mauritius 2018

4.0 Support for engineering education to meet

international benchmarks

The World Federation of Engineering Organisations

(WFEO) has recognised the important role of

engineers and engineering in advancing these Goals.

Its partners and national members, including the

Institution of Engineers Mauritius, have a key role

in projects on hand. As the peak body for

engineering globally, representing nearly 100

nations and some 30 million engineers, the members

of WFEO are the national and regional professional

engineering institutions of the world. Aligning with

the goals of the United Nations to demonstrate the

contributions of engineers and engineering is

therefore important for the relevance and the global

engineering leadership of WFEO.

This priority has been articulated by WFEO with the

WFEO UNESCO Paris Declaration on the

commitment to advance the UN Sustainable

Development Goals through engineering was signed

by me on as President of WFEO and UNESCO, at

the 50th anniversary celebrations of the organisation

in Paris in March 2018. (WFEO 2018) The World

Federation of Engineering Organizations

Engineering 2030 Plan commits to advance the UN

Sustainable Development Goals through its

committees, working groups and partners. The Plan

has a special focus on engineering

The strategic objectives of WFEO recognise that

engineers and engineering are critical for achieving

the SDGs. Engineers are responsible for developing

and implementing technologies and systems that

contribute towards achieving the SDGs as they

relate to water, energy, environment, sustainable

cities, natural disaster resilience and other areas,

which will benefit people and the planet for greater

prosperity and better quality of life. This is

particularly relevant for Mauritius, a country that is

adversely impacted by global warming and climate

change and has pressing needs for resilience and

sustainable infrastructure, reliable and low cost

energy, and water supply and sanitation systems and

communications networks.

The national and regional members of WFEO,

including the Institution of Engineers Mauritius and

the Federation of African Engineering

Organizations, that are leading professional

engineering institutions, are important contributors

for country and region-specific responses.

Review of the current international engineering

education benchmarks for graduate attributes

and professional competencies in partnership

between 

WFEO and its international partners are engaged in:
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in November 2019 is celebrated on 4 March every

year as a UNESCO Day of celebration of engineers

and engineering from 2020 onwards (WEDSD,

UNESCO) The unanimous support of UNESCO

member states for the declaration of this Day

demonstrates the recognition by governments of the

important role of engineering in sustainable

development.

It was a privilege to lead the proposal for World

Engineering Day for Sustainable Development as

President of the World Federation of Engineering

Organizations. This Day recognises the important

role of engineering in achieving the UN Sustainable

Goals and is an opportunity to celebrate engineers

and engineering collectively around the globe and to

engage with the community, government and

policy-makers on the important role of engineering

in modern life. 

UNESCO, WFEO and the International

Engineering Alliance (IEA) to ensure that they

meet the requirements of employers for today and

the future, and incorporate the values and principles

of sustainable development, diversity and inclusion,

and ethical engineering practice. This

transformative project is progressing well with

consultations in progress with members and

partners and a schedule for adoption by June 2021.

I am proud to be leading this initiative for WFEO

(WFEO 2020).

Improve the standards of engineering education

within national engineering systems, including

the training of engineering educators, and

thereby extend the reach of multilateral

recognition of engineering education and

professional development of engineers through

mentoring and support initiatives that are

supported by institutions that have already

achieved international standards. I am pleased

that the Institution of Engineers Mauritius is

one of the national members of WFEO that is

being supported. The National Board of

Accreditation India and the Institution of

Engineers India are key partners with WFEO,

IEA and UNESCO in this project. (WFEO

2018b). Other national members in Africa, Asia

and South America are also supported through

similar partnerships.

WFEO is also initiating projects to facilitate

professional lifelong training to support

engineers throughout their careers in

partnership with key employers of engineers

and the registration of engineers by professional

engineering institutions.

Importantly, World Engineering Day for Sustainable

Development is an opportunity to engage with

government and industry to address the role and

impact of engineering on the economy and society

and the need for engineering capacity and quality

engineers, including in Mauritius, and to develop

strategic frameworks and best practices for the

implementation of engineering solutions for

sustainable development. It is also an opportunity to

encourage young people to consider the

5.0 Conclusion
It is appropriate that this anthology or articles on the

role of engineers to advance the sustainable

development goals is being released on World

Engineering Day for Sustainable Development, 4th

March 2021. This Day was declared by UNESCO

opportunities of engineering as a career with the

message, “If you want to change the world, become

an engineer”. As engineers, we need to develop the

solutions that are needed to serve people

everywhere, protect our planet and ensure prosperity

for all. However, this is no easy task. As engineers,

we need to be smarter, learn faster and be more

creative and innovative that ever before because we

have a great responsibility – we are the change

makers, with the skills and the ability to change the

world – for better or worse. The work of engineers

has never been more important or relevant to the

needs of our society and our country, today and in

the future.
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CO2 is taken as the reference of “1”. While for

methane (CH4) it is 21, which means that the gas

can absorb and release 21 times more heat than

CO2. For nitrous oxide (N2O), with the same

reasoning, the GWP is 310 times more potent. CO2

being chemically inert, and the CO2 released today

into the atmosphere, can take 50-200 year to

disappear. This means that it has a long effect on

global warming, even if today we stop all CO2

emissions. These gases are released during the

combustion of fossil fuels, such as coal, oil, and

natural gas (3). By economic sector, in the United

States, the sources represent about: Transportation

28%, Electricity 27%, Industry 22%, Commercial

and Residential (12), and Agriculture 10%.
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Jean Faullimmel
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Global Warming and Its Consequences 

Dr. Jean Faullimmel

Background

At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution around

1750, the worldwide curve of carbon dioxide (CO2)

was below 300ppm. This concentration level in the

atmosphere existed for a period of 800,000 years

and longer. Today CO2 level reached about 414ppm

(1), representing an increase in global warming of

more than 1.0°C. The COP21 held in Paris in

December 2015 stated that in the future the global

world temperature should not increase by more than

1.5°C by 2050. However in 2019, research estimated

that at the current level of greenhouse gas emissions,

the global temperature increase could be as much as

5 to 6°C by the end of the century (2).

How did the man-made pollution come about?

1) Extensive use of fossil fuel. 

2) Deforestation that results in less CO2 absorption

and storage of carbon and

3) less ocean absorption of CO2 due to warming

oceans. The ecosystems that took millions of   years

has no time anymore to regenerate itself.

Today the annual greenhouse gas emissions consists

of: 72% carbon dioxide (GWP 1), 18% methane

(GWP 21), 9% nitrous oxide (GWP 310) and 1% of

other gases. GWP represents the Global Warming

Potential of each gas. Fig. 1: At Cap Point CO2 monitoring station (2007)

DR. JEAN FAULLIMMEL - FRANCE
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Fig. 2: The Keeling CO2 curve

Figure 1 shows a map with all CO2 monitoring stations worldwide (white dots). The red dot represents the

monitoring station at Cap Point, South Africa (4). And Figure 2 indicates the Keeling CO2 curve in Hawaii

starting 1960 and updated to September 2019.

Fig. 3: Different forecast CO2 emission
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The two curves below (Fig. 4) indicate CO2

measurements in the Antarctic and the fossil fuel

burning of all sources (blue curve) and the natural

absorption of them (red curve).  We can observe that

around 1900 the two carbon flux curves separate.

This indicates that not all carbon emissions were

absorbed by the natural environment, the excess of it

remaining in the atmosphere. This is what has lead

to global warming. From 1750 to 1900 the CO2

absorption capacity was equal to the carbon

emission, then the two curves separated. The aim for

our planet is to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by

2050, that is, taking out as much CO2 of the

atmosphere as putting in so that the red and blue

curves become superimposed again.

Fig. 4:  Increase of CO2 concentration since the Industrial

Revolution

absorb about 25% of CO2 making them more acidic,

thus increasing the dissolution of calcium that

consequently reduces the development of shellfish;

c) and finally the last 45% emissions remain in the

atmosphere.

Global warming and its consequences

An increase in the atmospheric concentration of

greenhouse gases (GHG) alters the balance of

energy transfer between the atmosphere, space, land

and the oceans.

Fig. 5: Before and after the Industrial Revolution

The increases in GHG concentrations have enhanced

the heat-trapping capability of the earth’s

atmosphere as illustrated in Fig. 5. The consequence

of higher temperature of the atmosphere enhances

the melting of ice sheets and glaciers, adding water

to the oceans. The warming of the oceans causes

liquid water to expand and consequently sea level to

rise.

The absorption medium repartition of CO2 is as

follows: a) vegetation and soil humus will absorb

about 30% of the emitted CO2; b) oceans will 

A trip to Greenland in April 2015 (6) indicated a

changing world. Indeed some 40 years ago, the sea

was frozen and fishing was impossible as the winter

period lasted until the end of June. Now ice starts to

meld by the end of April. The same trend was

observed by a NASA satelite over the North Pole

region as ice recided by almost 1/3 between 1979

and 2000, and thus opening new commercial sea

routes.
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The more areas are covered by ice, the more heat is reflected back into space, thus keeping the world temperature

stable and cool. The melting of ice worldwide, however, can have serious consequences on our planet as more

heat will be absorbed by the land. Fig. 8 illustrates well the impact of sun UV rays on land, water and ice (7).

Fig 6. The melting of the Greenland Ice Cap Fig. 7 : The melting of  the North Pole ice

Fig. 8: Impact of sun UV rays on ice, land and water

Indeed, land and vegetation

absorbs 80% of the sun UV

rays and reflects back into

space only 20% of them. On

the other hand, the ocean water

absorbs up to 90% of sun heat

increasing water temperature,

and only the rest 10% is

reflected back into space. 

 Regarding ice, however, 90%

of the rays return into space,

only absorbing 10%. That

means that ice and snow keep

the planet cool as most of the

heat goes back into space. As a

consequence, if all mountain

ice and snow caps, and the

poles ice melt, there will be an

acceleration of global warming

as sun rays will be absorbed by

sea and land.
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Global warming also leads to the thawing of

permafrost in the Arctic. Permafrost stores a lot of

methane, CO2 and other carbon compounds. It

Less snow and ice, thawing permafrost, rising sea

level, warmer oceans, coral damage, severe storms,

higher temperatures and more heat waves, drought

and wildfires, are all a consequence of global

warming. The warmer it gets, the more severe

climate change will be. It can have serious

consequences on ecosystems and the population

living by the sea as water rises forcing them to

migrate. The sea level rise is currently at

3.3mm/year (8).

The consequences of global warming and resulting

climate change is summarized in Fig. 9.

amounts to more

carbon than is found

in fossil fuel. In

addition methane

hydrates exists on

ocean floors as well

as in the arctic

permafrost regions.

The presence of

these compounds is

an important source

of planetary carbon.

Methane hydrate is

very unstable at a

certain temperature. 

 As oceans and permafrost are warming, methane

hydrate decomposes and releases methane. The

amount of carbon released from the permafrost and

from ocean floors is unknown. It can have serious

consequences by accelerating further global

warming and consequently have a great impact on

climate change. This additional carbon sources are

not yet taken into account by the COP 21. The COP

21 deals only with the reduction of man made

greenhouse gases and not natural carbon emissions.

Fig. 9: Consequences of global warming

Destruction of ecosystems

Due to man’s economic activities, the Himalayas

melting glaciers create hundreds of new lakes

threatening the livelihood of the mountain dwellers

as water creeks flowing down and passing through

the small villages will disappear. Eventually this will

lead to population migration and the mountains will

become a desert as illustrated in Fig. 10.  Regarding

the ecosystem of the polar bear, the Arctic is melting

as well as bears loose their sources of nourishment.

The ice patches disappear, the seals cannot rest on it

anymore, making the bear’s seal hunting impossible.
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Fig. 10: Above 5000m altitude glaciers in the Himalayas disappear, and polar bears find no food anymore as sea ice is melting.

Keeling CO2 curve, Jan. 19, 2021

COP21, Paris 2015.

Sources of greenhouse gas emissions, EPA, 2018.

Jean Faullimmel, Cape Point, South Africa, 2009.

Forecast of global CO2 emission, Climate Analytics, Cicero and UNEP 2019.Jean Faullimmel, Greenland trip, April 2016.

Global Climate Change Explorer, Jan. 2021.

Satellite sea level observations, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.

Jean Faullimmel, Trek in Ladakh, India, 2017.
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The Electrification Strategy of the Bus Fleet In Mauritius 

Dr. Sidharth Sharma

ABSTRACT

The land transport sector is one of the major emitters

of CO2 and one of the most challenging sectors to

decarbonise. From January 1990 to June 2020 the

vehicle population in Mauritius, rose from 123,545

to 589,228 representing a 377% increase. The

emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) has also been

increasing at an exponential pace and has become an

environmental concern just like water pollution and

soil erosion. Land transport accounts for 72% of

total greenhouse gas emissions of the sector (EEA,

2018b).

The electrification of the transport sector is not a

complete solution to address the problem of climate

change. However, it is certainly taking us a step

closer towards a low-carbon transition scenario,

especially in a context where the power grid in

Mauritius has a very weak non-fossil energy mix. As

a possible option in Mauritius, increasing the

number of electric vehicles (EVs) with static,

automated pantograph or inductive charging

systems, can help reduce GHG emission. EVs are

generally classified as pure EVs or plug-in hybrid

(PHV). Pure EVs are powered solely by an electric

battery while PHV powered by a combination of

batteries together with a conventional internal

combustion engine. PHVs, which are seen as a 

transitional stop gap until the conditions for a full

uptake of EVs are met, adds a measure of

reassurance by lowering the risks of innovation and

introduction of new technology.

By providing the option of switching to fuel, PHVs

partly solve the problem of ‘range anxiety’ – fears

over the distance EVs can travel – which is arguably

the greatest barrier to the uptake of battery-electric

vehicles. Hybrids also encourage people to

experience the benefits of driving an EV in a low-

risk way (Sequeira and Stonier J, 2020).

A life cycle analysis report commissioned by the

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority

(EECA) of New Zealand demonstrated that EVs are

better for the environment than petrol- or diesel-

powered vehicles across the life cycle (resource

extraction to production, use on road and finally

disposal) of the automobile (‘Divest’, 2015).

The Context

There is a strong causality between energy and

economic growth as can be seen in Figure 1

(Seetanah and Neeliah, 2012). The disturbing fact is

that the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission is

increasing at a faster pace than the GDP. It is also

established that GHG emissions contributed 10C to

planetary warming recently.

DR. SIDHARTH SHARMA - MAURITIUS 



In Mauritius, GHG emission, is reportedly growing

at 3.3% annually (Daliah, 2020). As a signatory of

the Paris climate convention, we were required as a

country to cut emissions by 30% by 2020. We have

missed the deadline and, in a context where the

impact of global warming is becoming more

pronounced, we have an imperative to play catch up.

The purpose of this paper is to identify the issues

that are preventing the widespread adoption of EVs

in the field of bus transport industry Mauritius and

to make some recommendations. Cities like

Shanghai have electrified their public fleet for more

than 3 years now and the consequences have been

remarkable, the night sky has cleared completely,

and the air quality has improved significantly.

In Mauritius, the take up rate of EV buses has been

non-existent save for the fact that Rose Hill

Transport Bus Services Ltd. (RHT BS) invested in

the purchase of 2 EV buses in June 2019.

Additionally, the number of electric vehicles

currently present on our roads represent only 0.05%

of the total vehicles registered in Mauritius, which is

regrettably negligeable.
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SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1: Real GDP, carbon dioxide emissions and energy trends for Mauritius

Table 1: Electric vehicles in 2020

(Source: https://nlta.govmu.org/Pages/Statistics/Statistics.aspx)

Introduction

Within the transport sector, road transport is by far

the biggest emitter of global greenhouse gas (GHG)

emissions, accounting for 72 % of total greenhouse

gas emissions of the sector. However, despite EVs

reducing transport-related emissions, it is still very

difficult to quantify the net effect of transport

electrification as the whole value chain has to be

accounted, including the process of vehicle

manufacturing (Girod et al., 2013). Unlike internal

combustion engines (ICE), EV-buses do not emit

carbon dioxide but the power in their batteries must

be sourced from somewhere.

While electric bus technology is rather new and

unfamiliar to most stakeholders in the bus public

transport sector, many bus operators are keen to

adopt electric buses, as they can gain manifold 



benefits (lower maintenance cost and more energy efficient) and increasingly, the customer base which is

predominantly environmentally minded, wants to travel in these types of vehicles (Boren, 2019). However, some

reluctance among some bus operators to induct EV buses in their fleet has also been observed because of the

associated complexities regarding the charging infrastructure and most importantly the initial capex investment.

Pilot project at RHT bus services ltd with 2 buses

On the 18th June 2019, RHT Bus Services Ltd introduced two fully electric buses, with an engine capacity rated at

136 kWh and 202 kWh respectively. Those two EV Buses, which are charged through a 45 KW charger, consume

an average 181 kWHr of electrical power for charging of the batteries.
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The use of EV buses will increase the demand for electricity, while reducing the consumption of diesel. However,

to have a meaningful impact, the source of electricity should be from renewable sources.

RHTBS Electric Bus

For the purpose of this paper, data collected from January 2020 to December 2020, is presented and is

categorised as follows:

Kms covered

Energy consumed to charge the batteries

Power generated by the PV cells

Amount of CO2 emission saved 

Cost benefit analysis – Electrical against Diesel

Cost per Kms [CPKM] – EV bus against a

conventional bus

Note: Data relevant to April 2020 and May 2020 are being omitted due to the COVID-19 lockdown period,

whereby these two buses were not in operation.

Through the CEB MSDG Net-Metering Scheme, RHTBS Ltd also generates part of its power requirement,

through its PV cells installation. As the scheme put a ceiling of 30%, we cannot produce all our requirement.



The CEB MSDG Net-Metering

Scheme was set to promote the

government’s long term energy

strategy, which includes achieving the

target of 35% of renewable energy in

the national electricity generation mix

by 2025. Unfortunately, the so-

designed Renewable Energy (RE)

facility was limited to a maximum of

30% of the 
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Another limitation pertaining to the MSDG scheme

is the price difference between the purchase rate and

selling rate of electricity per kWHr. The net

metering scheme is disadvantageous as the electrical

power generated is being sold at Rs 3.50/KWHr,

while the electricity consumed is at Rs 6.14/KWHr.

KMS Covered

The two EV buses covered a total of 71,395Kms

between January 2020 and December 2020, which

represents approximated 220kms per bus, per day,

with a single charge.

total annual electricity consumption of the

Prosumer. This 30% limit has been imposed to

enable a large number of Prosumers to obtain grid

access and to preserve the grid stability and quality

of electricity supply.

ENERGY DATA - Energy Consumed to Charge the

Batteries

The two EV buses operated by RHT Bus Services Ltd

usually operate between 5hrs to 18hrs, over one single

charge. The charging process is carried out during the

night and during the day, the electricity produced is

injected in the grid as per the net metering scheme under

the MSDG license.

Prosumer: an individual who both consumes and produces
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CO2 Emission

The 13 KWp solar power

plant connected to the grid

produces on an average 47.2

kWh daily, contributes to a

drop of 341.96 kg/day of CO2

emission saving.

Furthermore, if we convert

the energy requirement in

terms of diesel, the two EV

Buses have permitted a saving

of 67 Tons of CO2 emission

from being emitted in the

environment over the period

January 2020 to December

2020.

COST ANALYSIS

Electricity compared to Diesel

The cost of electricity, at a commercial rate, per

kWh being at Rs 6.14 and a spot price of diesel

assumed at Rs32/lts, the total savings on diesel alone

has been approximately Rs 500,000 for the year

2020.
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Cost per kilometre (CPKM)
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In 2020, the cost per km (CPKM) achieved with the

2 EV Buses amounted to Rs 5.16 while the CPKM

of the conventional buses forming part of RHTBS,

amounted to Rs 21.82, which represents nearly 25%

comparative running cost.

Assuming that all the 2,000 buses, operating under

the PSV License, in Mauritius were to be replaced

by EV buses with an estimated daily travel distance

of 200kms, the yearly CO2 savings would be of

approximately 70, 601 tons.

Furthermore, extrapolation of

the figures pertaining to the

comparative between EV’s and

diesel buses, for the 2000 buses,

would result in a cost savings of

Rs 600M, resulting from the

difference between Rs 1.7

Billion for the diesel

consumption and Rs 1.1 Billion

for the comparative electricity

cost, on commercial tariff. With

our fuel purchase being made in

US dollars, same would amount

to a substantial savings in forex

of about $ 17M.

Maintenance Carried Out

The maintenance of the two EV Buses, carried on

every cycle of 10,000 kms, showed a decrease in the

consumption of materials and lubricants. Since the

commissioning of the two EV buses, the tangible

savings was Rs 40,337, representing a savings of

approximately 165lts of engine oils. Furthermore, an

additional saving of nearly Rs 130,000 has been

achieved in terms of consumables and spare parts

such as transmission oil, tyres, brakes and filters.

Note: All maintenance was performed in-house,

along with direct import of the spare parts

requirement.

Discussion

Main Challenges in Road Transportation

Electrification

The challenges for an uptake of EVs buses in

Mauritius can be divided in broadly three categories,

namely:

Technological

Financial

Institutional

Technological

An important barrier facing bus operators is the lack

of technical information on the deployment of an EV

bus project. There is very little literature and very

few technical experts available locally. Prior to July

2019, no operator had ever procured and driven an

EV bus, no technician had ever serviced an EV bus

and no electrician had ever installed a charging

infrastructure for an EV bus.

Range and Power Limitations of EV Buses

Range, which is the maximum distance travelled on

a full charge, is a major concern when the

implementation of EV bus is to be considered.

While some bus routes are compatible with the ange

of EV buses, the limited practical range of
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the EV buses is a constraint for their use in hilly and

long bus routes. However, the technology is

evolving very quickly. With the advancement in

battery technology, the weight reduction of lithium-

ion batteries and the packing of more energy in the

battery cells is resolving this issue.

Furthermore, the evolution of batteries is following

the Moore’s curve, we can expect significant price

reduction and enhancements in the years to come as

technologies such as zero carbon lithium batteries

mature.

Lack of Operational Data

There is a need for the industry and regulators to

build their technical knowledge with a view to better

support the uptake of EV buses. As such, end users,

namely the bus operators, need to understand the

range and charging limitations of EV buses so that

they can adjust their operations accordingly. From

an operational perspective, overcoming these

mileage constraints can be addressed as follows:

intermediate charging locations

battery swapping, or

re-organising routes to reduce distances.

Design Ergonomics of EV Buses

Being the first generation of EV buses, design

shortcomings have been noted. Compared to

conventional buses, the constructional designs of the

EV buses needs to cater for the fitment of several

battery banks and other technological components,

in order to achieve certain reasonable range through

a single charge. The number of battery banks to be

installed also needs to take into consideration that, in

a tropical environment one of the key issues is

thermal management, as high temperatures deplete

battery lifetime significantly (Martiny and Jossen,

2011). The regulator needs to also standardise the

specifications for the local market as being an island

country the operational requirements are different

from mainland.

Technical education for EVs 

The technical competence required for maintaining

EV buses are fundamentally different from

conventional buses. If we want to improve the

update of EV buses in the country then we need to

prepare qualified professionals, both in the

management and maintenance and repair of EVs.

Additionally, another important aspect is the training

of security forces, medical emergency and fire-

fighters for the potential risks associated with EVs,

mostly in the event of an accident or fire involving

EVs as the risks are significantly higher than a

conventional bus.

Financial Challenges

High Up-Front Capital Costs of EV Buses

The EV buses typically cost two or three times more

than conventional diesel buses, although there is

general agreement throughout the transport industry

that EV buses will level up in terms of pricing. The

single-largest contributor to the cost of an EV bus is

the price of its battery, which represents

approximately 20% of the total vehicle price, though

battery prices have fallen by 79% since 2016. While

it remains difficult to discern the price trends in the

industry over the past few years, it is certain that the

industry has yet to witness a major reduction in the

cost of EV buses (Bloomberg New Energy Finance,

2018).

Cost of Bus: Rs 5M (EUR 107,000)

Cost of Charger: Rs 600,000 (EUR 12,000)

Infrastructural tasks: Rs 300,000 (Installation of

charger through low tension (LT) metering)

Minimal Investment:

Government Subsidy

Further to the Budget 2019/2020, the Bus

Modernisation Scheme was amended to cater for

electric buses. In this respect, bus operators holding

road service licences for the purchase of buses are



eligible for the subsidy to purchase or replace a bus under an existing licence and be exempted from the payment

of VAT on such buses (MCCI, 2019). However, with an initial capex of approximately Rs 6M for the purchase of

01 EV bus, charging station and its corresponding infrastructural investment, the subsidy provided is inadequate

and needs to be reviewed.
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Source: https://www.mcci.org/

Lack of Financing Options

Because of these high up-front capital costs, bus

operators must secure financing for EV buses, which

can be difficult. Also, given the risk and uncertainty

surrounding the bus industry at the moment post-

Covid and the introduction of the Metro, financing is

a tremendous barrier that must be overcome if EV

buses are to be implemented on a large scale.

The financing possibilities for EV buses fall into two

categories, namely financial leases and operating

leases. In a financial lease model, the operator buys

the EV bus up front but pays for it over time. As for

the operating lease, the operator never buys the EV

bus but pays a certain price each month for the right

to use it. This allows for the possibility of an off-

balance sheet accounting for the bus operators and is

a cheaper option.

Limitations

Lack of a bus renewal plan

Most bus operators do not consider replacing their

buses until their current buses have reached the end 

of their shelf life and as imposed by localauthorities.

This is currently fixed at 18 years with an extension

period of 2 years. Taking into consideration that the

many bus operators have recently procured

conventional buses or have standing long-term

contracts with manufacturers, this will surely lead to

a delay in the adoption of EV buses.

Lack of space and land to install infrastructure EV

buses are often limited by the availability of

charging infrastructure and charging infrastructure is

often limited by the availability of land, which is

very costly. EV buses need to be parked near

charging infrastructure, which often makes it harder

to park the EV buses in a tandem or block

formation. Studies carried out at RHT Bus Services

Ltd, estimated that the charging infrastructure and

new parking schematics may require depots to be up

40% larger, so as to accommodate new EV buses

and charging infrastructure. Since space at depots is

often limited, and creating additional depots is

prohibitively expensive in many urban areas, this

constitutes a barrier to scaling EV bus fleets.
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Limited planning for long-term Electrical

implications

Mass EV bus operations will require upgraded

distribution transformers, new substations, new

power lines which will necessitate large

coordination of stakeholders to organise and fund

the infrastructure. There is currently no road map for

the charging setup for large fleet deployment of EV

buses.

Recommendations

With the experience gathered from operating EV

buses commercially for 18 months we believe there

is a need for a national EV program for the whole

universe of vehicles, with a single focus to increase

the uptake in Mauritius.

The technology of EVs being now stable and robust,

the next steps to make EVs a mass market product

are:

to offer good value for money to buyers of these

vehicles. This involves an affordable price point

and the setting up of a large density of public

charge points;

Government stimulus through tax breaks and

lower cost of operation of EV vehicles

As the duty on EVs has been removed there is a

need of additional fiscal incentives to make these

vehicles affordable. Economic business models for

charging points should be formulated, which will

incentivise third party players such as supermarkets

and gas stations to build the infrastructure for public

chargers.

As mentioned earlier, going beyond the group of

early adopters can only be achieved if the total cost

of ownership (TCO) of EVs is brought down. EVs

remain more expensive than conventional petrol or

diesel cars and unless elements of subsidies are

introduced, the environmental pitch is unlikely to

resonate with the bulk of car owners. Some of the

benefits that could be envisaged are:

Reduced road tax

Reduced income tax for electric car owners

Discounted parking tariff for EVs

Subsidy grant for buying EVs

Subsidy and right to resell electricity to

operators of public charging points

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The private sector remains the largest fleet owner

and government stimulus should also be extended to

them. If companies could renew their fleet with a

larger number of EVs it would be a step in the right

direction. It will allow the country to cut the carbon

footprint in a more significant manner.

However, at a more fundamental level the target of

reaching zero-emission is replete with challenges.

The electricity grid of Mauritius is not very clean,

the contribution from renewable sources of energy is

only 30%. Charging EVs by directly plugging into

the socket currently defeats the zero-emission

objective.

The solution to this problem could be to encourage

people to install solar panels on their roof top. The

price of these panels has been falling down

consistently every year and the technology has

improved the efficiency levels considerably.

Conclusion
RHT Bus Services Ltd has reliable data that allows

us to present a compelling cost benefit analysis, in

favour for the adoption of EV buses, whereby the

data presented in this journal confirms the

hypothesis that the large-scale electrification of

public bus transport will bring substantial economic

and environmental benefits. Furthermore, the

electrification of the transport sector introduces a

new demand to the electricity system, which in-turn

creates new load profiles on the consumption time

and the amount of electricity used. Hence, we should

ensure that the charging of these vehicles be done

through renewable energy (RE) sources. Conversely,

while this report focuses 
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on many challenges the industry has to overcome,

the intent of this publication is not to discourage

stakeholders but to present the contours of the

problem and the solutions that can help Mauritius

meet its environmental targets.

The use of electricity in road transport opens the

door for high renewable energy penetration in the

transport sector, whereby a large-scale deployment

of electric buses Mauritius’ public transport system

will lead to significant environmental benefits

Moreover, a combination of economic, regulatory

and information policy instruments is needed to

support this transformation through better electricity

tariffs, increased subsidy for electric buses as well as

the expansion of infrastructure investment subsidy

programs. Furthermore, stronger state support for

demonstration programs and the expansion of

stakeholder networks can promote knowledge

dissemination and improve the collaboration of

relevant actors in common endeavors for public road

transport electrification that can establish a

decarbonisation paradigm.
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Energy Alternatives

Jean Roland Fayolle

Introduction

All energy comes from the stars: Uranium and other

nuclear fuels came from fusion of lighter elements

during the breakdown of stars in supernovae; Tide is

the result of gravitation, an astronomical

phenomenon; The star “sun” generated organic

matter on earth through photosynthesis, which, over

billions of years, produced fossil fuels and more

contemporarily, combustible organic waste;

Sunshine generates photovoltaic energy; Heat from

the sun creates temperature gradients which produce

wind and waves. Within this cosmic perspective,

threats and opportunities are boundless and the

obsession with fossil fuels appears unimaginative.

For what it is worth, here is my unpretentious

exploration of this dialectic.

Fossil Fuel1.

Four and a half billion years ago, planet earth

appeared in an expanding universe which was three

times older. It was an agglomeration of matter in a

sphere 13,800 km in diameter. Its core was

extremely hot and caused eruptions in the form of

volcanoes and earthquakes.

The combination of sunshine, water and minerals at

its surface caused the apparition of plant and animal

life, which became eventually a large accumulation

of rotting organic matter caught from time to time in

the eruptions and buried. This matter was, overtime,

subjected to extremely high temperatures and

pressures, at depths which could be as large as 4 km.

It took gaseous, liquid and solid forms, rich in

carbon, an element capable, in combustion, of

exothermal combination with oxygen.

The above describes how our modern-day coal,

crude oil and natural gas were formed. They have

characteristics such as high calorific value which

make them interesting as sources of energy for

satisfaction of our voracious appetite for this

commodity. This is how they and their derivatives

have come to be known as “fossil fuels”. They

constitute a tremendous reserve amounting to 900

billion tons of oil equivalent, just a few km

underground.

JEAN ROLAND FAYOLLE - MAURITIUS
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The following chart shows how we have made use of this asset in electricity production in the years 1985 to 2019

The agrarian and industrial revolutions were major

events in the history of Europe. They occurred in the

course of the 18th and 19th centuries. One of their

most significant facilitators was the harnessing of

steam power to farm and factory machinery. The

production of steam was, in turn, dependant on coal,

a fossil fuel. We can, therefore, confidently,

proclaim that fossil fuels were the foundation of

modern industrial economies.

They also contributed massively to economic

transportation on land, sea and air through the

development, in the 20th century, of internal

combustion and jet engines. We are, at this, the

beginning of the 21st century, contemplating the

elimination of a huge source of wealth and

wellbeing for humanity.

features such as pollution and the emission of

carbon dioxide on combustion, trapping heat in a

green- house effect and, therefore, contributing to

climate change. Currently the carbon dioxide

content of the atmosphere is about 400 parts per

million. We don’t like climate change because it

exposes us to rising seas, destruction of species and 

an excess of catastrophic natural events such as

cyclones; hence the pressure to change our methods

in a way that eliminates fossil fuels. However, for

clarity, one must admit that climate change is also a

cyclic, inevitable phenomenon: The catastrophic

British 1963 winter preceded green- house

preoccupations! Over a period of 3 months, it caused

frozen seas and waterways, blackouts, food

shortage, physical and mental health problems, with

closed airports and roads and dire economic

consequences.
Unfortunately, they also have less palatable



At the same time, there are ways of harnessing

directly the energy that the sun so generously

showers over us. They are, for instance, the

exploitation of the photo voltaic effect, whereby

light emitted by the sun is made to generate

electricity; or the coupling of the energy generated

in the form of wind by the sun and earth elements, to

mechanical and electrical machines. These

alternative energies harbour their own

inconvenience in their intermittent nature, their low

efficiency and their high cost. They require energy

storage in batteries, thereby introducing a degree of

pollution as objectionable as that of the fossil fuels.

So, here is the most important question of our times:

Should we ditch fossil fuels? It would be helpful, in

this context, to remind ourselves of the many

instances where the side effects and dangers

attendant upon scientific advances, have been

effectively countered: Nuclear energy, through

extreme protection measures and acceptable disposal

of residues; immunisation and pain killing, through

appropriate treatment of allergies; genetic

manipulation of crops, through rigorous ethical

protocols; Extreme mechanical speeds(Formula 1,

MACH+ flying) , through adapted engineering

design. The list is endless!

Climate change is a special side effect, only because

it is planetary. Human ingenuity will not be defeated

by this aspect of the problem. We should

concentrate on ways of washing away the toxic

pollution and carbon footprint of fossil fuels, past

and present, not throw away the baby with the bath

water. Inevitably, we will need to mitigate the

enormity of this task by reducing our energy

demands and by the massive introduction of

renewable energies. To summarise: The right policy

resides in a carefully devised optimal mix of carbon

dioxide removal, energy saving, renewables and

reduced fossil fuel. The following is a short review

of these vectors.
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2. Entropy

Energy processes are subject to the laws of

thermodynamics. The first law states that Energy

cannot be created or destroyed. So much for our

dreams of perpetual motion! It is represented in, for

instance, the generic equation for electromechanical

energy conversion.

QI = QF + QL where QI is initial energy, QF is final

energy and QL is energy lost as heat.

The obvious aim would, one would surmise, be the

reduction of loss to zero. This is theoretically

possible but it does not mean that all available

energy can be transformed.

The second law is about a property of all systems,

known as “ENTROPY”. It is a measure of the

organisation of their components and properties in

“microstates” towards realisation of an object. The

higher the capacity to realise its object, the lower the

entropy of the system.

In energy terms, entropy is a measure of energy

unavailable, in any system, for conversion from one

state to another. In thermodynamic terms, it is a state

function derived from the incremental heat Q

passing from the environment to a closed system at

temperature T.

The Clausius inequality is represented by the

equation dT ≥0, meaning that a completed

irreversible circular change process results in an

increase of entropy.

is path independent and entropy defined as

S= Q/T where S is entropy, Q is the energy content

of the system and T is temperature in degree Kelvin.

An ideal “CARNOT” heat engine operating between

fixed temperatures TH and TA will do work W

according to the equation



W = QH – QA   and the entropy increase is Si =

QA/TA - QH/TH. Where QH is heat output at

source and QA is heat input at sink.
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Replacing QA by its value: Si = QH/TA-W/TA -

QH/TH = QH (1/TA-1/TH) –W/TA

Replacing QA by its value: Si = QH/TA-W/TA -

QH/TH = QH (1/TA-1/TH) –W/TA

Meaning that maximum work obtainable is QH (1- 

TA/TH ), not QH. The incremental work that

cannot be done is Si TA.

The above demonstration is illustrated below:

Pressure is also a factor in the increase of entropy.

The equation applicable to boiler applications, for

instance, is St = S(T1, P1 ) –S( T0, P0 ),the 0

subscript is attached to initial values of

temperature(T) and pressure(P) whereas the 1

subscript relates to final values and the t subscript as

applicable to entropy S means “transition”. This

notion, with appropriate adaptations, is relevant to

all energy transformations. It fundamentally

determines the efficacy of the operation.

Factors such as heat loss and friction are also

significant. The efficiency of a diesel engine, for

instance, is only about 44%. In cases where the

transition is through steam, there is a limitation in

energy transformed due to strength of materials: For

instance, the heat transferable through latent heat of

evaporation is limited by pressure limitations.

Carbon Dioxide Removal1.

Cutting fossil fuels out would stop the rise of carbon

content in the atmosphere by 35 gigatons per year. It

would not reduce it appreciably, within an

acceptable period, in the absence of “remove”

measures.

The first idea in this connection is reforestation.

Globally, forests currently absorb 13% of carbon

dioxide emission. They use it in photosynthesis to

produce sugars. Planting new trees removes carbon

from the atmosphere and stores it in other forms for

many years. It also encourages carbon sequestration

in the soil; this is the capture of carbon in the soil’s

“carbon pool” created by the net of residues,

decomposition and erosion. So would 5 gigatons of

carbon dioxide be removed from the atmosphere

every year. Afforestation is the planting of new

trees. Its inconvenience is the consequent

confiscation of agricultural land. It must be noted

that agriculture must grow by 70% before 2050 to

feed the growing world population. Forests are

exposed to fires, droughts and pests.

In its primary form, biomass energy is carbon

neutral. Its ecological value could be enhanced by

the capture of emitted CO2 to be returned to the soil.

This is an idea for Mauritian bagasse since there

would not be, here, the pinching of agricultural land

consequent upon the implementation of such a

project elsewhere. There is, currently, evolving

thoughts about increasing the bagasse input through

higher boiler pressures. This is, in fact, the best idea

which has emerged to meet our objective of 35%

renewables

Fossil fuel transformation to energy involves

transitions through large temperature and pressure

gaps involving large entropy increases. A large

proportion of the energy potential is, therefore, not

available.



by 2025. Cost of implementation for biomass energy

projects should eventually drop to 100US $ per ton

of CO2.
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Forestry management and biomass energy have been

predicted, by national academies of science,

engineering and medicine to bring in 10 gigatons of

carbon dioxide per year.

Carbon dioxide can be mineralised by contact with

some basaltic products to produce carbonates.

Captured CO2 fluids are pumped into these rock

formations. There are several projects of this kind,

worldwide. One project in the pacific, for instance,

will store 50 million tons of CO2 into basaltic

reservoirs under the sea. This is a natural way of

storing huge amounts of carbon. However, national

academies suggest it could pollute water and cause

earthquakes.

Carbon dioxide can be removed directly from the air

by contact with solutions of specific compounds. It

can then be compressed and stored in the ground or

sold, for instance to SODA companies. One project

is to use the carbon dioxide to produce synthetic

hydrocarbon fuels at less than 1$ a litre! It is

projected that “sucked” carbon dioxide could

amount to 5 gigatons per year by 2050.

Unfortunately, it could also have some negative

environmental impacts.

Carbon dioxide removal plant.

Weathering is a natural process where rocks get

worn away into bicarbonates when in contact with

acid rain, which is a solution of carbon dioxide in

rainwater. The bicarbonates are washed to the sea

where they reduce ocean acidification. The process

can be enhanced by spreading pulverised rock on the

ground or on the ocean. However the cost of mining,

pulverising and transporting the rock is high. Work

is in progress towards minimising cost.

Ocean alkalinisation helps prevent bleaching of

corals... It also contributes to the removal of carbon

dioxide from the air. It is estimated that 10 gigatons

of carbon dioxide could be removed per year in this

way at a cost of 14 to 500$ per ton. Ecological side

effects still need to be evaluated.

The research about removal of carbon dioxide is

ongoing. It will, no doubt, bring to light many

interesting applications in future. It will also need

substantial budgetary provisions. Financial

incentives are paramount.

2. Photoelectric Energy.

In the eighteenth and nineteenth century, there arose

in scientific circles, one of the most fascinating

historical debates of physics. It concerned the nature

of light. On the one side there were Huygens

proving the wavelike behaviour of light and

Maxwell proving that electromagnetic waves had the

same speed as light. On the other, there were

Newton with a theory that light was emitted by

luminous bodies in the form of corpuscles and Plank

demonstrating that radiation from a black body was

in the form of packets of energy according to the

equation E = hF where E is energy in the radiation, h

is Plank’s constant (6.62 m2kg/s) and f is the

frequency of the radiation in hz.



Hereunder is an illustration of the electromagnetic wave nature

of light.
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The question was finally settled at the beginning of

the twentieth century by Einstein. His theory, linked

light with matter by vibrations on absorption and

radiation. The light was radiated or absorbed in the

form of tiny bundles of energy named photons,

whose quanta respected the Plank equation.

Photo electricity is the result of the incidence of

light on a metallic surface resulting in electrons

capturing the energy of photons and escaping

according to the Plank-Einstein relation:

Ee= ½ mv2 = Eγ – W = hf- W.

Where Ee is the energy of the escaping electron, m

is mass of the electron, v is velocity of the electron,

Eγ is the energy of the photon, W is the work

required to liberate the electron. This equation

shows that the energy of the escaping electron is not

a continuum but a spectrum of values mirroring the

frequencies of the photons having participated in the

break free.

Hereunder is an illustration of the photo-voltaic effect.

In a continuum of photon frequencies, it is only

those photons, which, through their frequency are

capable of transmitting enough energy for escape of

electrons, which contribute to photo electricity. The

relevant equation is W=hfo where fo is the lower

limit of photon frequency for electron escape. The

entropy transition is therefore very high. The

percentage of electron energy to photon energy is no

more than 1.This phenomenon predicts the kinetic

energy of the electrons, hence the electric potential

of escaping electrons. It does not predict the number

of escaping electrons or current which is determined

by the number of photons in the right frequencies, a

factor which is itself, a function of the total number

of photons or intensity of the light.

The starter component of a photoelectric power

plant is a cell. It outputs electrical power in

accordance with the light intensity with which it is

irradiated, expressed in the form of a dc voltage and

current. Cells are assembled in series-parallel

formation in a panel rated in VA under a standard

irradiance of 1000KWH/m2 per annum. Worldwide

irradiance varies between 500 and 2500 KWH/ m2

per annum; so photo electrics are not as likely a

proposition in northern Europe with the lower

irradiance as in northern Africa, for instance, with

the higher irradiance. Mauritius has an average

irradiance of 1500KWH/m 2 per annum. Percentage

efficiency of panels is low (around 16%). For a

given energy quantum, the technology therefore

consumes a lot of land, confiscated from agriculture:

bad news for minuscule Mauritius, unless we use

roof tops. The random nature of irradiance over time

requires reference to suitable statistical method to

evaluate the yearly output of a plant: It is equal to

the peak rating in KVA times 1600hrs equivalent for

fixed panels, times 2100 for seasonally oriented

panels. This makes for a rather meagre translation of

power rating into yearly energy output.



5. Renewable Energy Strategy

The intermittent forms of energy can be produced

autonomously for self consumption or by integration

for sale into the grid, in strict satisfaction of a grid

code. The classical way of organizing autonomous

generation is to use batteries but this is rather

impractical. The grid can help by providing power

for import while excluding export electronically,

thus acting as a stabilizer with no grid code

implication. In Mauritius this would help the

expansion of photovoltaic and wind energy

tremendously. Remuneration of the utility would be

a rental for use of its grid and import invoicing.

However, the instability problem would just shift

from supply to demand!

1. Relative sizes. The higher the energetic

“inertia” of grid, the less it will be affected by

the instability of cumulated intermittent

renewables. For a given size of grid,

“intermittents” are limited to a calculated size.

In Mauritius, for example, where peak demand

is about 500MVA, intermittents would be

limited to about 150 MVA. This is a deafening

argument against the “all renewable” because it

supposes that for each KW of intermittent power

there must be, for stability, several KWs of

constant power.
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The second alternative can be viewed as the

confrontation of two sources, the importing one, the

grid, having an obligation of high stability in voltage

and frequency, whereas the exporting one is plagued

with severe instability of output. The factors

determining a satisfactory exchange are:

2. The quality of regulation on the grid, enabling

it to deal rapidly with instabilities. The

sharpness of regulation is higher in peak load

than in base load power stations. The quantity of

renewables admitted to grid therefore has an

incidence on the sharing of stable fuels between

cheap base (power regulation) and expensive

peak (frequency regulation).

3. The measures introduced to help stability,

such as battery banks to round off renewable

output.

Of course, not all renewables are intermittent.

Biomass, for instance, is renewable, stable and

carbon neutral. Its main visible inconvenience is that

it is not economically viable in small sizes.

5. Energy Saving

The squirrel cage induction motor is the work horse

of all consumers. The international electricity

Agency (IEA) claims that it accounts for 19 % of

global energy consumption and that an efficiency

improvement of 20 % is possible on electric motor

drives. So, a 3.8% energy saving on world energy

consumption is possible in this area, within,

presumably, reasonable investment bounds. How

can this be done? We will be looking at

Selection of high efficiency units

The load to motor match for low loss

Reputed manufacturers work to IEC standard

60034-30-1:2014 for classifications:

IE 1: Standard efficiency

IE2: High efficiency

IE3: Premium efficiency

IE4: Super Premium efficiency.

Values for 4 pole motors are shown graphically below. It is

worth noting that efficiency increases with KW rating and the

graph concerns full load.



Matching load to available motor is an important

factor for efficiency:
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The particulars of the machine to be driven must be

chosen as a function of what is available by way of

motors and power transmission accessories.

The general rule is that machine speed should be as

close as possible to a value slightly lower than one

induction motor synchronous speed. With a 50 hz

power supply, possible synchronous speeds are:

The particulars of the machine to be driven must be

chosen as a function of what is available by way of

motors and power transmission accessories.

The general rule is that machine speed should be as

close as possible to a value slightly lower than one

induction motor synchronous speed. With a 50 hz

power supply, possible synchronous speeds are:

3000 rpm for 2 pole motors

1500 rpm for 4 pole motors

1000 rpm for 6 pole motors

n= 60f/p where n = synchronous speed,

f=frequency, p= pole pairs

The more motor design features are added to align

motor speed to required machine speed, the more

losses should be expected. By the same token,

machine torque requirement should be chosen in

terms of what is available in induction motor tables.

In this connection, it is important to work out the

required margins of safety in motor size. Any

correction later to be introduced by means of power

transmission gear to suit torque requirement will

introduce added unnecessary losses. The induction

motor size must be just a shade lower than the peak

requirement. Any excess of power rating will result

in excessive excitation loss. Any deficit of power

rating will result in overcurrent and excessive

thermal losses, while reducing the life expectancy of

the motor.

The above exercise is an example of the common

“demarche” consisting in the close matching of

supply and demand.

Traditionally, the induction motor had a very severe

drawback which left a margin of selection to its

main rival, the DC motor: It could only operate, as

we have seen above, close to definite speeds in

relation to the incoming supply frequency.

Power electronics has put an end to this limitation

through the coming of age of the variable voltage,

variable frequency unit, also known as an “inverter”.

The idea is to first convert AC to DC onto bars

where voltage ripples are smoothed out by

capacitors. The DC is then converted back to AC by

pulse width modulation which is essentially super-

fast switching. It can switch DC in and out to

produce a train of pulses. It can also modulate the

spacing in time of the pulses, and apply an algorithm

so the moving average of the pulses over time will

describe a sine curve whose amplitude and

frequency are controllable.

The “invertor drive” may provide power to the

induction motor at variable voltage and variable

frequency while keeping the ratio V/F constant.

From the equation V = 4.44 φ F fc fd, applicable to

the induction motor, where V is applied RMS phase

to neutral voltage, φ is the crest value of magnetic

flux in the air gap. fc and fd are the winding’s

chording and distribution factors, we find that a

constant V/F maintains a constant flux. The variable

F represents a variable synchronous frequency,

leading to variable speed. The flux value determines

the torque output of the motor. Constant flux ensures

constant torque at variable speed.

This development presented a tremendously

important opportunity for more efficient design in

respect of a large class of rotating loads known as

“square law loads “, driven by induction motors.

Their relevant characteristic is that torque



demand is proportional to the square of speed due to

a “centrifugal” effect. Fans and some types of

pumps and compressors belong to this category. If

you reduce the speed of these machines, their torque

demand decreases as the square of the speed and

their power demand consequently decreases as the

cube of speed! It very often happens that the

pressure output of these machines needs to be

reduced so as to limit flow. For example, you need

to throttle an overhead irrigation line to reduce water

use. With a fixed speed motor, the only way to

reduce the pressure is to use a valve or damper to

engineer a pressure drop. The product of flow and

pressure drop represents a loss. The mechanical to

fluid “translation” in the machine leads normally to

a square law relationship between pressure and flow.

By reducing applied frequency, one obtains reduced

speed, hence reduced output pressure, hence reduced

flow, WITHOUT the loss attendant on operation of

valves. Constant Flux algorithm ensures that torque

output from the motor remains the same in the same

region of its torque/ slip curve.
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This is now recognised as one of the most important

means of achieving higher efficiency in the use of

electrical drives. Of course, energy saving is not the

only function of the invertor. Its main function is to

generate variable speed as required by loads such as

overhead crane hoists. During transitions from

higher to lower speeds, the motor acts as an

induction generator driven by the excess kinetic

energy in the load. Normally this excess energy

would be dissipated thermally. However, in the case

of the invertor driven motor, the invertor can be

designed to return the excess energy to main. This is

termed “regeneration” and is another form of energy

saving, especially in cases where speed transitions

are very frequent. The facility is made possible by

the use of insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT)

at the input (rectification) stage.

This transistor allows two way power transfer; i.e.

from mains to invertor as well as from invertor to

mains. The phenomenon is known as

REGENERATION. Its most spectacular

manifestation has been in the recent market

appearance of hybrid cars. When the vehicle brakes

downhill, the excess kinetic energy is channeled by

regeneration to the battery, for later use when the

vehicle accelerates or goes uphill.

The internal combustion engine is the object of

particular attention on the part of climate change

theorists because it consumes fossil fuels. It has

been proclaimed rather rashly, that internal

combustion engines will be eliminated by 2030! One

wonders how one could replace the marine diesel

engine, for instance, within the next decade!

Road transport is another matter. For the last twenty

five years, research has been going on about

batteries for replacement of the internal combustion

engines by electric motors. We are now at a stage

where the hybrid vehicle is in industrial production

and the all-electric vehicle is coming down

sufficiently in price for economic use within a

reasonable time. The charging minutes per km of

autonomy remains a heavy stumbling block. It

seems to me that the only feasible and practical

solution resides in the multiplication of charging

stations at the usual parking areas to allow top up at

all opportunities.

Habitat is another area of energy saving, which I

will mention and skip for lack of in depth

knowledge. It involves special architectural, thermal

insulation and air conditioning techniques. The

general idea is to prevent heat dissipation and

absorption, and use variable speed drives in air

conditioning and heat pumps. Building management

systems have been designed to control timings and

fluxes by means of programmable logic controllers

responding to temperature, pressure and fluid flow

sensors.



The demand side management schemes of utility

companies play a major role in energy saving. For

instance, time of day tariffs bring some relief to the

problem of peaky demand. In Mauritius, it is my

contention that the restriction of maximum demand

charge to peak demand hours would encourage users

of centralized air conditioning to generate ice water

during off peak hours and store it in lagged

containers for use during peak hours.
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The chart hereunder, depicting the daily power demand

profile in Mauritius, illustrates how the generation of ice

water during off peak hours (1 to 6am) would help

resolve the peak demand problem and its accessory

excess cost.

Is it possible and smart to have, for each

locality, a separate and ideal mix of measures to

combat carbon dioxide emission?

Is it smart to impose a one fit all train of

measures to the whole world, aiming

particularly at fossil fuels. For instance, can the

objective of carbon neutrality by 2050 in Europe

be imposed equally in France with its priority

use of nuclear energy and Poland with its

mining industry and priority use of coal?

Conclusion
I wish to pose the following questions:

solutions and the eminent advisors should then look

through the micro-ecological perspectives, then

elaborate a diverse macro-ecological project.

What about Mauritius in all that? It is clear, first of

all, that cooperation is essential between all the

players: government, the private sector and the

“prosumer” (Producer + consumer).Here, as

everywhere, the interest of the group should be

prioritised over the interest of the individual; the

national interest should be above the interest of

institutions. Photovoltaics and wind are of reduced

interest as partners in grid distribution because of the

impact of their variability on a relatively small

network.

The second major conclusion is that bagasse will

play a major role towards satisfaction of renewable

energy objectives, provided financial return is

provided for 90 bar+ boilers and for the necessary

encouragement of planters. This means MORE

sugar cane. It is refreshing to note that this super

crop, best suited to our environment, will, hopefully,

be, once again, a corner stone of our economy.

Mauritius without sugar cane is not Mauritius!

The answer is obvious.

I would therefore suggest that different geographical

areas be helped to work out their 

However, they could help in a demand side

management scheme whereby prosumers would

refrain from importing from the grid during peak

demand hours. Export free connection of prosumers

to the grid, appears essential in this context.
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ABSTRACT

For long, Universities have been viewed as

institutions which only confer degrees and conduct

academic research. Though this is only a perception,

it is however a strong one. Universities in

developing countries have always been strongly

influenced by practices from their peers.

Publications of high quality technical papers, which

have their own merits, have overshadowed the links

and collaborations with industries and the

communities, though these components always

existed. Interestingly nowadays this perception is

changing. The main reason is that with the growing

challenges facing the world, local universities are

being called upon to brainstorm and participate in

decision making, to find locally accepted solutions

and to help their countries adapt to this new global

environment. Universities are having the

responsibility to help transform society through the

development of a new work force that will promote

the concepts of sustainable development in all

sectors. This education, termed the Education 2030,

will be about; intense use of technology; promoting

creativity; promoting innovation and shaping the

workforce, so that it can easily adapt to challenges in

the future and be able to take decisions in

emergency situations. Indeed,
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nowadays, Universities have thus a strong role to

play in society, especially for the future generation,

who will require both strong cognitive and non-

cognitive skills. Recent around Education 2030,

have highlighted ways and means to ensure skills

development: the learner centered approach,

promoting learning engagement in the learning

process, adopting systems learning, adopting

problem based learning, role play, participation in

events such as brainstorming activities, talks,

discussion forums, debates, workshops, conferences

and organizing with peer activities as part of the

learning process. This new pedagogical approach is

complex and challenging, and sharing of ideas is key

to developing a pedagogy that will evolve with time.
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Dean of Faculty of Engineering at the University of
Mauritius. 
He is currently leading the Accreditation of Engineering
Programmes project and is working with IEM for Mauritius
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EDUCATION 2030: Education for a Smarter Workforce
Dr. Dinesh Kumar Hurreeram, co-authors Dr DK Callychurn, Dr M Nowbuth, G Bahadur

The University of Mauritius is being taken as a case

study as, since the last 3 years, it changed its

educational model and moved to the learning

centered model and encouraged lecturers to get

students more engaged in the learning process. In

addition, academics have tested some activities and

documented the skills development process. The aim

is to develop a smarter and wiser workforce who can

work in multidisciplinary teams, can adapt and can

build on their learning to address complex 
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problems, so that we can pave the way to a major

change in the normal development model.

Universities are well known as being game changers

and more than ever, the need to produce a smarter

workforce is recognized as the stepping stone

towards future development models that will

minimize the impacts of climate change and

building resilience to achieve the sustainable

development goals while leaving no one behind.

Education for a smarter workforce will require

constant rethinking and reshaping of both education

models and interactions with industries. This paper

will discuss the components of an education model

for a smarter workforce.

INTRODUCTION

In developed countries, Universities have always

been recognized and valued for the key role they

have been playing in shaping the development of a

country as well as positioning a country on the

world map. However, in developing countries, often

the potential of Universities is not fully recognised,

for reasons such as; the impacts are long term and

most of the time subtle, the competition is not

always fair, the industry/academic link is not often

strong enough. In addition, these Universities need

to do their own mea culpa, they are simply bad at

marketing their achievements. One of the strong

points of Universities in general, is that they have

over time constantly been challenged, be it with the

upcoming of more and more universities, or with the

need to address new speciality areas to support new

development. In all adversities, Universities have

had to learn how to effectively adapt to changes and

build resilience against challenges. Over time, most

Universities how to survive and to reinvent

themselves.

For example, the University of Mauritius started

with the Department of Agriculture, when the

country was dependent on agriculture, moved into

manufacturing sector, after which it moved into the

textile sector, then the financial and legal services

sector, and lately the information and

communications technology sector. With the recent

health pandemic, the University of Mauritius has

once again responded by promoting both fully

online education and blended education to ensure

continuity of education, as tertiary education is the

backbone of the socio economic development of the

country. These adaptation techniques have helped

the University to develop the skill of building

resilience to challenges, a skill which will prove of

value to the country under current prevailing

conditions, as Universities are required to go deeper

to help countries adapt to the changing world. The

highly uncertain world is requiring countries to

reshape their development models; models that will

sustain the economy while reducing pressure on

natural resources and protecting the environment.

The need to dissociate development with

environmental degradation is already strongly being

felt. Industries need a smarter intellectual workforce,

one that will have good communication skills, strong

leadership skills, fast adaptive skills, sustained

lifelong learning skills, and strong managerial skills.

The shift from a teacher centered to a learner

centered system, and the use of blended mode of

education can help achieve the objective, that of

producing smarter workforce. In addition, the

accreditation of graduate programmes with strong

focus on soft and hard skills, is also another step

towards this endeavor. The use of decision making

tools and problem based learning techniques or other

similar techniques such as design thinking, are other

steps towards the same objective.

Recently UoM has been implementing many drastic

changes in its education system; Accreditation of

engineering programme, online learning, blended

learning, learner-centered teaching, problem-based

learning techniques and 
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multidisciplinary activities such as hackathon have

been tested. Feedback confirmed that a combination

of several activities and learner centered approaches

are indeed the way forward. Students claimed

confidence in the development of skills such as

critical thinking, good communication skills,

working in teams and independent learning are those

skills in which they are entirely confident.

Leadership skills, taking initiatives, taking decisions

and standing by their decisions, were skills they

found more difficult to achieve.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The need for a new educational model is being

driven by global challenges, be it climate change,

the ongoing health pandemic, international financial

crash, and the sustainable development goals.

Challenges are growing and so are the impacts on

the living environment. Consumption patterns can

no longer be sustained, natural resources are

constantly at threat and nature is no longer able to

recover from adverse impacts of those challenges.

The source of most if not all the challenges is linked

to anthropogenic conditions and actions to promote

living in harmony is strongly being promoted at

international level. The Sustainable Development

Goals Agenda 2030 is one of the most recognized

and globally accepted one. UNDP highlighted the

holistic approach of the SDGS; the 17 SDGs are

integrated, stressing on the fact that actions taken in

one sector impacts on other sectors. The SDGs, aim

at leaving no one behind targeting zero poverty, zero

hunger, improved health and women empowerment.

UNDP not only stresses on the need for

organisations to work together, but also on the

support that creativity, knowledge, technology and

financial resources will contribute to achieving these

goals. OECD (2018) discussed the importance of

reviewing the current education model in a paper

entitled ‘The Future of Education and Skills,

Education 2030’.

The main accent of this paper is that education can

make the difference to face the increasingly volatile,

uncertain, complex and ambiguous world. Education

is the driver which can support a country in its quest

towards achieving the SDGs, by preparing people.

Whether people will embrace challenges they are

confronted with or whether they will be defeated by

them, will depend on the education model country

are imparting to the next generation of workforce.

This new education model is calling for a very

radical change in both curricula and the educational

pedagogies. In the current world where very large

volumes of information are at the tip of the fingers,

the challenge of the new generation will be to be

able to scrutinize valuable information and use them

for the right purpose to support socio economic

progress. OECD (2018) drew attention to the fact

that with the global challenges the future looks very

much uncertain, but still we need to be prepared for

it. Educational institutions will need to learn how to

prepare the new work force for jobs which do not

exist yet, for having the ability to use technologies

which are not yet developed and for solving

complex challenges which are likely to be affecting

the world, with expected new weather extremes.

Through its analytical document, OECD (2018)

created strong awareness and helped countries take

cognizance of what skills, attitudes and values will

be needed by the future workforce. OECD (2018)

guided countries on how to work backwards to

develop an adapted educational system as well as

new pedagogical approaches to reach the set goals,

that of achieving the skills needed by the workforce

of tomorrow. The OECD study advised that strong

focus should be on orientation rather than

prescription, with emphasis on the need for an

educational system which can promote equity, else

the rapid advance of science and technology may

widen inequities, exacerbate social fragmentation

and accelerate resource depletion. According to

OECD (2018), the future ready students will need to

be connected to the 
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challenges of the world/country all throughout, they

will need to feel engaged in the learning for a better

physical living environment.

The need to teach in a fundamentally different

manner in order to be prepared to face the global

challenges, has also been strongly emphasised upon

by the World Future Council (2019). A new

educational model will be the transformative power

needed to bring about the much needed change that

will ensure a better future. The development of an

educational model which will serve this purpose

will, as The Economist (2015) pointed out, require

that all those involve in imparting knowledge will

need to take the role of learners and contributors to

learning. The new educational pedagogy proposed is

that where all those involve with the education of a

child work together to impart transferable skills to

the child. Education is nowadays no more about

transfer of knowledge, but more about skills

development, creativity, innovation, leadership,

taking initiatives, working in team and more

importantly lifelong learners. Students nowadays

master technology faster than educators, and this

seem to be a reality worldwide. However,

technology alone is not enough impart sound

knowledge, guidance and accompaniment are very

important support which are needed to shape the

learning process in the right direction. The challenge

in the education is how to go about this

transformation, how to address environment, social,

economy and climate hazards, a transdisciplinary

approach, in a programme, be it science or social

based. Activities which fully engage students,

allowing them to construct knowledge and to

constantly evaluating their learning are the basis of

this whole change process. Many studies have been

carried out on the 21stcentury skills and these have

highlighted the importance of both the cognitive

hard skills and the non-cognitive softer skills that

should be part of the today’s educational

programmes if we are to train the new workforce to

ensure a better future.

Critical thinking, problem solving, leadership skills,

ability to take initiatives, decision making,

motivation, lifelong learning, emotional intelligence,

adaptability, and compassion are some of the skills

that are important to impart for the new generation

to live together in harmony by taking responsible

decisions. Educational ethics is an important aspect

that needs to be given due consideration, education

should not be viewed as a business but more as a

support to drive the socio economic welfare of a

country and to help countries to face challenges.

Technology and digital equality are two aspects

which need to be given due consideration, else it

may increase the divide between the rich and the

poor, causing the relative poorer groups to lose on

opportunities, and become poorer. Skills

development need to be enhanced strongly in order

to address the complexity of the SDGs. The

integrated aspect of the SDGs is also sending a

strong signal, the need for transdisciplinary

educational programmes. Transdisciplinary concepts

have the potential to uplift the learner to higher

domains of cognitive abilities and sustained

knowledge and skills, especially the skills needed

for the future.

Sustainable Development Goals & The Role of

Universities

Universities are expected to play a major role and be

key players in the attainment of the SDGs, in

creating a sustainable society, through the

dissemination of knowledge and navigating students

in the right direction. As a matter of fact, it is taking

more time than it should. Already five years down

the line, since the definition of the objectives and

goals of Sustainable Development and educational

institutions are still in the process of detailing the

steps to be taken for their implementation. It’s

nowhigh time that academia comes up with new

educational measures that couple the formation of

citizens with human awareness and learning

communities. It is not that it was not present at all,

but there is a high need to
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respond and hasten the processes already underway

to accomplish the shift of our societies towards the

SDGs, for which universities are fundamental

pieces.

The University of Alcala, through the documents

developed by the Spanish Network for Sustainable

Development, explains that ‘academia plays a

fundamental role in the formation of global

citizenship and designs strategies to develop socially

responsible competencies in students, who will be

agent of change in the future.’ Actually, a large

chunk of the direct education, as provided by

universities, fall under the umbrella of teaching and

research. This is one of the main mandates of

academic institutions and this help to generate

feedback from the society with regards to their

respective impacts. Hence it is of utmost importance

that universities incorporate the vision of the SDGs

and the advancement of appropriate aptitudes in the

courses offered. The problems and objectives set out

by the Agenda 2030 have to be addressed by

academia, through teaching, learning and research. It

becomes important to know and clearly defined the

roles that universities have to play in addressing the

SDGs.

A teaching role: Teachers need knowledge so

that they can teach students about the SDGs.

Education is important in order to build human

societies and adjust to the current and future

technical transformation. It is important to work

out on initiatives that that revolve around

providing students and staff of the university

with the knowledge, skills and attitudes

necessary to address the complex challenges of

sustainable development through any career or

life trajectory that they embark on.

What is the role of universities to create a

sustainable society?

A collaborative role: The major strength of

universities is the capacity for cross-disciplinary

research and teaching. The

challenge is to strengthen the links between

research and education and between disciplines.

Collaborative and transdisciplinary work must

be encouraged between not only different

faculties of universities but also between

institutions. It is important to have institutions

with dynamic leaders who can cheerlead to

processes of change.

An evidence-based knowledge role: 

Universities have a key role in conveying

knowledge and insights to the ‘outside’ world.

Decisions taken by the government with regards

to SDGS need scientific evidence to support

these choices. The sheer volume of research

based-evidence is one of the main barriers to

better use of knowledge. Hence, whatever is

being published by academia should focus on

the ‘3Rs’ of evidence-based communication:

reliability, relevance and readability.

A measuring and evaluating role: The

objective is to make countries commit to what

they signed for in Agenda 2030. Universities

can measure the effects of different actions

related to the SDGs. Studies can be performed

to show how far implementation of SDGs has

been successful.

An advocating role: Universities have high

status and are generally respected for their

research and contributions to societies. Higher

education institutions need to be an ongoing

voice, advocating the importance of

implementing the global goals.

It is evident that universities shall consider, as

mandatory, to align their governance structures and

operational policies with the SDGs. It should not

only be implemented in the area of teaching, but

should also be highlighted in other fields such as

research, as well. Those experiences should be quite

significant and serve as inspiration for other 
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universities to path their ways to implement the

2030 Agenda in their educational communities. To

be successful in this venture, universities should

steam their actions towards providing both students

and university staff with tools to achieve success and

progress in the pursuit of the values of sustainable

development.

The COVID-19 pandemic has shown the whole

world that NOW is the time to ponder on the

importance of implementing the Sustainable

Development Goals, in all spheres. Even more so for

academic institutions who are considered to be a

fundamental piece of puzzle vis-à-vis the challenges

faced currently and in the future on issues related to

the SDGs.

Figure 1: University engagement in SDGs (SDSN, 2017)

ONLINE & BLENDED LEARNING MODELS:

Promoting Critical Thinking and Lifelong

Learning Skills

The University of Mauritius embarked on distance

mode of education with the creation of a distance

learning center in 1996. It then moved to promoting

blended education with the creation of a virtual

learning center. In 2014, these two centers merged to

form the Centre for Innovative and Lifelong

Learning. The University of Mauritius’ (UoM)

vision to adopt different learning platform

helped the eventual transition from fully

face to face to blended or fully online

during the health pandemic, COVID19.

This same trend has been noted in other

countries; blended learning has evolved

from distance education and it is a

combination of the strengths of face-to -

face and online learning with the aim of

providing a unique experience to achieve

educational goal, (Haghparast et al. 2014).

Dhawan (2020) described online learning

as a tool that can make the teaching and

learning process more student-centered,

more innovative and more flexible. In an

online learning environment, the learning

can take place in both synchronous and

asynchronous environment and access to

learning materials can be done via the

internet though different devices such as

laptop, smart phones, PC tablets, etc.

Synchronous includes live webinars and

allowed students to interact with the tutors

in real time whereas asynchronous allows the

lectures to be recorded and posted on the learning

platform for students to view in their own time. Two

different communication tools have been adopted by

the UoM, which are Google Meet and ZOOM.

Google Meet was accessed freely whereas for

ZOOM, academic were provided with a license.

Tutors would use ZOOM or Google Meet for

synchronous communication with their students,

such as live webinars or for interactions or tutorials

with their students. In addition, the training provided

on ZOOM to academics included demonstrations on

how to pre-record a lecture, which could be used for

asynchronous
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communication, i.e. posting of lecture videos online

and hosting them on YouTube. A good learning

environment should cater for good communication

between the students and the tutors. Lack of

communication can make the student feel lonely and

bored.

One other important features of an online learning

environment is the ability to make students improve

on their critical thinking skill, which is also

recognised as being one of the key skills in the

21stcentury (Haghparast et al. 2013). Critical

thinking (CT) is the art of thinking by skillfully

analysing and evaluating one’s own decision

processes in order to improve it (Paul & Elder, 2001

and Zhang, 2018). Chou et al, 2019 mentioned, “CT

is a comprehensive thinking behavior involving

analysis, synthesis, interpretation, evaluation and

noticing assumptions. It is not only a kind of self-

directed, self-disciplines, self-monitoring and self-

corrective form of thinking, but it is also a high level

thinking skills”.

Types of Critical Thinking (CT) Skills

Based on researches carried out, the following are

some examples of tools and techniques used to

cultivate CT:

Haghparast et al. (2014) mentioned two types of

collaborative learning, which are cooperative

and problem-based learning. Cooperative

learning involved less students and they discuss

and work together under the supervision of their

teachers. They are involved in critical thinking

and develop their problem-solving skills.

Problem-based learning (PBL) allows the

students to work in group of 5 who come up

with a problem or issue and then work towards

gathering data, analyse and draw conclusions.

The teacher role is to act as a facilitator and

coach the students (Haghparast et al. 2014).

This can be in the form of a Case study.

Group Interaction and critical thinking in an

online threaded discussions. Jeong (2003) had

carried out their research on same and has

identified patterns in interaction and determined

which interactions promoted CT. He concluded

“those interactions with contradictory

viewpoints stimulated more discussion and CT”.

Instructional Techniques are educational

activities which are shaped by instructional

context like learning outcomes and properties of

a target group (Kalelioglu & Gulbahar, 2012).

The following are some examples of the

Instructional Techniques that have been used in

an online environment and have been great tools

for CT: Debate, Socratic Questioning and

Problem based learning.

Role Playing Activity/ Situated Scenarios is

another method which has been proven through

research (Hou, 2011) that discussions are of

better quality when students are involve in role

playing activity, which also yields the most

diverse options for solutions.

Socratic questions can be used to enhance

student’s CT skill in an asynchronous discussion

forum. Yang & al. (2005) mentioned that with

appropriate course design and instructional

interventions, CT skills can be enhanced.

Web based simulation is an online tool used to

foster CT and researches have shown that it has

a positive impact on students’ CT. Another

model that is being used is the WebCT. It is

another online tool, which shows that online

communication methods such as chat and forum

are more attractive than e-communications.

They can be used to increase motivation and the

will to learn and think critically (Haghparast et

al. 2014).
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Methodology

The first stage in this study was to carry out a

detailed literature review for highlighting the needs

for an Education 2030. Findings of past research on

this topic highlighted the types of activities that

educational institutions can work upon to achieve

them. Next the activities conducted at the University

to address skills development were analysed further.

These activities fall under the following subtopics:

(a) The Accreditation of the Engineering

programmes, where non-cognitive skills

development are strongly emphasized upon.

(b) The shift to a more learner centered model,

where the engagement of the student in both the

learning and construction of learning was enhanced.

(c) The promotion of online/blended learning a

platform which has the potential to consolidate

independent learning, self-confidence, motivation

and critical thinking.

(d) The activities such as problem based learning

which promote soft skills such as team work, time

management skills, addressing the concerns of a

country, working in multidisciplinary teams and

sharing of ideas.

These individual activities are documented in the

sections to follow. In addition two surveys were

conducted with students to get additional feedback

on the successful development of skills and the

challenges to skills development.

Accreditation of Engineering Programmes &

Skills Development

Education 2030 framework (WEF, 2015) based on

SDG4 resolves to ensure inclusive and equitable

quality education and promote lifelong learning

opportunities for all. This noble initiative, framed as

the Incheon Declaration is a commitment of the

education community to Education 2030 and the

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Education is also recognized as the main driver to

development. This is the context in which higher

education institutions are operating. To one end of

the scale, inclusiveness and equity are prime while

at the other end we find education systems as an

enabler to sustained development. Several initiatives

have been taken at the UoM over the recent past,

accreditation of engineering programmes being one

of them, to align its offer for meeting the capacity

requirements of the 2030 Agenda.

Accreditation of engineering degree programmes

assures that the structure and content of the

programmes meet industry recognized standards.

Engineering being a universal field of study requires

standards that are universally accepted. These have

been developed and endorsed by the members of the

International Engineering Alliance and are now

globally viewed as the minimum requirements for

entering into engineering practice. The Washington

Accord regroups members offering programmes,

which are mutually recognized, that allow graduates

enter into engineering practice. Locally, the

Institution of Engineers Mauritius (IEM) is

finalizing the Standards to govern engineering

education in HEIs in Mauritius, in the context of

undertaking accreditation of these programmes.

In the absence of locally approved standards, the

UoM used the Standards developed by Engineering

Council of South Africa, which is itself a member of

the Washington Accord, to frame the offer of its

engineering programmes in line with international

norms. These Standards, among others, include the

development of the following competences within

the graduates, often referred as Graduate Attributes:

(i) solving ill-defined engineering complex

problems, (ii) application of engineering knowledge

within specific contexts, (iii) designing engineering

systems, (iv) conducting investigations and

experiments, (v) using engineering tools and

techniques, (vi) communicating effectively, (vii)

assessing sustainability issues and the impact of

engineering activity (viii) working individually and
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in teams (ix) self-learning (x) engineering

professionalism and (xi) management.

As part of the quality assurance system, students are

required to demonstrate having satisfactorily met the

set of Attributes, to graduate with an engineering

qualification. The system thus allows for the

development of skills and competences to address

complex engineering problems within the context of

meeting the challenges of sustainability within their

field of study, together with soft professional skills

for lifelong learning, working independently and

within a team, among others. This is in contrast to

engineering education systems where academic

attainment is the prime focus.

Given that the adopted Standards are universal,

graduates from accredited programmes share similar

skills and competences as there counterparts from

signatory members of the Washington Accord. We

are hopeful that Mauritius, through the initiative of

the IEM, will soon be a signatory member to the

Accord to enable our graduates enter into the

practice of engineering within member states of the

Accord without having to go through any additional

assessment.

Skills Development - Accreditation Process The

accreditation process is very much associated with a

learner centered model. Such educational models,

focus on what the student learn rather that what the

tutor wants to teach. In this educational model, the

tutor acts more as a facilitator/a guide, and the

student takes in a strong active role in the learning

process. A series of activities have been organised to

engage students in the learning process; Work on

short assignments with minimum guidance to

propose solutions to a particular challenge;

Participation in brainstorming events in class;

participation in online discussion forum where

students get to go through the contributions from

their peers and comment on same, participation in

conferences and self-learning activities.

A survey was carried out with civil engineering level

3 students to assess whether students have been able

to develop important skills through the ongoing

accreditation process of engineering degrees. As

mentioned in the section on Accreditation of

Engineering Degrees, it can be noted that the

accreditation process puts emphasis on the key

course components which should be part of an

engineering programme as well as the development

of skills that are expected from a graduate

engineering after their graduation. The quality

process of accreditation checks both the programme

content as well as how graduate attributes (skills)

have been tested. The graduate attributes are

developed through different activities, namely;

practical sessions, group assignments, mini-projects,

vacation training in other engineering disciplines,

problem based learning activities, industrial training

and individual research work on a complex topic.

These plethora of activities contribute to the

development of different skills and a survey was

conducted to test the uptake of students (Figure 2).

Skills development - Working in Teams: In levels

1 and 2, students get to work a lot in groups. So

working in teams is something that engineering

students will definitely be confident about (Figure

2). In the engineering profession, graduate engineers

are expected to work in teams, so team work is a

component given lots of importance, as from level 1

going up to the final year. This is achieved specially

with practicals and group assignments.

Skills Development – Critical Thinking: Several

activities are formulated to test the critical thinking

of students and this start mostly as from level 2.

Critical thinking is an important skill expected from

graduate engineers and engineers get to address

complex ill-defined problems almost all the time and

critical thinking is a skill they get to develop when

they screen through information and justify why

they believe the selected options would 
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work in the specific case they are proposing. Critical thinking is however a skill which is needed at even an earlier

age nowadays, and in pre tertiary education this is a skill that is not well developed in student. The potential is

high and critical thinking skill has the potential to make students more confident. This skill is achieved through

components of assignments where students have to justify their choice of methods and their recommendations.

Figure 2: Skills developed as confirmed by students

Skills development; Ability to communicate

effectively; In Engineering, effective

communication is essential and students learn this

skills at the very start of the programme. Be it in the

form of a talk, a presentation, an oral presentation, a

written reports, a work instruction, emails or a

drawing, communication needs to be clear and

focus. However, this skill was chosen as the third

next skill that student feel most confident, although

much emphasis is placed on communication skills.

From the perspective of the tutor, effective

communication is a skill that student get to learn

best when it come in their final year of study, when

they conduct an individual research work.

Skills development: Self learning In educational

pedagogical theories, it is widely recognized

learning is through building of prior knowledge. Our

current educational model, primary and secondary,

involve much rote learning, 

and tutors face the challenge to get learners to

become more independent Self learning is noted as

being very challenging for learners at the beginning

of a module but tend to improve with time.

However, interestingly it can be noted that when it

comes to learning a software, learners do not find

this challenging, YouTube videos seems to be a very

strong educational platform. Students do not seem to

work much with the educational social platforms,

where one post a question and can get support from

peers. Automated questions and answers seem to be

a good educational medium through which self-

learning takes place.

Skills development: Leadership skills, Ability to

take initiatives, Courage to take up challenges and

Lifelong learning; From Figure 2, it can be noted

that students find it more difficult to be confident

about these skills. This is understandable because

the students are still at the start of level 3 and these 



Skills development through Problem Based

Learning activities. These same group of students

were given a group assignment, about how they

would propose to the University management a

process to promote more effective use of waste

resources, a Water wise Campus. In this assignment

they were to analyse the water consumption habits,

the water wastage habits and the good practices of

water consumption in other countries, so that they

could formulate an action plan for their own campus

with clear justification why they thought this would

work. This assignment involved surveys with peers

and with key authorities. After the conduction of this

group assignment, student’s perception on skills

such as self-learning, and taking initiatives changed,

and this was only 3months after the survey.
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skills were yet to be developed, as these skills

require some level of maturity from the student.

Skills development - Lifelong learning and

Courage to take up Challenges; The ability to

stand by one’s decision, Lifelong learning and

courage to take up challenges were still skills that

students felt would be difficult for them to achieve,

even at the end of their programme. These skills can

either be developed via blended learning or via

multidisciplinary activities.

Skills development via online/blended learning:

Blended and online learning offers many advantages

to learners, the latter being able to learn at his own

pace. The feedback from learners pointed that this

platform tend to be very demanding on them. The

formulation of assignment and activities need to take

on board the notional hours expected from learners

to work on these activities. With well-designed

online activities, the potential of learners can be

significantly enhanced, and this help in building self

confidence in the learning process. Blended/online

learning do not replace face to face discussions, but

this particular forum has many benefits, which both

the facilitators and the learners will continue to get

to explore as technology evolve.

Figure 3: Skills which would be most difficult to achieve by the end of the programme

Skills development – Transdisciplinary skills:

Given that global challenges go beyond boundaries,

educators have another major challenges.

Specialised training has limitations, what the new

workforce will be needing nowadays is

transdisciplinary skills. Such skills enable learners to

view problems in a more holistic way. The potential

to promote such skills is available in disciplines

which involve societies and legal instruments.
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Discussion & Conclusion
In today’s era where lots of educational materials

and information are available readily, the challenge

is to be able to screen through this ocean of

information, carry out a critical analysis to take out

the relevant parts that will help someone

contextualize these into meaningful and relevant

support materials.  Learner centered and activity

based teaching have the potential to provide the

training most adapted to the needs of the society.

The accreditation process of programmes is

structured around this very objective, forming

graduates knowledgeable in their respective areas,

but together with skills important for the profession.

This study has highlighted some pertinent points,

namely;

1. At the very beginning of a programme,

students need to be aware of how the

programme will gradually help them to grow,

modules of a particular semester are building

blocks for the next semester and each level in

the programme add to the complexity of the

programme.

2. At the start of a module students need to be

guided so that they appreciate their own

contribution to the learning process matters.

Each activity accompanying the module is often

linked to one or more skill development. It has

been noted from this study, when students are

aware of what skills activities are targeting they

themselves are fully engaged in learning those

particular skills.

3. Working in group is important and when team

work is accompanied by a process which enable

students to change their roles in the team on a

regular basis, this helps all the students in

developing more difficult skills such as

leadership and effective communication.

Encouraging students to document this process

as part of the write up of the report, puts

emphasis on this important process in team

work.

4. Peer to peer learning has been proven to be

very effective, and with social networking

nowadays students are able to discuss activities

with their peers and learn from them.

Universities need to look into an information

system that will allow graduates to stay engage

with fellow students.

5. Lifelong learning starts with the habit of

raising interest amongst students on published

literature. Online learning seems to be the

platform through which learners’ interest can be

captured. When modules are conducted online,

encouraging learners to search from update

information on topics help in getting them to

appreciate the vast amount of information which

could help them in their work one day.

6. Ability to take up challenges and ability to

stand by one’s own decision are two skills

which are not so easy to translate in the learning

process. This can only arise through

challenging, complex and ill-defined activities.

The final year project is such an example, but

this is often conducted on an individual basis.

Multidisciplinary activities seem to provide the

solution here. Recently a hackathon activity was

organised and the success of this event reflects

that if learners are given the opportunity they

will be able to develop strong skills.

7. As mentioned by Clasen and Bonk (1991),

although there are many strategies in place to

promote critical thinking skills, at the end of the

day, it is the teacher who can make the

difference by thoughtful planning their lessons

and questions to be addressed for high order

thinking as per Bloom Taxonomy. In addition,

they should continue to review, refine and

improve their instructional techniques to ensure

that students are developing their critical skills

(Duron et al. 2006).
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8. Transdisciplinary is a skill that the new

workforce will not be able to do without. This

can be developed through activities involving

students from different disciplines and this goes

beyond a programme. Such activities are best

organised at University level or amongst

Faculties. Such activities will also contribute to

providing learners with a health learning

environment.

The world of education is more and more being

recognized as a dynamic environment. It has to keep

on evolving and adapting to the needs of the society.

Amongst all the educational sectors, the tertiary

education sector is the one which has regularly been

putting into question its usual practices, this sector

has also constantly had to learn how to adapt to the

needs of its country, often against all odds. To all

those who still do not recognize that education forms

the backbone of the development of a country, this is

a wake up call. The growing challenges of today

require that societies and universities in particular

take strong note that the new work force need to be

imparted with many skills for them to be able to

quickly adapt to the changing world and in so doing

help their countries to become resilient to

challenges.
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Introduction

Mauritius celebrated its 50 years of independence two

years ago. It has been more than fifty years of nation

building premised on the core values of good

governance, rule of law, and also upholding human

rights, and territorial integrity. Implementation of the

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is key to

Mauritius future development. The Country moved

from being a low income with the target of reaching a

high-income country notwithstanding its inherent

vulnerabilities as a Small Island Developing State

devoid of natural resources, subjected to the

oppression of distance, natural disasters and the

effects of climate change and highly vulnerable to

external shocks. It has simultaneously invested in its

welfare system spanning free education, health care,

universal old age pension and other measures aimed

at providing a minimum social protection to citizens.
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Since the 1990s, countries have invested in

information and communication technology and

infrastructure renovations to create smart, machine-

to-machine interactions aimed at achieving cost

savings and improving efficiency, governance and

transparency within their communities. The smart

city concept initially meant at dealing with

numerous urban problems, in specific, those related

to the urban environment and infrastructure. As it

developed, the concept is now broadly used to 
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quicken the process of urban management by using

IT technology with the availability of big data. ICT

and modern technology are considered the key

aspect of the smart city concept. The developing

world is in a motivating position to help lead the

way forward as new models are defined and shaped.

Phrases such as climate proofing, empowerment,

disaster planning and recovery, information access,

resiliency, social equality, sustainability, technology

justice and urban competitiveness are finding their

way into today’s language.

The Country as a complex system should have the

ability to be resilient, especially when technology

fails either due to technical or natural disasters. This

article aims to redefine the smart country concept in

the context of planning using a resilience approach.

Factors of resilience will lead to a soft infrastructure

approach, such as enhancement in many aspects,

e.g., knowledge inclusion, participation, social

innovation, and social equity.

Small Island Developing States

The concept of sustainability is very important in

Small Island Developing States (SIDS) and this was

primary recognized at the Earth Summit in 1992.

The vulnerabilities of SIDS arise from a number of

physical, socio-economic and 
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environmental factors. SIDS small size, limited

resources, geographical dispersion and isolation from

markets, place them at a disadvantage economically

and prevent economies of scale. Due to the small size

of their economies, SIDS are highly dependent on

trade but lack the factors that are decisive for

competitiveness. Similarly, international

macroeconomic shocks tend to have higher relative

impacts on SIDS small economies. The combination

of small size and remoteness leads to high production

and trade costs, high levels of economic

specialization and exposure to commodity price

volatility. Furthermore, in SIDS, the following

natural resource base: energy, water, mineral and

agricultural resources are limited and resource

extraction tends quickly to meet the carrying

capacities of the small islands. The latter also face

unique threats related to global environmental issues,

mainly climate change, biodiversity loss, waste

management, pollution, freshwater scarcity, and

acidification of the oceans.
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As a SIDS, much progress has been achieved in

Mauritius due to benefits derived from the Welfare

State, namely: free access to education from pre-

Port Louis Mauritius

Evolution of the Smart City Concept

The busiest part of the island is the Capital, Port

Louis. Port Louis needs an urgent uplifting and a

regeneration programme which should be under

implementation; On a daily basis around 200,000

commuters travel in and out of the Capital, incentives

to the private sector under the Smart City Scheme to

build sustainable and integrated housing projects need

to be given.  A scheme based on the work-live-play

concept is recommended. Decentralizing the activities

and the relocation of many offices out of Port Louis is

also needed to solve the problem of congestion in the

city.

primary to university levels, transport to students and

the elderly and health services to all and also from

bilateral and multilateral trading agreements, the

skilled work force, entrepreneurship, a stable

democratic government and peace. However, despite

its performance, the country is now facing the brunt

of a number of global challenges, namely, the global

economic, financial, energy and food security crises.

The impacts of climate change, sea level rise, natural

disasters and biodiversity loss are also having their

toll on progress achieved so far.



Officials have to think about the country as a

platform. The hardware equivalent is the traditional

infrastructure; the roads, utilities, and now digital

infrastructure. The infrastructure itself must be as

modular, replaceable, and upgradeable as possible.

For example, take utility networks in cities. Today,

if you want to change or update a utility, you have to

dig up the streets, which is very disruptive to

pedestrians and traffic and very expensive. But if

you designed a city with accessible utility channels,

you could make it easier and cheaper to upgrade

utility networks and reserve space for new types of

connections we haven’t yet imagined. Then you

need design guidelines to bring coherence and

consistency. Finally, you need some launch

applications to make the place inhabitable at the

beginning, such as traffic management systems or

air-quality monitoring systems.
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Champ de Mars - Mauritius

Technology has a dramatically shorter lifecycle than

most infrastructure assets, which are often built to last

100 years or more, Mauritius have to plan and design

the infrastructure so that it is as flexible as possible.

We are using nowadays the analogy of the

smartphone as a platform, however what makes the

smartphone magical is not necessarily the hardware,

which evolves over time with new releases, or the

software, which is upgraded every few months,

The combination of technologies, considerately

applied and integrated, can primarily alter nearly

every dimension of quality of life. To get there,

Mauritius needs to plot innovations across a range of

fields—mobility, infrastructure, buildings, public

space, social and community programs, even

governance—that are available today or will be soon.

By implementing a set of technologies—autonomous

vehicles, modular building construction, or new

infrastructure systems cost of living can be reduced

by 15 percent. With new mobility services and radical

mixed-use development that brings homes near work,

Mauritius can give people back an hour in their day.

it’s really the fact that there are millions of

application developers who are using the

infrastructure to create something that no one

imagined before.
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COVID-19 has truly accelerated the digital

transformation of cities. Not only many people are

working from home and increasingly reliant on IT,

city governments have had to shift how they deliver

services under lockdown restrictions. Yet, despite

efforts to rapidly digitize processes and systems, a

city cannot truly become technologically inclusive

without considering barriers to access. Digital

transformation is a critical part of urban resilience.

We know that increasingly it is digital solutions that

will support and enhance infrastructure development

in cities. These types of solutions enable resilience by

helping to integrate, amplify, and innovate diverse

public and social services that are key to cities’ well-

being. Technology offers a lot of promise, but also

carries risk and inequities that must be examined and

addressed.

Conclusion
Cities are complex human machines, webs of

services, needs, livelihoods and behaviors. The

interconnectedness and dependencies of cities’ many

systems mean coordination is central to achieving

effective resilience. It’s vital to examine the

intercorrelation between systems. Resilience

strategists must compile a list of critical

infrastructures vulnerable to malfunctioning under the

effects of various natural hazards and extreme

scenarios, defining potential improvements now.

Investing in resilience takes us beyond the familiar

concerns of cost, quality and time. The current

pandemic shows us that only an integrated response

will work, one informed by shared responsibility and

financial accountability, transparent use of data,

strong ethics, public participation, and maintenance

of natural capital. A global problem must have a

solution that works for everyone.

Growing urbanization can create great

opportunities for social mobility, both for men and

women. However, not everyone automatically

benefits from urbanization, and some

disadvantaged groups face barriers to thriving in

urban areas. efficiently connect workers with jobs

Rapid urbanization and the increasing frequency

and severity of disasters, due to extreme weather

events exacerbated by the impact of climate

change, are putting more people and assets at risk,

and the situation is only getting worse.

By 2050 more than two thirds of the world’s

population are expected to live in cities, a

significant jump from the 54 percent living in urban

areas today, according to a thought piece by Zurich

Insurance Company Ltd.

Modern countries depend on composite systems for

energy, transportation, medical care, emergency

response, and security. We have observed over

recent years in cases of utility and transportation

infrastructure failures, natural disasters and terrorist

attacks complex systems fail. As the Country

anticipates massive infrastructure investment to

address such failures as well as to address a growing

economic crisis, we propose that a government,

industry, and university consortium focus on system

resilience.

and opportunities. Growing urbanization can create

great opportunities for social mobility, both for men

and women. However, not everyone automatically

benefits from urbanization, and some disadvantaged

groups face barriers to thriving in urban areas.

Expanding Needs For Expanding Countries

Cities are evolving into smart cities capable of

collecting and analyzing vast quantities of data to

automate processes, improve service quality,

provide market signal feedback to users, and to

make better decisions. While city governments can

and should manage much of this transformation,

national governments have an important role to play

in accelerating and coordinating the development of

smart cities. Indeed, the long-term success of smart

cities in any particular nation will likely depend on

whether the national government supports their

development.



Abstract

The construction industry is an important pillar of the

local economy, and much effort has been expended

worldwide in greening this industry given its

significant use of natural resources for the various

material ingredients needed for the building envelope

itself and products for the associated services such as

air-conditioning, ventilation, lighting, plumbing and

electricity distribution. The environmental impact of

the built environment continues during the operation

of the building, and these two stages of the lifecycle

of a building project have seen distinct guidelines

being formulated to manage the building project, for

example, the LEED building design and construction

(BD+C) category looking at the integration of the

green building design measures during the project

conception, design and construction phase, and a

second major category in the LEED operations and

maintenance (O&M) to focus on the operational

aspects. Certainly a building designed and

constructed following a green paradigm is well

placed to tick the boxes for achieving good

performance with in-built measurement and

monitoring capabilities during occupancy.

Construction waste management has been part of a

green building design framework, supported as well

by the circular design principles, specifically the

pillars dealing with designing out waste and pollution

and the one aiming to keep materials and products in

use.

Institution of Engineers Mauritius

The measures discussed are targeted for each of the

waste streams identified as specific treatment of

these waste categories would yield a more effective

use of these materials as opposed to a generic

treatment of these solid waste in a commingled state.

As is typically used in the circular design jargon, the

inner loops of the industrial cycle should be

favoured as much as possible, which relates to reuse,

remanufacture, redistribution and refurbishment,

whereas recycling comes as the last option, that is,

the outermost loop. The proposed measures are put

in the perspective of the local context, showing what

needs to change at policy and implementation levels

for the desired outcomes to materialise.
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This paper gives an overview of the practices in the

local construction industry with a view to setting a

roadmap for its transforming to support a circular

economy with a case study on demolition waste

management, with facts and figures on the various

waste streams generated and the volume of each one

stream. The current disposal mechanisms used are

discussed, and in light of case studies reported in

literature, especially those geared towards

supporting a circular economy, changes in current

mindset and methods of dealing with construction

waste are highlighted as well as new business

models which can underpin the desired

transformation of making our construction industry

circular.

Circular Design in the Construction Industry in Mauritius with a Case
Study for Demolition Waste Management 
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The design re-thinking

of these three

founding principles

can be applied across

all engineering

disciplines, wherever a

design process is

followed to create an

artefact, which will

require the use of

materials and

resources during the

manufacturing stage,

which will interact

with users during

operation and 

Keywords: Circular design, sustainable material use,

construction industry, construction waste management
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Design out waste and pollution

Keep products and materials in use

Regenerate natural systems

Introduction – Circular Design and the Built

Environment

The fundamental pillars of a circular economy as

described by the Ellen McArthur Foundation [1]

circular design guidelines are:

Figure 1: Pillars of a Circular Economy [1]

The circular design guide proposes the biological

and technical cycles (see Figure 2) to better

understand how the material flows in a process can

be better managed so that environmental impacts are

curtailed, neutralised, if not reversed. The added

financial benefits that a circular economy can bring

about have acted as powerful levers for nations to

take the vital step of making a concerted effort to

embrace a more holistic and wholesome design

process.

necessitate the use of resources, e.g. air, energy and

water, and ultimately become obsolete when its

service life is over. When applied in a linear

economy, which is focused on meeting the needs of

the world population only with no consideration for

the sustainable use of natural resources and

maintaining the health of the whole ecosystem, the

concept of waste crops up at all stages of the

lifecycle of a product, that is, during the production,

operation and ultimately disposal. Disregard of the

environmental impacts of our actions, fuelled by a

culture of mass production in the post-industrial

revolution era, has seen drastic consequences of ill-

thought actions which the human race is finding

hard to undo and change.

Figure 2: Biological and Technical Resource Cycles [1]
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For example, among the several benefits reported, it

is estimated that a circular economy will lead to

$700 million annual material cost savings in the

consumer goods industry alone, enable the reduction

by 48% of carbon dioxide emissions by 2030 and up

to $550 billion reduction in healthcare associated

with the food sector. Overall, an estimated €1.8

trillion opportunity is reported for a circular

economy by Ellen McArthur Foundation studies,

which clearly shows that adoption of the SDGs can

be married with economic viability, and more

importantly setting the backbone for a responsible

and sustainable lifestyle, allowing to decouple

economic growth from the dilapidation of natural

resources, and therewith reduce the threat to our

own existence.

The construction industry has a huge negative

impact on the environment when operating in a

linear economy, to such an extent that the greening

of building design, construction and operation has

been identified as a key step in the sustainability

agenda worldwide. The World Economic Forum in

2016 claimed that “Adopting circular economy

principles could significantly enhance global

construction industry productivity, saving at least

$100bn a year.” The formulation of green building

certification frameworks such as LEED [1],

BREEAM [2], Estidama [3] and Green Star [4] and

their increased application to provide third-party

validation of the sustainability of building projects is

a clear sign of the importance attached to the

construction industry’s contribution in the making of

a circular economy.  In Mauritius, there have been

attempts in the past to regulate the design and

operation of buildings through energy performance

certificates and energy auditing frameworks, which

are likely to find its way into the construction

industry at some point. The remaining sections of

this paper reviews the application of the circular

design principles in the built environment, how they

can be applied to our local construction industry,

and among the various aspects to be 

considered, demolition waste management is taken

as a case study to illustrate the current status in a

largely linear paradigm and how a zero waste target

can be achieved by the application of circular design

principles.

Circular Design Principles for the Construction

Industry and Local Considerations

Integrated design

The design paradigm enunciated by the circular

design methodology is one referred to as “Zooming

In” to the customer requirements but also “Zooming

Out” to understand the impacts of design choices at

a larger scale on the environmental dimension and

all “stakeholders” of the product in general. The

general design rule taught and applied in

engineering has been to collect data through surveys

and interviews so that the customer requirements are

understood and kept well in mind throughout the

design process as ultimately not satisfying those

requirements would mean the project was a failure.

However, just focusing on the customer

requirements without understanding how design

decisions impact the bigger picture is a serious flaw

and has been the cause of the inability to ensure

environmental stewardship.

Integrated design in construction projects, also

referred to as design charrettes, is considered to be a

fundamental ingredient to bring about synergies

between the numerous elements which affect the

materials and resource requirements of a building

project throughout its lifecycle. The integrated

design calls for concerted discussion among the

various members of a project team right at the

outset, including the potential contractors. This is

the contrary of the current culture where project

meetings take place to discuss the individual design

considerations of each team member, e.g. the

architect, MEP engineers, quantity surveyor,

landscape architect, structural engineer etc. without 
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investigating how the design of each one can be

optimised together to achieve synergies. The

required shift from a siloed design paradigm to an

integrated one has been a difficult process in several

countries embarking on a green building design

framework, but one proven to be quintessential for

achieving sustainability and circularity in its proper

sense.

The construction industry in Mauritius remains

largely one operating in the siloed configuration,

with MEP engineers working on a building layout

developed by the architect, leaving little scope to

achieve synergy between the building architecture

and the efficacy of building services, although it is

well-known that they are heavily interlinked.

Similarly, bringing the main contractor down the

line at tender stage when the products have been

specified leaves less scope to benefit from his

market knowledge to favour more environment-

friendly options or a different design altogether.

Even if the integrated design process may be

perceived to involve more cost elements for bringing

the project team together at the very outset,

examples abound in technical reports and reviews

where the project has actually made significant

savings in the overall project budget by reducing

plant sizes and operational costs. If we are to

achieve circularity in our building projects, it is

imperative to understand and optimise the various

factors which affect the materials and resources

needs of the project, and an integrated design brings

this understanding of the influencing factors,

following which it becomes possible to optimise

them, yielding highly performing buildings in which

occupants feel comfortable and healthy. Therefore,

an integrated design methodology will be a

fundamental shift needed in our local construction

industry to support a circular economy.

Energy Efficiency and Conservation

In the current circumstances, buildings are estimated

to consume 50% of total energy and

yield over 60% of carbon emissions, which confirm

the potential of the built environment to transform

the world economy into a circular one or degrade it

further through linear activities. The regulation of

the energy consumption of buildings has been

achieved through an energy performance certificate

(EPC) framework in many countries, as defined in

building codes, e.g. the Part L from the UK and the

building performance rating system developed by

ASHRAE through its 90.1 standard. These

frameworks allow and enforce energy considerations

at the design stage of projects to ensure that the

proposed design meets certain minimum energy

performance as defined by a baseline, notional or

reference building. The baseline buildings are

typically defined according to climate zones, which

rely on the definition of representative weather files,

which are also required to support building energy

modelling and dynamic simulations, key tools to

optimise energy efficiency and produce the needed

performance certificates. By enforcing the need to

produce energy performance certificate before a

building permit can be issued for a proposed

construction and checking that the submitted design

is implemented on site, has been applied in several

countries as the lowest level of building codes to

promote sustainability in the built environment,

while any further improvement over the basic

minimum can be encouraged by tax rebates, green

loans and recognition for environmental

stewardship.

Based on the roadmap delineated above, it is clear

that our local construction industry remains largely

unregulated presently when it comes to

accountability for energy consumption and carbon

emissions. The attempt to come up with a building

energy code in recent years is a positive step as well

as the institution of an energy audit management

scheme for existing buildings. However, for these

schemes to become possible, a scientific approach

needs to be adopted to define
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the underlying weather files for representative

locations in Mauritius, which would also allow the

formulation of climate zones and associated baseline

or reference buildings, paving the way to objectively

benchmarking energy use in our buildings.

Once this is made possible, the enhanced energy

efficiency achieved can be further supported using

renewable energy sources, especially those available

at a project site, which in the Mauritian context

usually translates to solar thermal and solar PV

systems given the high solar yield. That said, wind

energy and geothermal coolth/warmth at project

sites offers good possibility to reduce the carbon

footprint of our buildings towards the achievement

of zero carbon status.

Materials and Resources

The built environment is a major customer for the

materials industry, and involves huge amounts of

other resources (e.g. water, energy and air) in its

construction and operation phases. By applying

circular design principles in the use of the materials

and resources can reap huge benefits to the three

pillars of sustainable development, namely social,

environmental and economics. On the other hand,

focusing only on meeting the client’s requirements

in isolation, without due consideration of impacts on

the whole ecosystem yield an unsustainable situation

where useful natural resources are progressively

converted into waste and not replaced back.

Applying the circular design principles of (i)

keeping materials in the loop and (ii) regenerate

natural systems means materials emanating from the

construction process and operation should not be

allowed to become waste, but channelled back into

the process through reuse, salvage, refurbish or

recycle methods, with preference for the inner loops

of the technical cycle (see Figure 2).

materials and products with good environmental

indices, typically verified through their

Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)

certificates and provided by suppliers espousing a

sustainability vision as part of their Corporate Social

Responsibility (CSR). These two documentation

about the product and the supplier company can be

used as powerful levers to shift the market towards a

more circular one. In the local context, although not

yet customary to provide such documentation,

enforcing that products and materials be procured

from suppliers who can provide such technical

documents through terms and conditions included in

the tender documents, can motivate this much

needed move towards greater environmental

stewardship and accountability, and this also means

that businesses would need to embrace more

sustainable practices to continue to remain

competitive and therewith support a circular

economy.

The construction process has a special consideration

lent to construction solid waste, which can be

generated from any demolition necessary or as part

of the construction process itself from trenching,

packaging and fabrication. A key requirement to

divert these solid waste from landfills is to provide

proper separation bins on site so that incompatible

waste streams are not commingled together, which

would render any reuse, salvage or recycling

impossible. As discussed in the case study later in

this paper, the current local practice is largely one of

disposing the solid materials not needed on site as

waste, either sent to landfills or dumped, with the

latter estimated to be the mode mostly used.

Through better management of construction waste,

be it demolition or building waste, a zero waste

policy can be achieved for our construction sites,

which would alleviate the pressing issue of

inadequate landfill space at Mare Chicose while

proposing an attractive economic possibility for the

industry, more so given the limited resources

Mauritius On the other hand, preference should be given to
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enjoys, lending greater credence to making circular

use of these materials. The businesses and synergies

that would need to develop to make this possible is

discussed as the last element of a circular

construction industry in this section.

Water Efficiency and Management

Water is an essential resource for a building project,

and its use is broadly classified as potable and non-

potable. As a by-product, water takes the form of

wastewater from flush and flow fixtures as well as

run-off from impermeable surfaces during rainfall

events, termed as harvested rainwater when it serves

a beneficial purpose for the building e.g. for

irrigation and toilet flushing and as stormwater when

it takes the undesirable form of water accumulation

and flooding. Water is another natural resource

which is available at the project site in amounts

determined by the prevailing precipitation pattern,

and if properly managed can contribute towards

circularity in resource management by reducing

potable water consumption and reserving same for

applications that mandatorily need this high quality

of water. However, a lack of regulation to enforce

proper management of run-off from project sites

means road drains and neighbouring watercourses

are saturated with high run-off rate and top soil

sedimentation, which can even reach catastrophic

levels when the rainfall event gets to intensities

beyond the capacity of these infrastructures.

Therefore designing building projects to be able to

cope with a minimum set rainfall intensity is

important to prevent flood events, especially in the

face of climate change which has the inherent risk of

more severe rainfall patterns of short duration,

placing greater pressure on run-off retaining and

channelling structures.

The over-reliance on road drains in the local built

environment for channelling run-off, both for the

residential and commercial sectors, has meant that

run-off from precipitation is taken almost

exclusively as a waste, undesirable resource to be

discarded as quickly and effectively to the sea via

rivers and streams. This is itself a non-circular

practice given that non-potable rainwater has

various uses at a project site, which due to wrong

management is wasted and unsustainable use of

potable water is considered instead. A synergy

between rainwater harvesting and stormwater

management can bear interesting results and

promote the regeneration of natural systems, an

important pillar of circular design by allowing water

to percolate to the underground aquifers, which was

the case before the building impermeable surfaces

were put in place. To promote the management of

run-off and proper use of harvested rainwater in

building projects, necessary standards and building

codes need to be brought forward to set the

guidelines for the expected minimum performance

levels, with incentives to totally manage run-off at a

project site so that zero run-off occurs and the site

hydrology is preserved as much as possible.

Business strategies for the construction industry

underpinning a circular economyThe desired

transformation to a circular economy will

necessarily need businesses having circular values

as part of their strategic vision, and given the

predicted huge monetary value the global circular

economy represent, a plethora of business start-ups

and reinvention of existing businesses is expected.

What does the circular design principles prescribe

for these business ventures. This section reviews

some of these principles for the construction

industry:

Digital platforms and virtual services

One of the core concepts of circular design is termed

as dematerialisation, challenging for ideologies

which do not employ or reduce the requirement for

physical materials. The application of VR and AR

could be an example of these services as opposed to

physical models. Moreover, 
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to facilitate synergies between businesses, both B2B

and B2C, for example in sharing information on

circular businesses where the by-product of one

enterprise can become the raw material of another

and concerted action can bring up new ideas for

products, e.g. instead of exporting recyclables to

foreign companies and local enterprises importing in

turn, circular ventures can be created by sharing the

practices, needs and by-products of enterprises.

Therefore, businesses facilitating this information

sharing and others developing as a results of circular

opportunities in dealing with materials and resources

can be a real opportunity for Mauritius. Digital

platforms for building simulations already exist and

businesses offering such niche services can grow.

Facilitating the technical and biological

cycles of circular design

The circular design offers concrete principles for

promoting better practices, and one of those tools is

the cycles illustration with the technical and

biological cycles. The emergence of bio-design in

the built environment is seen as a promising avenue

to promote biodiversity while solving the challenges

e.g. controlling heat gains and improving indoor air

quality (IAQ). Furthermore, the implementation of

the technical cycles, including reuse, redistribution,

maintain, refurbish and recycle opens up a whole

range of services which fully support circularity and

interesting possibilities for new business ideas. 

Ownership of products

The fact that customers do not necessarily need to

own a product to get a service has been a creative

outcome of circular design, and has seen brilliant

circular business ideas cropping up where product

developers keep ownership of their products, and in

this way are able to best maintain and keep the used

materials in the loop as they are the best placed to do

so. An example is Phillips selling lighting to

businesses instead of lights. Could we 

see cooling being sold to clients instead of HVAC

equipment and a whole range of similar business

ventures focusing on selling services instead of

products to customers?

Modularity and Material Choices

The need to have modular, replaceable parts in an

equipment is a core circular design principle as it

allows to keep the equipment in use as much as

possible. The re-design of existing products to make

them more modular for the broad range of

accessories used in the building sector is a logical

emanation of this principle. Similarly, the preference

for durable and sustainable materials, which can be

recycled at the end of its useful lifetime opens a

whole new area of research into innovative

materials, which can be based on the challenges

faced with materials and products already on the

market but not easily kept in the loop.

The use of natural fibres derived from agro-waste

promises to be an important pillar of the circular

economy in Mauritius, and the construction industry

can benefit from the incorporation of natural fibres

into building materials to improve the environmental

value of the materials and products as well as

improving physical properties such as thermal

conductivity, acoustics and strength. This business

venture can create a strong circular synergy between

the construction industry and planters.

Construction Waste Management – Case Study

for Demolition Waste in Mauritius

In Mauritius, demolition does not stand alone as an

industry but forms part of one of the many sectors

that fall under the umbrella of the construction

industry. The latter industry has undergone a

significant development to become one of the pillars

of the economy of the country. In Mauritius, it

averaged 4250.64 MUR Million from 2006 until

2020, reaching an all-time high of 5881 MUR

Million in the fourth quarter of 2019 [5].
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However, industry sector data sets are not

systematically collected and published in Mauritius.

The absence of a good monitoring mechanism in

different sectors has led to the absence of reliable

data which obstructs the development of realistic,

targeted and effective policies on many aspects in

many sectors among which is the demolition sector

[6]. Moreover, data which is published, surveys that

are carried out, researches that are made and policies

that are implemented, relate only to buildings and

structures that are built but not to those which are

demolished. Legislations pertaining to demolition

works are very much inadequate since emphasis in

terms of policies, laws, incentives and records is laid

on construction of new infrastructure. As Mauritius

aims to foster sustainable development, it is high

time to give attention to every aspect of the

construction industry which, many seem to forget,

consists of demolition also.

An investigation carried out in 2011 at the

University of Mauritius [7], showed that many

contractors do not have a demolition plan prior to

commencement of works. It was also noted that

deconstruction is not a common choice among

contractors in Mauritius. Only 15% of contractors

involved in the study adopted the deconstruction

method. This can be explained by the fact that the

deconstruction concept is rarely taken into account

during the design stage of the infrastructure, in the

choice of construction materials and construction

technology. In addition contractors do not view

recycling of demolition materials as a profit making

activity and have not invested in equipment and in

new techniques.

The Building Act 1981 [8] and as subsequently

amended to the Building Control Act 2012, which is

the most relevant and important law for buildings in

Mauritius makes no provision for demolition at all.

The Environment Protection Act (EPA) of 2002 [9]

mentions that a Preliminary Environment Report

(PER) is required prior to demolition of buildings

and hotels. However, it neither defines the category

of building with respect to floor area, height and

nature, that requires a PER, nor does it identify the

party who has the duty to apply for the PER. In

addition, the research showed that officers from the

Ministry of Environment, Solid Waste Management

and Climate Change) rarely conduct site visits on a

demolition site because they are not aware of

ongoing demolition projects in Mauritius. This is

contradictory to what is mentioned in the EPA 2002,

which stipulates that a PER must be submitted to the

Ministry for approval. All of the 52 contractors

interviewed in 2011 did not apply for a PER prior to

carrying out demolition works and did not receive

the visit of competent authorities on site.Moreover,

the EPA 2002 also does not make provision for

recycling of wastes generated from demolition

activities.

The Environmental Guideline No.6 [10] for

Demolition of buildings, which was updated lastly

in 2017, is not an Act or a code of practice which is

mandatory for Contractors to abide by. It only lists

several considerations for good practice on a

demolition site but does include a section on Solid

Waste Management and the deconstruction method.

However, the enforcement of the guideline is

questionable since it states that “Demolition of

buildings does not warrant a Preliminary

Environmental Report (PER) Approval or an

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Licence. It

requires, amongst others, a Building and Land Use

Permit under the Local Government Act 2011.”

which seems contradictory to the EPA 2002.

The definition of “development” in the Planning and

Development Act of 2004 [11] includes demolition

works. However, demolition work does



The model proposed by Kourmpanis et al. (2008) [12] was used to estimate the amount of demolition waste

generated in Mauritius in 2011 and was calculated to be 191,740 tonnes. This amount was well above the amount

officially given for year 2010; i.e. around 2400 tonnes [13]. Even though the baseline for comparison is not the

same (2011 and 2010), the huge discrepancy noted could be explained either by the fact that wastes disposed at

Mare Chicose landfill are not recorded or wastes are illegally dumped in the environment, which in both cases

represent action testament of a linear economy, and in themselves irresponsible. On the other hand, synergies can

be created to reuse, refurbish, redistribute or recycle these materials if proper measures are put in place; ultimately

these materials will not be termed as “waste” but useful materials being relocated for use elsewhere, and rigorous

and meticulous application of circular design practices can pave the way to zero waste, and ideally decoupling to

the very concept of waste itself.
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It is worth highlighting that information on construction and demolition waste generated yearly in Mauritius is not

readily available. The Ministry of Finance and Economic Development had issued a Digest on Environment

Statistics in 2018 where by the volume of waste disposed at Mare Chicose Landfill was computed from 2008 to

2018. The extract below depicts the classification of the waste and the trend in volume of Construction Waste in

Tonnes disposed at the landfill can be observed.

not appear in either of the lists of undertakings in the Act, that is, whether it is one which requires a permit or is

exempted from.
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Figure 3 illustrates the typical composition of demolition waste which consists of materials that are already being

recycled in other sectors.

Figure 3: Composition of Demolition Waste

The disposal of demolition waste in Mauritius is

regulated under the Local Government Act 2011,

where demolition waste is described as a permitted

waste accepted at a transfer station or landfill.

However, due to lack of enforcement from

competent authorities, in many cases, all or part of

the waste stream is illegally dumped on land or in

natural drainages including water. Increasingly,

significant volumes of demolition waste are sorted

for subsequent recycling, and in some cases reused

without any processing. As given in Table 1, this

research shows that the majority of the wastes are 

The saturation of the Mare Chicose landfill is a clear

sign that Mauritius, despite its scarcity of natural

resources, with heavy reliance on imports, has been

performing poorly in supporting a material and

resources circularity mechanism, including the

management of construction and solid waste in

general in our built environment, both residential

and commercial.
dumped at Mare Chicose landfill and a low average

percentage of demolition waste materials are reused

mainly as backfill material without extensive

recycling.
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Table 1: Demolition Waste being landfilled at Mare Chicose (%)

The research concludes that demolition activities in

Mauritius are not regulated and that both the

number and scale of demolition works being

carried out are small. It seems also that the

Government has not yet recognized the many

opportunities that exist for the beneficial reduction

and recovery of materials that are currently

disposed as waste. Relevant building regulations

lay emphasis on new constructions only and are

lacking for demolition works. In addition, the little

legislation that pertains to demolition activities is

rarely enforced by the competent authorities. As a

consequence, demolition works 

are often carried out illegally and in an

uncontrolled manner.  Results also show that the

demolition sector is not in line with the Maurice Ile

Durable concept since a lot of waste is being

dumped illegally and that recycling or reuse is

carried out to a small extent only. In the context of

a sustainable island, it would be appropriate that

the Government implements the necessary legal

framework that will regulate the execution of

demolition works and ensure the sustainable

management of demolition waste. In addition, it

should provide incentives to building owners and

contractors to promote separation of wastes and 
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reuse on site as well as recycling into new products. Both construction industry professionals involved in the

design stage of a particular infrastructure and promoters/clients should be committed to the continuous

improvement and implementation of industry practices that would allow for the maximum recovery of materials at

end of life cycle.
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https://www.dmt.gov.ae/en/Urban-Planning/Pearl-Building-Rating-System
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Abstract

Mauritius is ranked the 16th highest country in the

world at risk from disaster arising due to climate

change. The country is gearing itself to embrace

increasing renewable energy in its energy mix so as

to gradually move away from fossil fuels, one of the

ingredients contributing to climate change.

However, there is a perception that our future

energy needs will be met largely by solar PV and

wind systems. One of the inherent characteristics of

these variable energy sources is their intermittency

and high variability which is addressed in this study.

This characteristic puts the power system at risk due

to decreased inertia resulting in a less stable grid. A

review of countries with high proportion of

renewable energy in their energy mix will be made

to appreciate which renewable energy sources and

types (dispatchable or non-dispatchable) have been

used. The 2030 renewable energy plan of Reunion

Island is also discussed due to its similarity to

Mauritius in location in the Indian Ocean and

available resources. The last part of this study is

dedicated to an overview of the various technologies

and approaches which can be used to transform the

traditional power system into a smarter one that will

enable variable energy sources to be integrated

readily.
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1. Introduction

The adverse impacts of climate change are being felt

nowadays both directly (above-average temperatures,

extreme weather phenomenon, abnormal migrating of

wildlife and rising sea level) or indirectly (health,

economic and society) (European Commission, 2020).

Most countries have signed the UN Paris Agreement

which will see them bring about changes to keep the

increase in global average temperature to well below 2

°C above the pre-industrial levels; and to limit the

increase to 1.5 °C. This will ultimately mitigate the

risks and effects of climate change (WSCF, 2020).

Mauritius, being part of the Small Island Developing

States (SIDS), is among those countries which will be

most severely affected by climate change (IRENA,

2019). Indeed, the 2018 World Risk Report ranks

Mauritius as the 16th highest disaster risk country due

to the adverse effects of climate change (UNEP,

2019). There is a perceptible will to decarbonise the

power system in terms of energy production with the

commitment taken by the Government at COP 21 in

2015, to reduce the emissions by 30%. This has been

followed by the announcement to reach 35% of

renewable energy in the energy mix by 2025 (MEPU,

2019). In 2019, the share of renewable energy was

19.25% (CEB, 2021).

Ismaël Adam Essackjee

ISMAËL ADAM ESSACKJEE - MAURITIUS
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There are some countries which are already

generating 100% of their power requirement from

renewable sources. The context may be different as

will be discussed in later sections. However, it is

worthwhile to stress that the target for Reunion

Island, which is located some 226 km from

Mauritius, is to reach 100% of renewable energy by

2030.

The aim of this paper therefore is to compare the

direction taken by some specific countries to

increase the share of renewable energy in their mix.

Based on the best practices and lessons learnt, the

gap that needs to be bridged to enable a higher

penetration of renewable energy in the Mauritian

power system will be identified and discussed.

2. Classification of Renewable Energy

Renewable energy usually comes from sources that

can be regenerated or naturally replenished. While

hydroelectric, wind, photovoltaic (PV) or

geothermal sources are regarded as clean energy, the

burning of biomass (biofuel or bagasse) does emit

some CO2 in the atmosphere. However, the amount

of greenhouse gas emissions during this process is

significantly less than that emitted with the burning

of fossil fuels; and is comparable to the amount of

CO2 absorbed during the growth process (C2ES,

2018).

In turn, the non-renewable energy resources are

Coal, Nuclear, Oil and Natural gas. The advantage

of the power plants running on these resources is

that they are capable of producing more power on

demand.

In this study, the renewable sources will be

classified in terms of their variability. This term is

not new to the power system since the demand is

always varying and there have been methods

developed to cope with this variability at these

generating stations in terms of frequency control:

Inertial control, Governor Response and Automatic

Governor Control.

However, these control features are fundamentally

present in the traditional generating sets running on

fossil fuels. For instance, a PV farm does not

contribute to inertia of the power system while wind

turbines provide some form of “synthetic inertia”

which is insufficient for maintaining stability

(Roselund, 2019).

Traditionally, the network operators use forecasting

models based primarily on past data to plan the

amount of power to be supplied to the grid. The only

variance would be the demand. With the Variable

Renewable Energy (VRE) being integrated into the

system at different levels in the grid nowadays, both

the supply and the demand are variable. The

forecasting and real time matching is a dilemma.

The use of Big Data, Optimization Techniques,

Forecasting Models and reliable Communication is

essential. To add to that, the Mauritian Grid is

regarded as a small one; without any interconnection

with major grids as is the case for countries across

Africa, Asia or Europe. We cannot enjoy superior

stability brought about from an interconnected super

grid. As such, an imbalance between supply and

demand which cannot be catered for by techniques

cited above may cause cascading problems and

blackouts; unless the traditional grid is modernized

with new equipment to cope with this high

intermittency which are dispersed throughout the

electricity network and which often cannot be

dispatched (controlled from distance). Figure 1 and

Figure 2 show the variability due to the temporal

availability of resources and uncertainty due to

unexpected changes in resource availability for wind

farm and PV farm in Mauritius. The efficiency of

these sources can be affected by climatic and

localized weather conditions. For instance, due to

partial shading the output of the whole PV array can

be affected or power produced from wind turbines

may only be possible after the cut in speed of 5-6

m/s.
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Figure 1: Output Power (MW) from Eole Plaines Des Roches wind farm with installed capacity of

9.35 MW (Essackjee, 2020)

Figure 2: Output Power (MW) from Synnove PV farm with installed capacity of 1.92 MW (Essackjee,

2020)
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3. Renewable Energy Integration

Figure 3: Share of Electricity Production from Renewables in 2019 (Ritchie, 2020)

There are some 29 countries across the world (Figure 3) having a share of renewable energy above 80% in their

energy mix as at 2019 (Ritchie, 2020). This part of the study will demonstrate which type of renewable energies

(RE) are more prevalent for these countries. RE can be firm power and dispatchable like biomass, concentrated

solar power with storage, geothermal power and hydro; or non-dispatchable characterized by Variable Renewable

Energy (ocean power, solar photovoltaics and wind) (IRENA, 2015). Countries like Albania, Bhutan, Paraguay,

Nepal and Lesotho are fully powered by RE all coming from hydro power plants, which is a non-VRE source.

These countries are followed by Iceland (75% hydro and 25% geothermal) and Norway (96% hydro and 4% wind).
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Figure 4: Energy Mix of countries with big share of Renewable Energy



The energy mix of countries with the biggest share of RE are shown in Figure 4. This has been decomposed into

RE with firm power and the VRE. It can be observed that these countries are maintaining generating sources with

inertia from rotating mass to maintain stability of their grid. The contributions of solar PV and wind are kept

within certain safe limits. The only country with a high penetration of wind energy is Denmark with wind

contributing to 55% of its electricity production. One of the reasons which enables Denmark to have this high

penetration is that it has built a secure electricity system interconnector with neighbouring countries which gives

the overall system enormous flexibility. Neighbour Norway has immense hydropower and storage capacity which

enables Denmark to have this flexibility (Keyes, 2015). Denmark has also invested into one of the largest

hydrogen plants working on electrolysis to convert power-to-hydrogen for storage and other uses; thus enabling

this flexibility as required by the wind generation (HyBalance, 2020).
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Reunion Island

Our Mascarene neighbour island Reunion has plans to go 100% RE by 2030. The electricity production in 2019 is

depicted in Figure 5 (EDF, 2021) which can be compared to the expected energy mix (Selosse et al., 2018).

Figure 5: Current (2019) and Forecasted Energy Mix of Reunion Island for 2030

Currently, Reunion Island is highly reliant on fossil fuels (51%) to meet its electricity requirement (Selosse et al.,

2018). However, the island is willing to harness the potential from biomass, particularly bagasse which is a sugar

cane by-product. The aim is to develop high fibre bagasse with more calorific value that could be used to

systematically move away from coal. It may happen that the main product of sugar cane plantation will be bagasse

and sugar production a by-product. Besides, it may be worthwhile to probe into other high fibre plants, besides

sugar cane, which could be used to effectively diminish our dependence on fossil fuels.



4. Addressing the Challenges from VRE Sources

VRE sources pose planning and operational due to their intermittency characterized by their inability to produce

power continuously due to external forces which can only be predicted within a certain confidence interval. To be

able to cope with increasing VRE in the grid, the grid needs to become smarter. Figure 7 shows the different

incremental steps that should be escalated by the utility to cope with increasing presence of VRE in its grid. Above

Step 2, the traditional grid will have to be significantly revamped along with the business model and changing

customer behaviour.
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Future Energy Mix for Mauritius

The forecast for Mauritius is to reach 35% of RE by 2025 from its current contribution of 19% as shown in Figure

6 (CEB, 2021). This figure also shows the energy mix for the country in 2030 as defined in the RE Roadmap; with

its dependency on fossil fuels being at 65%; VRE being at 14% and the non-VRE sources contributing to 21% of

our requirements.

For Mauritius to be able to move safely beyond this share of RE in the mix, the prime focus should not be fully on

VRE as exemplified from the different countries but there is need to direct our effort on non-VRE energy sources.

There may be a misconception that solar PV and wind energy are going to bring us to this desired destination.

Surely enough, these two technologies are going to play an important role in the shift towards green energy, a low-

carbon economy; but the grid will need to be upgraded to accommodate higher VRE sources.

Figure 6: Energy Mix for Mauritius in 2030 (MEPU, 2019)

Figure 7: Key characteristics and challenges in the different phases of system integration (IEA, 2019)
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Figure 8 shows the various angles from which the VRE issue needs to be approached. As illustrated, there are new

equipment that will find their way into the power network, enabled by disruptive technologies and reliable

communication systems. The degree to which VRE resources can be effectively geared to decarbonize the power

system hinges on the future availability and cost of energy storage technologies (Luu, 2020). AC power cannot be

stored but needs to be converted to DC for storage. As such, Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) add

flexibility to the traditionally rigid power infrastructure.

Figure 8: Solutions to address VRE grid integration (Kempener, Malhotra and de Vivero, 2015)

The review, assessment and application of these approaches to the Mauritian power system is a study in itself

which will be a continuation of this paper.

5. Conclusion
There is a preconception that solar PV and wind generators will transport us to a high integration of RE in our

Mauritian power system. In this study, it has been demonstrated that these RE sources are variable and intermittent

which cause planning and operational problems for the utility operator. The stability of the grid will be at stake

due to loss of inertia from rotating mass which conventionally stabilises the frequency of the grid. In this respect,

the energy mix of countries already having a large share of renewable energy sources were considered and it was

shown that a much larger share of the renewable energy was from sources with firm and dispatchable sources,

while VRE made up a smaller proportion of the energy mix. The power system will need to be overhauled with

the introduction of new types of equipment along with new policies to favour the acceptance of more VRE in

future years.
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Abstract

Engineers of all types play a vital role in achieving

the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals

for 2030 (SDGs). Mauritius, in common with many

other small island developing states (SIDS), has

identified the importance of meeting the SDGs for

its own survival. But sustainable development

without gender equality is neither development nor

sustainable.

This paper provides an overview of the issues of

gender diversity in engineering and puts forward the

case for the importance of diversity in engineering in

Mauritius to achieve the SDGs and indeed for the

future of engineering around the world.

Colleagues from the International Network of

Women Engineers and Scientists (INWES.org) who

provided views and quotes included in this paper are

here acknowledged, in particular: Gail Mattson,

Professor Jung Sun Kim, Associate professor Rufina

Dabo Sarr, Dr Mary Mwangi, Dr. Rehema Ndeda,

Ayanna Samuels, Juana (Jane) Tapel, Jun Hada,

Sylvia Ortega Azurduy, and of course Dr. Marlene

Kanga. I would also like to thank Sylvia Kegel of

Deutscher Ingenieurinnenbund (dib - the German

Association of Women Engineers) for her work for

INWES.

INWES was created to represent women in science

and engineering across the world. Our members

support the UN SDGs for 2030. We believe that the

future will be better if women and girls participate

fully in all aspects of STEM. Together we are

stronger: hand-in-hand we can change the world

for a brighter tomorrow.

11. Overview of Women IN ENGINEERING 

There is no doubt that women are underrepresented

in STEM, in particular in the E for engineering.

Across the globe, women are underrepresented in

leadership in all areas of science (including

medicine and healthcare), technology, engineering,

and mathematics (STEM) and at all levels in the

engineering world. This has a detrimental effect, not

only on questions of economic gender equity, but

also on achieving goals related to managing on

broader social issues, environmental and health

issues, and on mitigation of climate change.

DR SARAH PEERS - UNITED KINGDOM
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The United Nations highlights under 30% of

research scientists globally are women (UNESCO &

UIS, 2019). UNESCO (2017a) acknowledges

women have been significantly underrepresented in

engineering fields, typically making up only 10 –

20% of the engineering work force and these figures

vary considerably according to sector, discipline as

well as country.

It is difficult to provide accurate breakdowns of

gender and other diversity attributes across

engineering and across the world for several reasons.

Many engineers and technologists are employed by

companies and industries not considered to be in

engineering sectors. On the other hand, many

engineering companies employ non-engineers in

administration and support functions: posts are often

filled by women. There are also discrepancies in

how different countries identify engineers: some

count only university graduates and others would

include technical or vocational qualifications.

Where data is slightly easier to come by is in

education and research since universities regularly

carry out surveys of staff and students. In a

presentation for the WFEO Women in Engineering

Committee, a study of UNESCO data on over 100

countries shows that women are much less likely to

choose engineering (5% graduate from engineering),

compared to men (20% of all male graduates have

completed engineering degree programmes) (Lopez,

2016). Additionally, the global percentage of

engineering researchers who are women is just

under 17.5% - a much lower figure than the nearly

30% for all STEM – but with variations from under

10% in Eastern Asia to near parity (just over 44%)

in South-Eastern Asia. The OECD (2016) data also

confirms these results.

11.1 For Africa and Mauritius

There are some sources of data that provide some

indicators of the issues for women in the engineering

workforce in Africa. A McKinsey report (Moodley

et al 2016) notes that in Africa the numbers of

women working in engineering sectors vary

considerably: in heavy industries, where most

employees are engineers, under 9% of senior posts

are occupied by women.

Every country needs to make the best use of its

human and intellectual capital, male and female,

and in particular for careers in science, technology

and engineering. For the Small Island Developing

States like Mauritius, this is particularly important.

Skills in these fields will enable the development

and implementation of solutions that are relevant

and appropriate in the local environment – to

address climate change, resilient infrastructure,

water and electricity supply systems and

information and communication networks. A

diverse and inclusive engineering profession is

crucial for national development.

Dr Marlene Kanga AM

World Federation of Engineering Organisations

(WFEO) President (2017-2019); 

INWES Vice President (2011-2017); Engineers

Australia National President (2013).
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Although it appears that Mauritius reaches gender

parity for science researchers (with nearly 49%

being women (UNESCO & UIS, 2019) there is still

a gap in leadership levels and in engineering and

technology fields with only 70 out of 1500 engineers

registered in 2017 with the Council of Registered

Professional Engineers being women (Gokulsing

&Tandrayen-Ragoobur 2019; OECD 2016).

According to a study carried out by the Mauritius

Research and Innovation Council (MRIC), the

number of young women choosing the STEM

subjects at secondary and tertiary level in Mauritius

is lower than that of young men (Madhou et al

2019). This is especially so in the field of

engineering and information technology, where male

participation (7.1 % and 7.4%) was very much

higher than that of female participation (3.6% and

1.8%). These gaps are reported as persistent and

require action.

12. Gender, the SDGs and the vision for

Mauritius 

The United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs) not only have a specific goal, SDG5

for Gender Equality, but also have gender embedded

throughout each of the seventeen goals. The call is

on to carry out so called “gender mainstreaming”

within all aspects of development.

12.1 Views from Africa and the Small Island

Developing States (SIDS)

Gender equality appears as a thread throughout all

major The African Union’s Agenda for 2063

(African Union 2015), includes women throughout

its aspirations and goals for the future of Africa.

Aspiration 6 of the Agenda 2063 has as its first goal

“Full gender equality in all spheres of life” including

economic. This echoes the Draft Mauritius Strategy

(UN 2005) and the SAMOA (SIDS Accelerated

Modalities Of Action) Pathway (UN 2014a and

2014b), in which women’s empowerment is

emphasised.

Further, the SAMOA Pathway explains the need to

address high rates of unemployment of women

amongst other groups; and to foster entrepreneurship

and innovation, inclusive and sustainable industrial

development for all, including women. This focus

on employment is repeated in UNESCO’s Action

plan for SIDS (UNESCO 2016) where technical and

vocational education and training (TVET) aligned to

labour markets and to mobility is raised as important

for both men and women.

The Action Plan also addresses the promotion and

encouragement of engineering and wider STEM for

science, technology and innovation (STI), and

research and technology transfer to increase the

capacity of SIDS to manage the challenges of

climate change, freshwater access, threatened ocean

systems, endangered biodiversity and ecology, as

well as the aims to raise living conditions for all.

The ambitions by the government for Mauritius are

very clearly articulated in its 2019 Voluntary

National Review (VNR) report of its progress

against the UN’s SDGS (Mauritius, 2019). It

identifies several growth sectors including the ocean

economy and technology, as well as goals to

improve infrastructure. It does not ask for growth for

the sake of growth only: it defines the “goal of high-

income status while leaving no one behind, in the

spirit of unity in diversity, lamé dan lamé (Hand in

Hand).”

12.2 Gender Mainstreaming and Social impact

It has long been recognised that SIDS are most

vulnerable to climate change impacts, such as rising

sea levels and the issues arising such as the threat to

freshwater resources (UNFCC 2005). In more recent

times, it has become acknowledged it is women who

bear the brunt of these impacts, for example by not

having access to clean water for
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 family and small agricultural activities (CARE

2020; UNFCCC 2005) and of those displaced by

climate change, 80% are women (UNDP 2016).

These impacts on are particularly important in

Africa and to Mauritius, a “first mover” in the

response to climate change.

In general, women are globally more vulnerable to

crises not just those that are climate change related.

They are also more likely to be unemployed or in

low paid unstable work (ILO 2018). On the other

hand, studies have indicated that since, in most

societies, women are the primary caregivers, when

women are well-off, their families and children are

also better off: less likely to suffer ill-health, more

likely to stay in education (UN Women 2018). And

there is more: when women are able to take part in

work at the same rates as men, there are not

insignificant macroeconomic gains to be had

(Elborgh-Woytek et al 2013).

Because of this impact on women and in turn on the

society around them, the UN through ECOSOC

encourages “gender mainstreaming”, i.e., assessing

the implications for both women and men of any

planned action, including legislation, policies, or

programmes, in all areas and at all levels. This can

apply not only to policies related to climate change,

but also to the economy, education, and all social

and political aspects.

I see that climate change is affecting everyone, but women are disproportionately affected. Women are the ones

who are made responsible for fetching wood fuel from the forests, bringing water from the springs, taking care

of families. However, they are systemically excluded in all fronts – be it in education, be in economics, be it in

politics. Without educating and empowering women, without having their participation in the decision

makings, the world’s efforts to mitigating climate change effects become fruitless. It is a must that women’s

voices are heard, they are included, their knowledge are used in the plans that are implemented to fight climate

change. Only this way can the world bring about positive, transformative, and sustainable impacts.

Jun (Dongol) Hada

Senior Programme Officer, Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, Nepal;

Founding Member and Chair of WISE (Women in Science and Engineering) Nepal.

SIDS face unique challenges. Ever rising sea levels

continue to be a most pressing concern amidst

other formidable environmental challenges which

have impacted the region in an increasingly severe

fashion over the last 25 years. To effect meaningful

solutions which will address the entire region they

are scoped to serve, all intended beneficiaries need

to comprise those designing solutions. As such,

women must be involved at every stage of the

process of engineering solutions to the region’s

pressing issues. Innovative home-grown solutions,

specially attuned to the region’s needs must and

can be engineered to create lasting shifts towards

realization of the SDGs.

Ayanna T. Samuels

Aerospace Engineer, Intl Development Professional, 

Technology Policy Specialist and Gender Equity

Consultant, Jamaica.
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13. Engineers for the Future

The complex nature of the solutions to meet many of

the UN SDGs requires engineers to play a key role:

engineering skills are vital in creating the systems to

adapt to and mitigate against climate change,

effective renewable energy systems, clean water and

sanitation systems, and sustainable infrastructure

schemes, such as for transport and to support ocean

economies. The added challenges of a post-

pandemic world, where access to ICTs and digital

skills are ever more important, and independence

and reliance supports better health outcomes, also

add to the need for more engineering education.

The solutions to challenges require a multi-

disciplinary approach including the science and

engineering disciplines (Rahimifard & Trollman,

2018) and the involvement of all consumers, users

and all people impacted. The skills required for the

future engineer are wide-ranging. The world and

countries such as Mauritius need innovation skills:

creativity, lateral-thinking and broad set of life

experiences to draw upon. This must include women

and indeed all types of diversity. As the World

Economic Forum (2019) puts it “developing and

deploying one-half of the world’s available talent

has a huge bearing on the growth, competitiveness

and future-readiness of economies and businesses

worldwide.”

So how does Mauritius ensure that 50% of the talent,

i.e. women, is not ignored? The problems though the

pipeline of women in engineering start with girls

appearing not to choose STEM subjects at school.

13.1 The need for Inclusive Education and

Training

Why do girls not choose STEM at school? The

issues are complex and not straight forward. For 

example, Stoet and Geary (2018) and Mostafa

(2019) suggest that children are influenced in their

choices by their understanding of their relative

academic strengths as well as their confidence and

interest in the subjects. Since boys tend not to

perform as well in non-scientific subjects as girls,

they tend to choose the science subjects. Girls who

perform well will do so across disciplines requiring

communication and collaborative, and so are as

likely to choose non-science as science. As Stoet

and Geary point out, this means that improving

boys’ literacy rates is just as important as directing

girls towards STEM.

The reality is that education and training is not yet

gender inclusive: girls in STEM at school and young

women in engineering TVET (Technical and

Vocational Education and Training)are often

“marginalised”. Williams et al (2018) provide an

extensive case study in a college in Nigeria and

reports on the negative impacts of financial

challenges, sexual harassment, pregnancy and

childcare during training, and inadequate

educational facilities. Silbey (2016) and co-

researchers confirm some of these issues in an

exhaustive study of the experiences of women

engineering students at USA universities. This

marginalisation sits on top of the perceptions in

many countries that much of engineering and

science is “male”, such as reported in surveys of

gender and STEM carried out in Asia and Africa

(Lee at al, 2018) and in addition, there are impacts

of lack of role models and unconscious biases.

It is now well understood as explained in the report

Cracking the Code (UNESCO 2017c) that aside

from social norms, there are no reasons to expect

girls to do worse than boys at school subjects

leading to engineering. The report continues to

provide evidential backed actions and interventions

to reduce gender inequalities in STEM education.



Sylvia Ortega Azurduy

Project Advisor, Wilde Ganzen Foundation, the

Netherlands; 

Founder of Ayni Bolivia.
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13.2 Girls into Engineering: interventions and

attributes

The most obvious interventions include providing

girls with safe spaces to develop skills which they

may find not able to access in school or in their

community, be it because of gender stereotypes or

lack of resources. Typical of this is the TICMujeres

programme (Women in Information &

Communications Technologies - ICT) in Bolivia,

South America, which is aimed at reducing the

digital gap, especially for women and young girls,

by teaching them hands-on computer skills.

The Ayni TICMujeres programme is an example of

an inclusive programme that provides new futures

for youth. We reach out to disadvantaged rural

communities and many of those taking part are

now interested to pursue IT work in their

communities. It is open to all, but young women

make up 70% of 2000 students we have trained

directly. Ayni supports SDG4 quality education and

SDG 5 gender equality by improving digital literacy

especially for women.

Photo Caption: Students in the TICMujeres programme in

Bolivia: "I also got empowered. Now I am into IT and I want to

build a career in it!’’

There is evidence (such as given by Sarkar et al,

2014 and Fogg-Rogers & Hobbs, 2019) that girls are

encouraged by seeing role models and being

presented with real-world engineering problems so

appreciating the engineering impact on society. One

way to make engineering education more inclusive

is by bringing students to meet with leaders in

conferences and to hear of the part that engineering,

and engineers play in developing sustainable

economy and country.

Photo Caption: Students with President of Fiji Mr Jioji Konrote

(5th from left) and Mr Pratarp Singh, Past President Fiji

Institution of Engineers (1st from right) at an international

engineering symposium “Sustainable Infrastructure Successful

Economy”, April 2018. 

Photo: Pratarp Singh
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Kenya has been progressive in providing legal

frameworks for gender diversity in STEM

education. However, the impact of poverty,

insecurity and the limiting cultural norms can be

visualized in the high attrition rates for girls in the

education pipeline. Lack of suitable qualification

and limited exposure become barriers to girls

participating in STEM fields. Addressing the root

causes is the role of every citizen and the

government, through enforcement of relevant

policies, provision of necessary incentives and

community sensitization on obsolete cultural

practices so that gender inclusivity in STEM can be

achieved.

Dr. Rehema Ndeda

Lecturer, Department of Mechatronic Engineering,

Jomo Kenyatta University 

of Agriculture and Technology, Kenya; 

and member of African Women in Science and

Engineering (AWSE).

But what about interventions that try to paint

engineering as socially beneficial and so attractive to

girls? Should interventions emphasise “feminine”

attributes as useful in engineering? At first glance

“feminisation” of engineering in this way may be

seen to be artificial, but in defining the “future

engineer”, leadership, collaboration, communication

skills, an understanding of the wider impacts of

engineering and ethics are often mentioned as

desirable attributes (Farr and Brazil 2009). Zenger

and Folkman (2019) have carried out surveys to

show that women in leadership offer these attributes.

And, as already noted above, girls often perform

well in communication and collaboration and appear

to be motivated by understanding the bigger picture.

These so-called “feminine” qualities are indeed to be

valued in new engineers.

There are many examples of good practice evidence-

based interventions from across the world that can

be employed to support the ambitions of Mauritius

and the SIDS Action Plan to “develop engineering

education teaching methods…to address the adverse

effects of climate change and the elaboration of

green technologies.”

14. Empowering Women in Engineering 

The SAMOA Pathway exhorts the small island

states “to ensure that women are fully and equally

able to benefit from capacity development and that

institutions are inclusive and supportive of women at

all levels, including at the senior leadership levels.”

The reasons are at least two-fold: not only is this to

about empowerment both economic and political,

but also it produces a positive impact on

development and growth.

14.1 Economic empowerment and Engineering

careers

As noted in the Agenda 2063 as well as the

Mauritius VNR, there is a common ambition to

support economic empowerment of women. There is

an obvious link between engineering and this

ambition: this is noted by the study by the MRIC

(Madhou et al, 2019) which refers to the popularity

amongst young men of engineering and technology

university programmes because of the high salaries

commanded by graduates of these programmes.

On the other hand, the higher wages might not be

enough: there are many reports that many more

women leave the engineering profession than men

(see Ayre et al 2011 for a summary). Reasons

include the lack of flexibility in careers, women with

family caring responsibilities are not as mobile,

unsatisfactory pay, but one reason that stands out is

the negative experiences in their early career, partly

due to isolation and unsupportive, even hostile

environments, as reported by Ayre et al (2011) and

Silbey (2016).
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Engineering is a male-dominated profession.  As a

woman engineer, I need to be more competent and

work harder than a man so I can survive and be

recognized in the engineering profession.  Other

women engineers may not harness most benefits of

the engineering world for they may not be able to

exceed their male counterparts in engineering

practice and dispensation of their roles and tasks.

Additionally, as a woman engineer, I must add the

“woman charisma” to attract support and

cooperation, in order to achieve the goals and

objectives of my organization and personal

professional career.

Engr. Juana (Jane) T. Tapel, PhD

Director III, Bureau of Agricultural and Fishery

Engineering, 

Department of Agriculture, Philippines; 

Chairperson of Women Engineers Network (WEN),

Philippine Technological Council.

Bringing more women into engineering and ensuring

they continue in the engineering careers may not

only reduce marginalisation but also provide women

with greater economic empowerment. Which links

back to the wider impact on the families and

communities mentioned earlier. This also connects

very well with the work in Mauritius to introduce a

Gender Equality Bill (VNR 2019) to eliminate

“discrimination against women based on gender

roles”. Also noted is the emphasis on reporting

against SDG5 by companies in Mauritius. The

engineering community in Mauritius could employ

the outputs from the UN’s STEM And Gender

Advancement (SAGA) programme (UNESCO 2018)

which created a toolkit (UNESCO 2017b) of

recommended policies and actions which address all

these issues and so support gender equality

throughout the engineering pipeline to include the

workplace and decision-making roles.

14.2 Networks and INWES 

The role of networks, both informal and formal, is

highlighted by many (McKinsey 2018), as well as

the SAGA programme to drive gender equality in

STEM. Informal networks provide supportive

environments for women and other underrepresented

groups to share experiences and solutions for the

individual. Many corporates have created organised

networks for diversity or employee resource groups

that provide staff at a company a powerful way to

create change within the company. This is a

mechanism for employers to create inclusive

environments to reap the benefits of diversity.

In many countries there are many local and country-

wide networks for women and people wishing to

increase diversity in engineering and/or STEM. 

 These networks often promote engineering,

advocate equality, as well as supporting individual

women.

In the professional environment, women engineers

often face discrimination. In Senegal, as in many

advanced countries, there is also sometimes a

difference in wage treatment. The “glass ceiling”

impacts adversely on the advancement of women in

engineering. To combat these injustices, we, the

women of AFSTech/Senegal and the INWES

African Regional Network (ARN) are working to

eliminate gender stereotypes to enable women

engineers to take their place according to their

skills, and to be empowered.

Rufina Dabo Sarr

Consultant – expert in science education, Associate

Professor 

Virtual University of Senegal/UVS; 

member of AFSTech/ Sénégal, and Chair of INWES

ARN.
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Photograph caption: Networks for diversity in STEM: Associate

professor Rufina Dabo Sarr speaking at the 1st meeting of the

INWES African Regional Network held in 2014 at ICWES16 Los

Angeles.

The International Network of Women Engineers and

Scientists (INWES www.inwes.org) is a

collaborative not-for-profit global network bringing

together networks of women in Science,

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)

from over 60 countries. Members include diversity

in STEM groups, institutions, company employee

resource groups and individuals (women and men,

scientists and engineers, business owners and

academics) wishing to support diversity in STEM. It

is rooted in the organisation of the International

Conference of Women Engineers and Scientists

(ICWES), a triennial networking event running since

1964. INWES aims to strengthen the capacity of

individuals, organizations, and corporations to

influence policies in STEM worldwide, and to

encourage the education, recruitment, retention,

support, and advancement of professional women

and students. It promotes the exchange of

information, data and resources; networking; and

advocacy.

14.3 Opportunities and Innovation

Further opportunities for Mauritius lie in the

identified growth sectors such as the ocean

economy, renewable energy, and digital

technologies, and its success or “bright spot” of

increased participation by women in the

workplace(reported against SDG8 in the VNR

Report for Mauritius (2019)). Engineering

policymakers and government could use these as

launch pads to ensure that women are fully

represented in engineering. If these challenges were

addressed, then engineering in Mauritius would be

placing itself in a position of leadership globally.

Finally, but also important is to consider the impact

of diversity on innovation in business, industry and

perhaps beyond. Many consultancy organisations

have noted the importance of diversity for

innovation, including gender diversity in leadership

(Forbes 2011; Hewlett et al 2013; Lorenzo et al

2018 for the Boston Consulting Group; McKinsey

2018). These reports also include the issues that are

still to be overcome to ensure diversity in large

companies reliant on high tech and engineering. In

addition, the known gender funding gap for

entrepreneurs and academics, which appears to be

worsening during the pandemic, impacts on

economic growth and innovation as well as gender

empowerment; see an outline to the gender gap in

venture capital funding in (IFC 2020), and in

academia in (Duncanson et al 2020). These reported

barriers provide lessons to be learnt by governments

and policymakers in tackling the lack of gender

diversity in entrepreneurship and leadership in

engineering. Women need to be able to access

leadership positions and funding in the same

measure as men if countries are to achieve the UN

SDGs.



It is so important that women are included in all aspects of engineering including leadership and in all areas of

the world, particularly in the developing countries. Without women, all engineering endeavours work at half-

power. The mission of INWES strives towards increasing the representation of women at all levels of engineering

and encourages women to be part of decision-making for achieving the UN SDGs.

Gail Mattson

Senior Associate, ES&H and Project Management at

Longenecker & Associates, United States; INWES

Immediate Past President 2021-2023.

15. Conclusion
If the engineering world in Mauritius aspires to be a key part of creating a better future for the country, it needs to

address and act upon the issues of gender and even wider diversity in engineering. It is not only that the world

needs more engineering skills, but that we also need diversity embedded in our engineering education and

engineering organisations to ensure we maximise the innovation required to solve the challenges coming our way.

One of the key roles of the International Network of Women Engineers and Scientists (INWES) is in supporting

the start-up of new networks for women in STEM and the growth of existing networks. INWES members are also

seeking to carry out better gathering of data and case studies to support knowledge share of effective interventions

and good practice. We at INWES welcome expressions of interest in working in partnership lame dan lame, hand-

in hand, towards diversity in engineering and wider STEM.
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Abstract

Today, development of innovative modes of

transport is taking place in order to accelerate the

economic growth of transport users as well as

reducing the environmental pollution. This study

was motivated by the cost reduction and

environmental benefits, accruing from the use of

the new technology of Hybrid Lighter Than Air

(HLTA) transport mode. The intention was to

evaluate the modes choice preference of transport

users in the case where the HLTA is introduced in

Rwanda. In order to achieve such an objective, the

Stated Preference methods were applied, and the

data was analysed by using SPSS computer

programme. Binary logistic regression models

developed thereafter made it possible to determine

the shares of different modes of transport in terms

of transport demand. The results suggest that

transport users in Rwanda would prefer and use

HLTA in case it starts operating. For both cargo

and passenger transport, HLTA was chosen more

than other modes set into choice process, with

shares of 79% (6,269,256 passengers) against a

total annual traffic demand of 7,941,752 passengers

on the three routes considered. The annual freight

volume of HLTA-Cargo was 65% (10,947,921

tonnes) against a total of 16,935,637 tonnes on all

the routes considered. It is, therefore,

recommended that more research should be 

1. Background

The system of transportation in Rwanda is based on

road transport (AfDB, 2013; Christian & Ryan,

2011). The result of a transport system dominated

by roads is an inefficient transport operation that is

expensive in terms of economic and environmental

costs. According to Christian and Ryan (2011), the

achievement of efficiency in transport operations in

Rwanda should be based on different options, from

changing technology to altering consumer demand.

Christian and Ryan (2011) have pointed out that

another option which may be viable, is the use of

Hybrid Lighter-Than-Air in the transport system of

Rwanda. As per an industry report by Hybrid Air

Vehicle Ltd (2014), the technology of HLTA is

based on the combination of buoyancy (energy

provided by a lighter than air gas like helium) and

aerodynamic power of the aircraft to generate lift.

HLTA systems are inherently low energy, and

relatively low cost of operation, saving up to 75%

of the fuel used by other ordinary aircraft.

(Christian & Ryan, 2011).
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conducted to study the economic viability and

environmental benefit of HLTA use in Rwanda.
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production of heavy lift aircraft since they are
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Hybrid Lighter than Air Technology

The working principle of HLTA is a combination of two different sources of energy, the first which is the

dominant is buoyancy, which provides approximately 60% of the lift and is given by the use of helium (a non-

combustible lighter than air gas). The second is the Aerodynamic and propulsive lift to provide the remaining 40%

and is privileged also by the vehicle’s shape (HAV Ltd., 2012).

Figure 1 below demonstrates the sources of energy used for the operation of HAV (Hybrid Air Vehicle).

Figure 1 and 2 Combination of different sources of energy of HAV aircrafts (HAV, 2014) and Eenvironmental impacts of HAV

3. Stated Preferences Experiment Design

In order to get information about individual

behaviours in the transport mode choice exercises,

there are two methods most commonly used:

Revealed Preferences (RP) and Stated Preferences

(SP) (Sanko, 2001). RP concerns what is 

observed, or what persons have done in the real

world while SP survey looks for preferences on

hypothetical situations. The SP was applied in this

study involving the steps in the figure 3 used to

figure out the transport demand share of HLTA vis-

à-vis the other modes.



4. Mode Choice Models

Mode choice models are of disaggregate type and

are in a wide range depending on the number of

modes engaged in the choice process. The two

most used categories are Binomial Choice model

(Comparing two alternatives at a time) and

Multinomial choice model, also called

“polytomous” (comparing more than two

alternatives) (Koppelman & Bhat, 2006). Binary

logistic regression models that have been

developed in this study, are founded on the MNL

model’s mathematical structure, which is at its turn

based on the Random Utility Maximisation.

According to RUM approach, the utility and

probability that individual i assigns to alternative j

are given by:

Transportation., 1997). According

to Hun, (2010) and Kurt, (2014), the

expression of the determination of

the probability values for binary

models is given by:

Pr(i)=                               (2), Where:  Uij 

:Total utility of an alternative i

among j alternatives, Vij :

Systematic part of the utility value

of the alternative i among j

alternatives, εij  :Random error part

of the utility value, Pr (i)    

 Probability of the respondent to

choose an alternative i in a set of J

alternatives.

The systematic Utility, V is

determined based on the parameters

(coefficients α, β and λ in the

equation 2-3) that determine a

weight of influence of a given

attribute in a utility function. These 

parameters are multiplied with the values of the

relative attributes and the sum gives the systematic

portion of the utility function. Refer to the equation

3 below:
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Figure 3: Stated Preference Experiment procedure (Sanko, 2011)

                                                       (1) (Kim &

Council Southwest Washington Regional

The coefficients of weight of influence of attributes

are determined by choice data that is collected

using Stated Preference technique. Table 1 presents

the results of choice preference models resulted

from the application of equation 3 above.



Table 1: Choice preference models resulted
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The measurable part of the models above (systematic utility) was used to determine the probability values of

different modes using the equation 2 of Hun, (2010) and Kurt, (2014). Then with values of probabilities of modes

of transport demand shares were calculated by simply multiplying the probability of a mode by the total demand

of the route.

5. Annual Traffic Demand Volumes of Modes  in 2014

Figure 3 and 4: Comparison of passenger transport and freight transport modes’ shares in 2014

The great tendency of people to choose HLTA in both passenger and freight travel modes is obvious, based on the

values assigned to its attributes. Looking in the values of attributes of different modes, HLTA-passenger has got

small values (which are its inherited advantages over other transport modes, as discussed earlier.



6.1 Effect of distance on the money value of In Vehicle Travel Time

The value assigned to time by travelers differs according to the distance and time. A general principle in

transportation studies is that when a traveler has to make a long-distance journey, he/she assigns little value to 1-

hour Travel Time compared to when he/she makes a short journey. Figure 7 and Figure 8 explain the relationship

between the money value of IVT time of a passenger and the distance made. This is the same as suggested by the

results of Todd (2013) that the travel demand graphics demonstrate the effect of the travel quantity consumed and

the price. He added that, the higher the price, the less the quantity of the travel consumed.

6.  Money Value of  Time Attributes

One of the most interesting outcomes from preference models, is the monetary value of non-monetary attributes

(like travel time). This is possible when one of the explanatory variables is a direct money related attribute (direct

cost attribute, like travel cost). In the context of this study elasticity gives the increase in the transport cost with

respect to the increase in one unit of IVT time. 

The monetary value of IVT time attribute in the table 2 below, was calculated by a ratio of the parameter of the

IVT time over that of TC.
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Table 2: In Vehicle Travel Time money values for validated models.

Figure 7 and 8: Effect of distance on monetary value of IVT time for Bus and HLTA-P and Effect of distance on monetary value of IVT

time for Bus and Air
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7. Conclusion
Travel Time and Travel Cost are disutility variables, and a mode with less magnitude of such variables would

result in a high preference than others. HLTA have had a less combination effect of values of IVT and TC than all

other modes which indicates high preferences. Hence Hybrid Lighter Than Air transport was the most preferred of

all other modes in the choice comparison. HLTA have had high probability values; (79.7%, 86.1%, and 58% for

HLTA-passenger, on long, medium and short route respectively), followed by bus (19.9%, 9.6% and 35.7%) and

lastly air-passenger (0.4%, 4.3%, and 6.3%). For the freight transport (71%, 56% and 77% for HLTA-cargo on

long, medium and short route respectively) against truck with (29%, 44% and 23%).

Finally, a transport mode that has strong preferences in the transport users would also result in higher traffic

demand volume, since the latter is directly proportional to the former. With strong preferences, HLTA comes first

again with a high quantified traffic demand. On the three routes considered, HLTA-passenger is expected to carry

6269256 passenger per year in totality, against the second mode, bus with a yearly volume of 1377606 passengers

and Air-Passenger 294890 passengers per year. The freight transport shares resulted in HLTA-cargo getting a

yearly demand of 10947921 tonnes against truck with a total demand of 5987716 tonnes.

The following recommendations were derived from the results of this study:

8. Recommendations

1. The HLTA has strong preferences in the transport users in Rwanda, based on the preference results of the users

of the routes of Kigali to Mombasa, Dar-Es-Salaam, Nairobi, Kampala and Rusizi. Therefore,

Further research should conduct an analysis of the economic viability of the use of HLTA in Rwanda to see if

it is an option that is economically viable. Further research should also carried on the environmental benefits

to confirm reduction of pollution by using HLTA.

Moreover, studies should be undertaken on relatively short length trips by HLTA, to confirm the use of HLTA

for point-to-point movements. e.g.: trips to or from: shops, works, leisure, etc.

2. While conducting interviews in the studies engaging SP surveys, the researcher should have supporting visual

information when some of the alternatives are to be introduced in the environment.

3. HAV Ltd and other companies that manufacture HLTA vehicles are recommended to emphasize on the

production of heavy lift transport vehicles, because they show considerable preferences among transport users.
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1.    Water a basic human right

Access to water, sanitation and hygiene is a human

right. Water is an essential commodity not only to

health, but also to poverty reduction, food security,

peace and human rights, ecosystems, and

education. Nevertheless, countries face growing

challenges linked to water scarcity, water pollution,

degraded water-related ecosystems, and

cooperation over trans-boundary water basins. The

demand for water has outpaced population growth,

and half the world’s population is already

experiencing severe water scarcity at least one

month a year.

World Engineering Day for Sustainable Development
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2.   Global standards of water supply

While some parts of the world are ‘flush’ with

freshwater, others face serious drought. What is

more, only a fraction of the world’s freshwater is

available for us to use and drink, as the rest is in the

sea or frozen in glaciers) or snowfields. As the

world’s population continues to put pressure on this

limited supply, being more efficient with what we

have is our only solution.

Water is becoming a scarce commodity in many

parts of the world. The reasons are diverse, with

climate change a key driver. Other major factors 

include human consumption and the growth of

water-intensive methods in manufacturing and

farming. According to the United Nations, over the

last hundred years, the use of water worldwide has

increased by twice as much as the global

population, meaning that seven hundred million

people could be displaced due to a lack of water by

2030).

3. Water Supply in Mauritius

Mauritius is blessed with plentiful water resources,

which should enable the country to meet future

demands, including requirements related to the

economic development and social uplift of the

population. Nevertheless, it is also a fact that

seasonal water scarcity and shortage of water do

occur. Population growth, irrigation 

HOOLASS LOCHEE - MAURITIUS
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requirements, growing industrial,

commercial and touristic activities,

water set aside for hydropower

generation and changes in land use

practices cause a number of problems as

witnessed in Mauritius today in the

form of stress on the resource and

degradation of the environment.

Added to these factors, serious

consideration should also be given to

the impact of climate change (possible

decline and greater variability in annual

rainfall) on the replenishment of the

water resources which can be expected

to impact at different times and

locations across the island. A case in

point was the 2010/2011 dry spell

which in particular was felt in the

western and central zones of the island.

STATUS OF WATER RESOURCES

The water resources in Mauritius have their origin

and are maintained by the rain. The long-term

mean annual rainfall over the island is about 2,000

mm. In 2018, 994 Mm3of water extracted from the

environment, compared to 933 Mm3in 2017. Out

of these, 40.0% was taken up for hydropower,

30.6% extracted by agriculture, 28.3% by the

water provider (CWA) and the remaining 1.1% by

manufacturing sector (Statistics Mauritius, 2020).

The water resources of Mauritius are divisible into

two categories, the surface water resources

(streams and rivers, ponds and dams) and the

groundwater resources, situated below ground in

the pervious and permeable part of the subsurface

hard rock formations. The surface water resources

are characterised by a drainage system, which

consists of a high number of river basins, which

are small in size. The rivers originate on the

Central Plateau and flow radially towards the sea.

The slope of the catchments and the main river

channels are in general high due to the 
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river channels are in general high due to

the topography which results in fast run-off

and high peak flows. The present supply

system is utilising a number of dams and

reservoirs on the river systems and also in

the future this will be the chosen option to

safeguard a ‘water secure’ situation on the

island.

Surface water and groundwater are two

interdependent phases of the hydrologic

cycle. The occurrence of groundwater is

broadly governed by the geological

features and ability to store and transmit

water, to provide subsurface storage

facilities, to hold water in voids, fractures

and interconnected vesicular interstices,

and to provide easy and rapid groundwater

flow through and out of the rocks. The

source is rainfall or seepage from surface

water sources.

The groundwater resources in Mauritius are

highly vulnerable to pollution as the

infiltration capacity of the surface soils in

general is high and the capacity of the soil

to chemically degrade pollutants is low.

CWA is monitoring the groundwater

quality in selected production boreholes

and the monitoring program includes

pollution indicators like nitrate, sulphate

and phosphate. The present groundwater

quality displays in general low content of

these pollution indicators, however, the

increasing use of fertilizers and pesticides

makes it necessary to monitor the

groundwater quality closely in the future

and to include pesticides in the monitoring

program.

Source of Water production during Financial Year 2019/20
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As shown in the diagram above, Surface water

contributes to 52% of all potable water produced

and the rest (48%) is derived from underground/

borehole sources. Most of the boreholes show a

seasonal variation in yield due to the variation in

water level/ piezometric level, and the decrease in

yield between wet and dry seasons is typically

10%-25%, but more in very dry periods. It is

important to note that seasonal changes in

performance are a technical problem and not

caused by lack of resources. It is to be noted that,

the problem with decreasing yields during the dry

season could be solved by changing to pumps with

rotational speed/frequency regulation which are

able to maintain the yield in a situation where the

necessary pumping head increases.

4. The CWA

The Central Water Authority (CWA) is a

Corporate Body established under the CWA Act

1971, with subsequent amendments and it became

operational in 1973. It operates under the aegis of

the Ministry of Energy and Public Utilities and is

the sole Authority in Mauritius responsible for the

treatment and distribution of potable water to

households, government and the business

community, among others, with a view to fostering

economic growth and social development in

Mauritius.

VISION

To excel in the provision of an uninterrupted round

the clock service of world class standard

throughout the year to the entire population of

Mauritius.

MISSION

To secure and provide an excellent sustainable

water supply service of appropriate quality, at a

reasonable price, which meets the growing needs

of the people, and supports the economic

development of the country.

OPERATIONS, PRODUCTION AND

DISTRIBUTION

The CWA, which exists since 1973, has been

guaranteeing that the water supplied by the

authority is treated to meet norms recommended

by the World Health Organisation (WHO) for

drinkable water. Independent tests are conducted

regularly to ensure compliance with the standards

of the WHO and the Ministry of Health and

Quality of Life in Mauritius. One of the

commitments of the CWA is to provide a 24-hour

water supply service to the population and to

reduce the Non-Revenue Water to an acceptable

level. Today, almost 99% of the population has

access to piped potable water within their

premises.

The CWA ensures service delivery through some

5,207 km of distribution pipelines drawing from

some 103 service reservoirs (as shown in map

below) to sustain and ensure security of supply.

Another function of the service reservoir is to act

as a buffer during peak demand. Daily output in

the distribution network has increased from an

average of 670,000 m3/day in 2015 to 850,000

m3/day as at end June 2020 (during normal

season). On the other hand, demand has also been

increasing by an average of 2.3% per annum over

the past 10 years.
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Map showing CWA’s Service Reservoirs
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As regards to raw water resources, 48% is derived from ground water abstracted through 156 pumping stations/

boreholes. It is to be mentioned that ground water is injected directly into the distribution network or service

reservoirs following chlorination because it is already of good quality. The rest is obtained from surface sources

and is treated at the CWA treatment plants (7 major treatment plants and 40 mobile pressure filtration plants)

having a total installed capacity of 468,400 m3water production per day.

Potable water is supplied across the island through six distribution systems that are organised on a geographical

basis as shown below:

5. The standards of water supply in Mauritius

Since January 2015, in line with the vision of the Government to provide water on a 24/7 basis to the population,

the Central Water Authority has increased significantly 24 hours of water supply across the island from 58%

(198,681 subscribers) to 65% (249,349 subscribers). Today only 0.5 % (1,918 subscribers) of the population

receive less than 8 hours per day compared to 4% (13,702 subscribers) in 2015. In most areas we have increased

hours of supply to above 16 hours with better pressure and less water disruption. This has been made possible

through massive investment in areas such as increase in treatment capacity & storage capacity, replacement of old

& defective pipes and defective meters.
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6. Water Usage in the world and in Mauritius

NATIONAL POLICY ON WATER SUPPLY – 6

cubic metres FREE

In the 2015/16 Budget, the Government of

Mauritius announced that every household

(Domestic Consumers) shall be entitled to at least

6m3of water per month free of charge. Today, an

average of 68,684 subscribers per month benefit

from this ‘free 6m3of water consumption’ policy.

In 2020, CWA subscribers consisted of 93%

Domestic consumers and 7% Non-Domestic

Consumers as shown in the chart below.

PER CAPITA WATER USAGE AGAINST

BENCHMARK

We use water not just to drink or shower or wash

our clothes, we use it through the products we

consume too. The average person will need 5 litres

of water to drink daily, to survive in a moderate

climate with little activity. An average American

uses 100 to 175 gallons of water per day. In

Mauritius, the daily per capita consumption for

domestic consumers was 181 litres per day (2019).

Globally, we consume around 4 trillion cubic

meters of fresh water a year! Agriculture alone can

consume 75 to 90% of a region’s available

freshwater. Our water consumption is not just

computed by what we use for domestic

consumption, but also by the products that we

patronize. The water used for the production of

items we use every day such as cotton, paper, and

our clothes, etc., amounts to 167 litres daily. The

water consumed to produce our food plays an even

bigger part in our consumption – it amounts to

3,496 litres a day per person. This invisible water

that we consume without knowing about it, is

called Virtual Water. Very few people know about

Virtual Water. It is in the products we buy, and a

larger chunk is in the food we eat. It was

conceptualized by Prof.  

Tony Allan, to

give us an idea

how much water

is needed to

keep us

comfortable and

feed us. For

example, 1 kilo

of chocolate

requires 24,000

litres of water

and 1 piece of

paper needs 10

litres!!
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THE RATIONALE FOR FULL-COST PRICING

There is a circular relationship between price,

demand, system design, and costs (Refer to

diagram below).

This circular relationship between price, demand,

system design,and costs, means water pricing is

critical. Under-pricing water might cause

consumers inefficient water use, result in under-

recovery of revenues, lead to inadequate reserve

levels, and necessitate reliance on outside funding

sources. Overpricing water might harm consumers,

discourage economic development, result in

revenue over-recovery, and encourage the use of

water system revenue to cover non-water related

expenses. Hence, getting the price right promotes

sustainable systems by recovering sufficient

revenue, encouraging efficient water use, and

ensuring adequate water supplies.

7. Medium to long term objectives

At the World Summit on Sustainable Development

(WSSD) held in Johannesburg in 2002, the

international community took an important step

towards more sustainable patterns of water

management by including in the WSSD Plan of

Implementation, a call for all countries to develop

“Integrated Water Resources Management

(IWRM) and water efficiency plans”. IWRM is a

process which promotes the coordinated

development and management of water, land and

related resources to maximise economic and social

welfare in an equitable manner without

compromising the sustainability of vital

ecosystems.
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In recognition of the existing shortcomings in the

institutional set-up and procedures towards proper

and ‘modern’ water management, the Government

of Mauritius has taken the commendable step to

have an overall National Water Policy (elaborated

in August 2010), which fully embraces the IWRM

principles.

100% water supply coverage by 2015, and

80% urban sewerage coverage by 2030.

Water allocation on prioritized and optimized

allocation criteria.

Modern technical and financial management

of water services.

A clear account of how modern water rights

and pricing frameworks may be introduced

within a discourse amongst all citizens and

private companies.

The objectives of the National Water Policy

comprise of:

objective for Mauritius should be to achieve water

usage efficiency. All users must share the

responsibility to use water efficiently with little or

no wastage. Obviously, water must be shared out

equitably, so that all levels of society can make use

of it. These basic principles – proper development,

protection, sustainability, efficiency and equity –

should be guiding in the further utilisation and

management of the water resources and water

supply sectors in Mauritius.

8. Major challenges and opportunities

impacting the water sector in the forthcoming

years

The water sector will most likely endure several

changes in the years to come due to rapid

urbanisation, severe climate changes, rising

customer demands and the implementation of

emerging digital technologies. These changes will

leave the sector with a complex set of challenges

that should be addressed and adopted in order to

improve production and usage efficiency.
However, in the present context, a realistic 
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In this context, it is now time to question today’s

thinking by considering which obstacles are

coming and how the sector can turn such into

opportunities that benefit water companies, their

customers and perhaps most importantly, the

environment.

From acting on the growing effects of extreme

weather to considering how smart technologies can

create opportunities. Here are five challenges as

well as opportunities impacting the water sector

throughout the next decade.

NON-REVENUE WATER (NRW)

A high level of water losses is one of the major

challenges facing water utilities across the world

and the CWA is not an exception. NRW is the

difference between the amount of water being

produced/injected into the distribution system and

the amount of water being billed to consumers.

The African Water Association (AfWA) has

identified NRW as a priority issue within its

capacity building programs, delivering technical

sessions to raise the awareness of water utilities to

NRW. The challenges include:

Old pipe networks dating from the

independence period of the 1960’s

Lack of knowledge of the water networks

(inadequate records, rapid urbanisation)

Low perception of NRW by utility

management

The “Vicious Circle” of NRW (as shown in the

diagram) is one of the key reasons resulting in both

physical and commercial losses. Physical losses, or

leakages, divert precious water from reaching

customers and increase operating costs. They also

result in larger investments than necessary to

augment network capacity. Commercial losses,

caused by customer meter inaccuracies, poor data

handling, and illegal connections, reduce income

and thereby financial resource generation.

The challenge for CWA is to turn the “Vicious

Circle” (as shown in the diagram) into the

“Virtuous Circle”. In effect, reducing NRW

releases new sources of both water and finances.

Reducing excessive physical losses results in a

greater amount of water available for consumption

and postpones the need for investing in new

sources. It also lowers operating costs. Similarly,

reducing commercial losses will generates more

revenues for CWA.
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The key to developing a strategy for management

of non-revenue water (NRW) is to gain a better

understanding of the reasons for NRW and the

factors which influence its components. Then

techniques and procedures can be developed and

tailored to the specific characteristics of the

network and local influencing factors, to tackle

each of the components in order of priority.

The overall approach presented in Figure above

will be adapted to suit the current status of the

authority’s NRW activities and functions.

Additionally, the followings will form part of the

NRW strategic programme.

1)   Field Technical Auditing (Defective

Production & DMA meters)

2)   Defining and sealing of District Metered Areas

(DMAs)

3)   Procurement of NRW equipment (Water

leakage detection tool and equipment)

4)   Replacement of defective Production and

DMA meters (Procurement & Installation

Contract)

5)   Determining Current NRW

6)   Structured programme of active leakage

management (Leak detection, step testing and

leakage repairs)

7)   Pressure management (Installation of control

valves such as Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV)

and Pressure Sustaining Valve (PSV) wherever

required)

8)   Capacity building and institutional

strengthening – including leak detection teams and

NRW monitoring and management – to ensure the

continued efficiency and long-term sustainability

of programme activities. This may require

mobilising specialist support for training purposes.

9)   Regular tracking and reporting of NRW

activities to CWA’s Management/ Board

10) Contract Supervision

A successful NRW reduction strategy depends not

only identifying priority areas of the network and

the network operating policy which need attention,

but also on introducing methodologies and policies

to assess, monitor and control elements of NRW -

physical losses, commercial losses, and unbilled

consumption.

ACTING ON THE MOUNTING EFFECTS OF

EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS

Most climate changes are related to water in one

way or another by affecting agricultural

production, sea level rise, wildfires, drought and

extreme weather. Sea level rise and extreme storm

surge will affect coastal areas. Several measures

can be taken to protect coastal communities

against severe future flooding. Engineers can

develop hard engineering structures such as

seawalls, dikes and levees can help in some areas,

but more sophisticated technologies such as

modelling software and simulations can enable

understanding of the vulnerabilities and suggest

solutions to best address storm surge risk and

capacity of the storm water infrastructure.
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PROTECTING

AGRICULTURAL

PRODUCTION

According to the UN, the

world population is expected

to reach more than nine

billion people in 2050. To

make sure there is enough

food to feed this growing

population, it is estimated

that the global food

production needs to be

increased by 70%. This

includes growth in cereal

and crop production. It also

requires more arable land,

REUSING WASTEWATER TO SUPPORT A

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Traditional investment, planning, design and

operation are linear in nature. Water is extracted

from the source, quality checked, used and the

wastewater is then treated and discharged in a

receiving water body. However, wastewater and its

discharged sludge contains a great number of

valuable resources such as nitrogen, phosphorus,

energy and other nutrients that can be recovered

and reused in a circular economy in order to

protect scarce and threatened resources. By

transitioning from a linear model to a more

circular one, focus is placed on reducing water

consumption and to achieve the overall objective

of resource efficiency. Achieving this objective

will require rethinking the traditional wastewater

treatment models.

with more extensive and efficient irrigation. All of

this will challenge water resources and

ecosystems. In order to be sustainable, efficient

irrigation management and technics such as

erosion risk management, flood warning systems

and precision farming systems are all methods that

can be used to optimise agricultural production

using minimum amounts of water as possible.

A CUSTOMER LED REVOLUTION

As time changes, customers and consumers are more

than ever empowered by digital technology. As a

result, they continuously expect better and more

personalised products and services to optimise their

work, way of life and help them reach their goals. To

meet these expectations, businesses must deal with the

reality of an empowered customer. In this customer

lead world, the Water Sector is continuously

challenged to examine how to develop solutions in

cooperation with customers. When this is achieved,

there will be good opportunities for establishing long-

term customer relationships and at the same time

addressing how to reduce water consumption.

SMART AND INTELLIGENT NETWORK

TECHNOLOGIESSmart water network solutions

improve the efficiency and reliability of the physical

water infrastructure by better collecting and analysing

data. The use of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and

data analytics not only help to better manage

infrastructure and reduce non-revenue water losses, but

also supports important changes to the ways in which

water utilities and companies operate. Smart end-to-

end water networks offer the opportunity to improve

productivity and efficiency while enhancing customer

service.
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Despite the above, no one can be completely sure

and predict which direction the water sector/

industry will take over the coming years and

decade. However, it could be highly beneficial for

the CWA to take a closer look at some of the most

likely challenges and scenarios the sector is facing

in order to determine how to embrace the

opportunities.

9. Engineering Water Management

ENGINEERING BETTER FAULT

DETECTIONS AND NETWORK

MAINTENANCEUtilities with a strong focus on

the preventive maintenance of assets can save

substantial time and costs, avoid service

interruptions, and increase their revenue.

how the maintenance activities will be

organised (on a regional and area basis)

how maintenance will be carried out (using

own technicians, or outsourcing to skilled

technicians outside the utility, or both)

A good maintenance strategy will detail:

clear descriptions of how the assets are

expected to function with proper maintenance

information and documentation requirements,

for example a log of parts replaced,

inspections made, recording of any incidents

(unexpected events)

prioritisation of assets for routine inspection

and maintenance (the more important items,

such as main pumps, needing more frequent

inspection and maintenance).

At times key decisions have to be made to replace

old or damaged equipment. Adept utility managers

plan and decide in advance which assets require

replacement and when. These decisions may be

made based on past experience or on the opinions

of individuals, although this may be unwise

because experience and opinions vary from one

individual to another. One technique that can assist

in making objective decisions uses the concept of

life-cycle cost. (An objective decision is one based

on facts, unlike a subjective decision, which is one

based on 
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personal feelings or opinions.) The life-cycle cost

of an asset is the sum of its one-time, non-

recurring costs (for example, its purchase and

installation costs) and its recurring costs (such as

its operating cost, maintenance cost and disposal

cost) over the life of the asset.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

The CWA has taken decisive steps to improve

responsiveness to customer complaints. A Special

Response Unit (SRU) was set up in September

2020 with cross functional team members. They

are responsible for monitoring and ensuring that

complaints are attended to promptly. The SRU

makes use of digital platforms like a GPS tracking

system and a digital interface with a virtual

geographical map that enables better tracking and

prompter remedial actions. Complaints and service

request from various sources including the hotline,

radio, the press and our PR offices are compiled

and displayed on a digital map of Mauritius. A

priority list by region is then established before the

system is updated for prompt attention.

CWA’s Special Response Unit (SRU)

A flying squad has been set up and is responsible

for rapid emergency interventions. Coordination

between hotline operations, the SRU, and the

flying squad is ensured by digital channels like

GIS-based Complaint mapping visualisation,

WhatsApp messaging and video calls. Various

intervention teams are being reorganised to ensure

more efficient service. A WhatsApp number has

been set up to encourage members of the public

report leakages and other issues that require

emergency attention.

A shift system is being implemented to ensure that

intervention teams are available outside normal

hours and during weekends.  CWA is making

significant recruitments to reinforce its teams at

various levels of the hierarchy. Drivers have been

recruited to drive water tankers and operatives are

being recruited to enable effective response to

service requests. Furthermore, a complete

reorganisation is being envisaged to meet the

changing demand of our stakeholders.

CONSUMER’S RESPONSIBILITY

Water efficient devices in buildings

In new buildings a prerequisite would be to review

the Building code and Regulation to ascertain that

water efficient devices and plumbing fittings are

stipulated (made mandatory) for water and

sanitation installations in all new buildings.

Examples are:

Low-floor shower heads,

Low-volume toilet cisterns and dual flush toilets,

Self-closing taps in public, institutional and

commercial establishments,

Accurate water meters,

Water pressure reducers,

Flow controllers, and

Self-closing yard (external) taps at and around.
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In existing buildings,

retrofitting of fixtures, which

refer to modification of

existing water systems to

lower water use, should be

carried out. Retrofitting of

plumbing fixtures in private

houses and use of water

efficient household

appliances cannot be made

mandatory but should be

promoted as much as

possible. Consumers should

be informed and hence 

It is known fact that public institutions tend to

realise high water consumption, among other

things caused by poor state of repair of their

water and sanitary facilities. Government, or the

institution concerned, should initiate a re-fitting

program with water efficient fixtures focusing

on taps and cisterns/urinals.

Rainwater harvesting and overhead water

tanks

Mauritius does not have a distinct dry season,

statistically rain falls all year round with its

seasonal variations. Roof catchment systems as

back-up and supplementary supply for new

public buildings such as schools and

government institutions have clear potential.

The above suggested review of the Building

Code should also consider an introduction in the

use of roof catchment systems on new buildings

to reduce the load on the piped supplies,

specifically for outdoors purposes like garden

watering, car washing and other cleaning

purposes.

convinced that modest investments in these

devices are paid back within a relatively short

period of time due to the subsequent savings on

the individual households’ water accounts.

Re-use of ‘grey’ water and recycling of

wastewater

Recycling of wastewater refers to the process of

reclaiming the water by restoring it to its original

quality, whereas re-use merely refers to the use of

(partly) treated wastewater for purposes which do

not necessarily require quality standard of potable

water. One important obstacle to the concept of

using reclaimed water is the rather general attitude

among consumers towards wastewater effluents.

Here public education efforts would have their role

to play.
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At individual household level, the public should be

informed about the advantages of adopting a

lifestyle of re-using the ‘grey’ kitchen water and

other rinsing water generated in their homes for

purposes of watering plants and vegetable gardens.

A number of relatively inexpensive technical

gadgets to intercept and direct the ‘grey’ water

flow are commercially available.

For larger institutions, like hotels and lodges, not

attached to water-borne sewerage systems, the

Building Code should be amended to stipulate,

where appropriate, the introduction of reed-

bed/pond (often referred to as ‘constructed

wetland’) purification structures to facilitate safe

use of wastewater specifically for external use of

watering gardens and grass fields (golf courses).

Commendable initiatives along these lines are

already being practised today at some of the larger

tourist lodges and resort areas.

Desalination

Normally, potable water derived from desalination

is only considered a viable alternative to

conventional water sources if a real water scarcity

is prevalent, which is not the case in Mauritius. In

spite of recent advances in 

membrane technology, the desalination process is

still expensive and impractical on a large scale, but

as an interim and emergency measure – it may be

useful at a few locations where the need to expand

the distribution system may be excessively costly.

Desalination is presently used in Mauritius by

some coastal hotels and tourist resorts but is not

considered on a wider scale. Clearly this arises

from the fact that for each cubic metreused in the

tourism sector significant economic return is

gained. Desalination then becomes a viable

economic alternative. It should also be emphasised

that where desalination is practised on a large scale

elsewhere in the world. It is usually because there

is relatively cheap source of energy available,

which permits the water to be used for low value

activities. This factor could be of relevance to

Mauritius, since the acceptability of desalination

will become increasingly attractive as the country

may become more self-sufficient in renewable

energy.

Where investments are made by e.g., coastal

hotels, it is important that legislative regulations

are in place to guide these ‘decentralized’

(individual) desalination plants in proper handling

of the brine. The practice, without knowing the

degree of dilution of the brine, of 



However, according to a United Nations study,

Desalination plants pump out 142 million cubic meters (5

billion cubic feet) of salty brine every day, 50% more than

previous estimates, to produce 95 million cubic meters of

fresh water. Brine, water comprising about 5% salt, often

includes toxins such as chlorine and copper used in

desalination. By contrast, global sea water is about 3.5%

salt. Waste chemicals accumulation in the environment

and can have toxic effects on marine life. Brine can cut

levels of oxygen in seawater near desalination plants with

“profound impacts” on shellfish, crabs and other creatures

on the seabed, leading to ecological effects observable

throughout the food chain. Hence, the high cost of

desalination as a method of water production and its

environmental effects still divides expert/ environment

specialist on its long-term viability.
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injecting the ‘effluent’ into existing

boreholes is dubious. It is recommended to

abandon this practice and rather discharge

the brine after some dilution to the

sea/lagoons through a properly located pipe

outlet. If pumping the brine into the ground

is to be recommended it can only be

approving after a careful hydrogeological

assessment is made to ascertain that the

aquifer in which potable water productive

boreholes are sunk is not affected. 
Waste Brine – Ecological Problem for Marine life

access to safe drinking water. The USA on the other

hand, uses 3.9 trillion gallons of water per month.

According to the World Health Organization, 80% of

all diseases in the developing world are water related.

By 2025, the United Nation estimates that 30% of the

world’s population residing in 50 countries will face

water shortage. Water shortage is a bigger problem

today than ever before. Not only are we using up our

available supply, but our population also continues to

grow and with it, the demand. Global warming is

compounding the problem. Unless we all take it

seriously, soon we will have a water crisis in our

hands. We will live in a blue planet without a drop of

water that’s safe to drink.

We have the power to reduce the use of virtual water.

Conserving the water we use is one way of helping,

but watching our shopping basket will make more

impact to the effort. Farmers and our advancing

technology have devised ways to get more crops with

less water. But these efforts are useless if we are not

concerned about the amount of virtual water we use

through the products we buy. If we can be conscious

of the products we buy and eat and choose less water

intensive products we can make a difference. If

manufacturers know that the consumers care, they

might make some efforts to reduce their water usage

during production. It is primordial that we increase

our awareness on what products are water intensive

and not. This can go a long way to ensuring that

everyone in our planet will have their share. Every

drop we save is precious.

10. Preserving the longevity of the most important

commodity in the world 

Our planet is 75% covered by water. That is why we are

called the Blue Planet but 97.5% of that water is salt

water. We only have 2.5% of freshwater out of which only

0.5% is easily and economically exploitable to produce

drinkable water. Yet, on a daily basis, we use 10 billion

tons of freshwater worldwide. Many of organisations and

environmentalists are saying that our water supply is

dwindling but very few take it seriously. They see water

everywhere. But it is a fact that over one billion people in

developing countries do not have

Additionally, a groundwater quality (chloride) monitoring

programme should be mandatory as a prerequisite to

approve this practice further.
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EO data has strongly been promoted by many

international bodies as an international support to

developing countries. The Group on Earth

Observation, an association of more than 200

national governments, academia and private

organisations, is aiming at encouraging use of EO

data through innovative solutions to environmental

challenges. Sustainable development concepts at the

core of the GEO initiatives. Created in 2003, it has

since continued its mission of improving

availability, access and use of EO data in developing

countries.  Some of its core areas of EO 

World Engineering Day for Sustainable Development

Introduction

Earth observation as defined by GEO(2020) is the

process of the gathering of information about planet

Earth’s physical, chemical and biological systems. It

involves monitoring and assessing the status of, and

changes in, the natural and man-made environment.

Major development in satellite technology and

imagery has enabled relatively easy access to multi

spectral high spatial resolution satellite imageries (EO

data) to many. As EO data covers large spaces, this

makes them ideal for the study of environmental

concerns. EO data has been collected over a long

period and with its large coverage it has the potential

to support countries as these work their way towards

achieving the sustainable development goals, for

Agenda 2030.

Earth Observation Data for Environmental Protection 

Dr. Manta Devi Nowbuth, co-authors  I Goomanee, M D Cadoo

Dr. Manta Devi Nowbuth
Associate Professor, Department of Civil Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering, University of Mauritius
mnowbuth@uom.ac.mu

The potential of EO data as a support to SDGs has

been discussed in depth by international bodies

(Aschbacher, 2020), Director of the Earth

Observation Programme, of the European Space

Agency. In this report, emphasis was placed on

satellite earth observation (EO) from multispectral

bands as having the potential of providing wide

range of different types of environmental

information that are global, comprehensive,

accurate, repeatable and timely, and that are key to

the effective planning and implementation of

development assistance activities. Aschbacher 

(2020) also highlighted the strong collaboration of

the space missions such as (EU Copernicus, ESA,

EUMETSAT, European National missions), as well

as the diversity of specialist products and services

available through the downstream geo-information

sector. The Copernicus mission with Sentinel higher

spatial and spectral resolution data will be of much

support to developing countries specially small

developing islands.  Key international partners

joined hands to come up with an integrated

programme of work entitled “Space in Support of

International Development Assistance”. Through

this programme, many countries and in particular

developing countries will be benefiting from the EO

technology for environmental protection.

DR. MANTA DEVI NOWBUTH - MAURITIUS



applications are: Biodiversity and Ecosystem

Sustainability, Disaster Resilience, Energy and

Mineral Resource Management, Food Security and

Sustainable Agriculture, Public Health Surveillance,

Infrastructure and Transport Management,

Sustainable Urban Development and Water

Resources Management. The USGS through its

2.4million Landsat Images (UNOOSA, 2012), has

compiled accurate records of landcover over the last

37 years, and these can been analysed together with

ground trothing data/information, for a better

understanding of global land resources, through

sectoral studies namely; Agriculture; Carbon

Inventory/Credits; Deforestation; Drought

Monitoring; Ecosystem Monitoring; Famine Early

Warning; Fire/Disaster Management; Flood

management; Global Change; Insurance Risk

Management; International Treaty Management;

Land Use/Land Cover Mapping; Land Use

Planning; Mapping and National Security. Similarly,

the earth science data systems (ESDS) of NASA is

providing relatively easy access to EO data through

its open source portal, Earth Data.
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EO data may be perhaps the only cost-effective

technology able to provide data at a global scale

(Pereira at al., 2020). These globally available EO

data is also very determinant to understanding the

contribution of developing countries concerning

sustainable development since they lack the

resources to collect relevant information. However,

as rightly highlighted by ESA(2020a), the

challenges that are likely to hinder the smooth

uptake of this technology in developing countries,

were awareness and acceptance of this technology

and invited developing countries to take particular

note. Although facilitators such as ESA, NASA,

GEO can address issues of availability and

accessibility, the extent and depth of the update will

depend heavily on the use of EO data as scientific

evidence for decision making in developing

countries.

Literature Review

At university and research level, scientists have been

using satellite imageries since a long time. Satellite

imageries have used in many different sectors, with

Agriculture being the sector which has benefited

most from the use of EO data, for over more than 45

years. From this sector, the use of EO data expanded

in forestry, water resources environmental pollution,

landuse change detection, land degradation, wetland

protection, the ocean sector and urban planning. As

multispectral and higher resolutions EO data became

freely and readily available researchers are finding

new areas and new ways of using EO data, smart

cities and disaster risk reduction are two of the latest

additions.  As applications are increasing, so are the

demands for better imageries. For example high

spatial resolution EO data has been used in the

energy sector in a paper authored by Leibrand et al.

(2019). In this paper, EO data was used to identify

priority areas, and opportunities for electric utilities

in developing and emerging economies. This paper

also illustrated how EO data could be used to reduce

risk associated with climate related disasters, by

incorporating them into rural electrification

planning, renewable energy resource assessment,

distributed generation, grid operation and reliability,

together with disaster risk reduction and recovery

efforts.

The vast volume of applications of EO data has

highlighted that these data could be used as the

sustainable development indicators in the

agricultural, food safety, water resources,

environmental degradation and resource

management sectors at a country or at global level,

hence was an ideal tool for the monitoring of the

SDGs. EO for the monitoring of SDGs is currently

supported by international groups specialised in

specific sectors. The group on Earth Observations

Global Agricultural Monitoring (GEOGLAM) is

actively promoting use of EO data for the 
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monitoring of SDGs 2 in particular, but to some

extent SDGs 6,12, 13 and 17 also. This paper

documents the international collaborative projects

being undertaken to promote collaboration and

communication at regional and international levels

in the agricultural sector through EO data. Another

international support is provided by NASA through

its thematic Data PathFinders. NASA (2020b)

include a series of thematic layers of information

structured for monitoring of each of the SDGS. In

addition, the available data have been applied on a

more local scale, NASA (2020b) illustrated by use

cases for the SDG6; Clean water and sanitation and

the SDG15; Life on Land discussed by NASA

(2020b). In such cases, EO data contributed to

providing information on water availability and

drought situations, as well as the monitoring of loss

of biodiversity. The eastern African countries have

acknowledged the need for using EO data to support

spatial planning (Gill et al., 2019). In Africa,

organisations such as AfriGeo, GMES and Africa,

and AfriGEOSS are contributing significantly to the

uptake of EO data in Africa. More recently a paper

by the WEF(2021) commented on the growing EO

industry in Africa thus reinforcing the conviction

that EO data offers much potential for developing

countries.

The international and regional initiatives are

nowadays reaching policy makers (Whitcraft et al.,

2019) who are recognising the importance of using

EO data to address challenges which have vary in

space and time and which require large sets of data

and information to manage them.

Case Study; EO for Landuse Change Analysis

For the purpose of this study, remote sensing and the

Image processing modules of ArcGIS, a geospatial

software, was used to develop land cover maps and

to assess land cover changes in Mauritius for the

period 2000-2015 over a 5-year interval using

Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 EO data.

Land cover and land use are often used

interchangeably, but do not mean the same thing.

Land cover refers to the physical material present on

the surface of the earth including vegetation, forest,

soil, water and buildings whereas land use

documents how people are using the land (Coffey,

2013). vLand cover is dynamic meaning that it

keeps on changing over time as a result of natural

and man-made activities.  Monitoring dynamic

changes in landscape is very important when it

comes to planning and management of natural

resources (Jat et al., 2008). Traditional methods such

as gathering ground survey data and analysis of

National statistical datasets often requires much

effort to gather, compile and report the data. These

methods are therefore not preferable especially in a

continuously changing environment (Maktav et al.,

2005).   Fortunately, with advancement in satellite

technologies, spatiotemporal data are now available

and updated at regular time intervals, enabling

continuous monitoring of Earth’s surface. Increasing

availability of improved satellite data has also made

it possible to frequently monitor the landscape at a

finer scale. Satellite-derived land cover data

therefore provide a viable alternative in the absence

of suitable National datasets (Tziztiki et al., 2012).

This study employed the use of EO data and image

processing technology to develop land cover maps

and to assess land cover changes in Mauritius for the

period 2000-2015 over a 5-year interval. Satellite

images of Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 were used in the

study. Landsat 7 images with 30m spatial resolution

were used to generate the land cover maps for the

year 2000, 2005 and 2010. The Landsat 8 imagery

with the same spatial resolution was used to map the

land cover for the year 2015.  Since Mauritius is

located in a tropical region, cloud-free satellite

images were not available. Hence, cloud-masking

and image mosaic were carried out to eliminate the

presence of clouds from 



The false colour composite image (NIR-Red-Green

composite bands) was used as reference imagery to

train the pixels for the land cover classification

instead of the normal RGB colour composite, since

land cover features such as vegetation and water

were more easily recognisable. Built-up areas were

also easily identifiable in bright cyan pixels.

Selection of the training pixels were also cross-

checked with google earth historical images. A total

of 7 major classes were trained which included:

Forest, Grassland, Cropland, Wetland Artificial

areas, Other land and Water areas. Cropland consist

mainly of food crops and sugarcane while Other

land consists of bare soil, sandy beaches and rocky

areas. Water areas include lakes, basins, reservoirs

and ponds. Once the training pixels were chosen, the

maximum 
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the images. Moreover, the images were pan-

sharpened to improve the spatial resolution of the

Landsat images to 15m. The images were then pre-

processed to remove possible geometric,

atmospheric and radiometric errors. The satellite

images were georeferenced in the UTM 40S

projection zone.

Figure 1: Methodology adopted for land cover change detection

Changes in land cover area from 2000 to 2015

(Figure 2) was analysed using the image processing

module of ArcGIS.

likelihood algorithm

was used to run the

classification to

generate the land

cover maps. Finally,

the change detection

analysis was carried

out to assess changes

in land cover area for

the period 2000-2015.

The detailed

methodology used is

displayed by the

flowchart in Figure 1

below.

Figure 2: Landcover classification: 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015
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The landcover change over the period of 15 was further analysed as illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 3.

Table 1: Trends in Land cover

Figure 3: Graph showing trends in land cover classes

Discussion & Conclusion
From the classification results, it can be easily observed that Artificial areas comprising of buildings and other

infrastructures such as roads have been increasing since 2000. In fact, there has been an addition of 22.75 km2 in

artificial areas from 2000 to 2015 indicating a percentage increase of 9.15%. This increase is associated to rapid

urbanisation as a result of population and economic growth in Mauritius.
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Forest, wetlands and water areas have stayed mostly

stable despite a slight decline noted for forest and

wetland cover classes. On the other hand, a decrease

of 0.87% is noted in cropland while a considerable

decline of 8.91% and 47.8% is noted for grassland

and other land respectively.

By analysing the land cover area change matrix, it

can be seen that most land losses were associated to

these being converted to artificial areas. For

example, 1.32 km2 out of a total of 2.25 km2 of

deforested land was converted to artificial areas.

Likewise, 13.23 km2 and 6.74 km2 of grassland and

cropland respectively were converted to artificial

areas.

This study has confirmed the ability to use remote

sensing and GIS technologies for land cover

mapping and change detection analysis. The results

show that there has been quite a significant

expansion in built-up areas from 2000 to 2015. At

the same, a decrease in grassland, cropland and

other land was noticed. With a spatial resolution of

15 metres, these maps could well be used in other

projects such as land degradation assessment and

flood management.
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